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Foreword 
This Technical Specification (TS) has been produced by the 3'd Generation Partnership Project (3G PP). 

The presenr document defines the stage 2 of the service description for a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) within 
the digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+ ). 

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an 
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit: 

presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; or 

3 greater indicates TSG approved document under change control; 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 
updates. etc.; and 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document. 
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1 Scope 
The present document defines the stage-2 service description for a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) on GSM. 
CCITT Recommendation [.130 [28] describes a three-stage method for characterisation of telecommunication services, 
and CCITT Recommendation Q.65 [30] defines stage 2 of the method. 

This vcrsion of thc stugc-2 scrvice dcseription covers the first phase ofGPRS, and docs not meet all thc serv ices and 
functionality described in GSM 02.60 [3]. 

The present document docs not cover the [ower layers of the GPRS GSM radio interface. GSM 03.64 [9] contains an 
overall description of the radio interlace. 

2 References 
The following docuntents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions onhe present 
document. 

• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non·specific. 

• For u specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• For a non-specific reference, thc latest version applies. In thc case of a reference 10 a 3G PP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in Ihe same 
Rdease as thc prcselll doel/melll. 

[I] GSM 01.04: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Abbreviations and 
ucronyms". 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 

[ II] 

[12] 

GSM 01.61: " Digital cellular tel ecommunications system (Phase 2+); GPRS ciphering algorithm 
requirements" . 

GSM 02.60: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS); Service description; Stage I". 

GSM 03.03: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+): Numbering, addressing and 
identification". 

GS M 03.07: " Digitul cellular telecommunications systcm (Plmse 2+); Restoration proccdures". 

GSM 03.20: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Security related network 
functions". 

GSM 03.22: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+): Functions related to Mobile 
Station (MS) in idle mode and group receive mode". 

GSM 03.40: " Digital ccllular telecommunications syste m (Phase 2+); Tcchnicul rculizat ion of the 
Shon Message Service (SMS); Point-to-Point (PP)". 

GSM 03.64: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Overall description of the 
Gencral Packet Rudio Service (GPRS) Radio interfacc; Stage 2". 

GS M 04.07: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobile radio interface 
signalling layer 3; General aspects". 

GSM 04.08: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobi le radio interface 
layer 3 specification" . 

GSM 04.60: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS); Mobile SllI ti on (MS) - Busc Station System (BSS) intcrfuce; Rad io Link Control I 
Medium Access Control (RLCIMAC) protocol". 
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GSM 04.64: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Gencral Paekct Radio 
Scrvicc (GPRS): Mobile Station - Serving GPRS Support Node (MS - SGSN) Logical Link 
Control (LLC) laycr specification". 

GSM 04.65: "Digital ccllular telccommunications system (Phasc 2+); General Packct Radio 
Scrvice (G PRS); Mobile Station (MS) - Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN): SubnetwQrk 
Dependcnt Convergence Protocol (SNDCP)". 

GSM 05.08: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phasc 2+); Radio subsystcm link 
control". 

GSM 07.60: "Digital ccllular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packct Radio 
Service (GPRS); Mobile Station (MS) supporting GPRS". 

GSM 08.08: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobile Switching Centre -
Base Station Systcm (MSC - BSS) interface: Laycr 3 specification". 

GSM 08.14: "Digital ccllular telccommunications system (Phasc 2+); Gcncral Packet Radio 
SCl"\'icc (GPRS): Base Station System (BSS) - Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) interface; Gb 
interface layer I". 

GSM 08.16: " Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Sel"\'ice (GPRS); Base Station System CBSS) - Sel"\' ing GPRS Support Node (SGSN) interface; 
Nctwork Service". 

GSM 08.18: "Digital cel lular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS); Base Station System CBSS) - Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN); BSS GrRS 
Protocol (BSSG P)". 

GSM 08.60: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Inband control of remotc 
tnmseoders and rate adaptors for Enhanced Full Rate (EFR) and full rate traffic channels". 

GSM 09.02: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phasc 2+); Mobile Application Pan 
(MAP) specification". 

GSM 09.16: "Digital cellular telecommunications systcm (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Scrvice (GPRS): SCl"\'ing GPRS Support Nodc (SGSN) - Visitors Location Rcgistcr (VLR): Os 
interface nctwork service spec ification". 

GSM 09.18: "Digital cellular telecommunications systcm (Phase 2+): Gcneral Packet Radio 
Servicc (GPRS); Scrving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) - Visitors Location Register (VLR); Gs 
interface laycr 3 specification". 

GSM 09.60: "D igital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS); GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) across the Gn and Gp Interface". 

GSM 09.61: "Digital cellular telecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 
Service (GPRS); lntcrworking bctween the Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) suppo rting 
GPRS and Packct Data Nctwo rks (PDN)". 

USM 11.1 I: "Digital cellular telecommunications systcm (Phase 2+); Specification of the 
Subscribcr Identity Modulc - Mobile Equipment (S IM - ME) interfacc". 

CCITT Recommendations 1.130: "General modelling methods - Method for the characterisation of 
telccommunication services supported by an ISDN and network capabilities of an IS DN". 

CCiTT Recommendation E.164: "Numbering plan fo r the ISDN cra". 

CCn T Rccommcndation Q.65: "Methodology - Stage 2 of the method for the characterization of 
sel"\' ices supported by an ISDN". 

(crIT Recommendation VA2 bis: "Data communication over thc telephone network - Data 
compression procedurcs for data circuit-terminating equipment (DCE) using error correction 
procedures". 
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3.1 

CGlTT Recommendation X.3: "Packet assembly disassembly facility (PAD) in a public data 
nctwork". 

CCITT Recommendation X.25: "Interface between data terminal equipment (DTE) and data 
circuit.tenninating equipment (DC E) for tenninals operating in the packet mode and connected 10 
public data networks by dedicated circuit". 

CCITT Recommendation X.28: "DTE I DeE interface for a stan-stop mode data tcmlinal 
equipment accessing the packet assembly I disassembly facility (PAD) in a public data network 
situated in the same country". 

CCITT Recommendation X.29: "Procedures for the exchange of control information and user data 
between a packet assembly I disassembly (PAD) faci lity and a packet mode DTE or another PAD". 

CCITT Recommendation X.75: "Packet-switched signal ling system between public networks 
providing data transmission services". 

CCi n Recommendation X.121: "International Numbering Plan for Public Data Networks". 

IETF RFC 768 (1980): "Uscr Datagram Protocol" (STD 6). 

IETF RFC 791 (1981): "Intcrnct Protocol" (STD 5). 

IET F RFC 792 (1981): "Internet Control Message Protocol" (STD 5). 

JETF RFC 793 (1981): "Transmission Control Protocol" (STD 7). 

IET F RFC 1034 (1987): "Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities" (STD 7). 

Definitions, abbreviations and symbols 

Definitions 
For the purposes of the prcsent document, the terms and definitions given in GSM 02.60 apply. 

3.2 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document the following abbreviations apply. Additional applicable abbreviations can be 
found in GSM 01.04 [I J. 

AA 
APN 
ATM 
BG 
BSSAP+ 
BSSGP 
BVC] 
CCU 
CGI 
CS 
DNS 
GGSN 
GMM/SM 
GSN 
GTP 
ICM P 
IETF 
IP 
IPv4 
IPv6 

Anonymous Access 
Access Point Name 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
Border Gateway 
Base Station System Application Pan + 
Base Station System GPRS Protocol 
BSSG P Vinual Connection Identifier 
Channel Codee Unit 
Cell Global Identification 
Circuit Switched 
Domain Name System 
Gateway GPRS Suppon Node 
GPRS Mobility Management and Session Managemenl 
GPRS Support Node 
GPRS Tunnelling Protocol 
Internet Control Message Protocol 
Internet Engineering Task Force 
Intcrnet Protocol 
Internet Protocol version 4 
Internet Protocol version 6 
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ISP 
LLC 
LL-PDU 
MAC 
MNRF 
MNRG 
MNRR 
MTP2 
MTP3 
NGAF 
NS 
NSAPI 
NSS 
PCU 
PDCH 
PDN 
PDP 
PDU 
PPF 
P-TMS I 
PVC 
RA 
RAe 
RAI 
RLC 
SGSN 
SM 
SM-SC 
SMS·GMSC 
SMS· IWMSC 
SNDC 
SNDCP 
SN-PDU 
TCAP 
Tep 
TID 
TLU 
TRAU 
UDP 

Inlemet Service Provider 
Logical Link Control 
LLC PDU 
Medium Access Control 
Mobile station Not Reachable Flag 
Mobile station Not Reachable for GPRS flag 
Mobile station Not Reachable Reason 
Mcssagt: Transfer Part layt:r 2 
Message Transfer Pan layer 3 
Non-G PRS Alert Flag 
Network Service 
Network layer Service Access Point Identifier 
Network SubSystem 
Packet Control Unit 
Paekct Data CHannel 
Packct Data Network 
Packet Data Protocol, e.g., IP or X.25 [33] 
Protocol Data Unit 
Paging Proceed Flag 
Packet TMS I 
Pennanent Vinual Circuit 
Routcing Area 
Routeing Area Code 
Routcing Area Idcntity 
Radio Link Control 
Serving GPRS Support Node 
Shon Message 
Shon Message service Service Centre 
Shon Mcssage Servicc Gateway MSC 
Shon Mcssage Service Interworking MSC 
SubNetwork Dependent Convergence 
SubNetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol 
SN DCP PDU 
Transaction Capabilities Application Part 
Transmission Control Protocol 
Tunnel Identifier 
Temporary Logical Link Identity 
Transcodcr and Ratc Adaptor Unit 
User Datagram Protocol 

3.3 Symbols 

For the purposes of the prcsent document the following symbols apply: 

Gb 
Go 
Gd 
Gf 
G; 
Go 
Gp 

Gc 
G, 
kbitls 
R 

Um 

Interface between an SGSN and a BSS. 
Interface bctwccn a GGSN and an HLR. 
Interface between a SMS-GMSC and an SGSN, and between a SMS-IWMSC and an SGSN. 
Interface between an SGSN and an EIR. 
Reference point between GP RS and an external packet data network. 
Interface between two GSNs within the same PLMN. 
Interface between two GSNs in different PLMNs. The Gp intcrface allows suppon ofGPRS 
network serviccs across areas served by the co-operating GPRS PLMNs. 
Interface between an SGSN and an HLR. 
Interface between an SGSN and an MSClVLR. 
Kilobits per second. 
Re ference poim between a non-ISDN compatible TE and MT. Typically this reference point 
supports a standard serial interface. 
Interface between the mobile station (MS) and the GPRS fixed network part. The Urn interface is 
the Gr RS network interface for providing packet data services over the radio to the MS. The MT 
part of the MS is used to access the GPRS services through this interface. 
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4 Main Concepts 
GPRS uses a packet-modc techniq ue to transfcr high-speed and low-specd data and signalling in an efficient manner. 
GPRS optimises the use of network and radio resources. Strict separation between Ihe radio subsystem and network 
subsystem is maintained, allowing the network subsystem to be reused with o ther radio access technologies. GPRS does 
nOI mandate changes to an installcd MSC basco 

New GPRS radio channels arc defincd. and the allocation ofthesc channels is nexible: from I to 8 radio interface 
timeslols can be allocated per TOM A frame, timcslots arc shared by the active users, and up and downlink arc allocated 
separately. The radio interface resources can be shared dynamically between speech and data services as a function of 
service load and operator preference. Various radio channel coding schemes arc specified \0 allow bitrates from 9 to 
more than 150 kbi Us per user. 

Applications based on standard data protocols arc supported. and intcrworking is dcfined with IP networks and X.25 
networks. GPRS allows SMS transfer over G PRS radio channels. 

GPRS is designed to support from intermittent and bursty data transfers through to occasional transmission of large 
volumes of data. Several quality of service profiles are supported. GPRS is designed for fast reservation to begin 
transmission ofpackcts, typically 0 ,5 to I second. Charging should typically be bascd on the amount of data transferred. 

Three GPRS MS modes of operation arc supported: An MS in class·A mode of operation operates GPRS and other 
GSM services simultaneously. An MS in class-B mode of operation monitors control channels for GPRS and other 
GSM services simultaneously, but can only operate one set of services at one time. An MS in class-C mode of operation 
exclusively operates GPRS services. 

GPRS introduces two new network nodes in the GSM PLMN: The Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), which is at 
thc same hierarchicallcvel as the MSC, keeps track of thc individual MSs' location and performs sccurity functions and 
access control. The SGSN is connected to the base station system with Frame Relay. The Gateway GSN (GGSN) 
provides interworking with external packet-switched networks, and is connected with SGSNs via an IP·based G PRS 
backbone network. The HLR is enhanced with GPR S subscriber information, and thc SMS-GMSCs and SMS- IWMSCs 
are upgraded to support SMS transmission via the SGSN. Optionally, the MSCIVLR can be enhanced for more-cffieient 
co-ordination ofG PRS and non·G PRS services and functionality: e.g., paging for circuit·switched calls that can be 
perfonned more efficiently via the SGSN, and combined GrRS and non·GP RS location updates. 

GPRS security functionality is equivalent to the existing GSM security. The SGSN performs authentication and cipher 
setting procedures based on the same algorithms, keys, and critcria as in existing GSM. GPRS uscs a ciphering 
algorithm optimised for packet data transmission. A GPRS ME can access the GPRS services with SIMs that arc not 
GPRS·aware, and with GPRS-aware SIMs. 

An MS performs cell selection autonomously, or the base station system instructs the MS to select a certain cell. The 
MS informs the network when it re-selects another cell or group of cells known as a routeing area. 

In order to access the GPRS services, an MS shalllirst make its presence known \0 Ihe network by perfonnin£ a GPRS 
attach. This opcmi ion establishes a logical link between the MS and the SGSN, and makes the MS available fm $MS 
over GPRS. paging via SGSN, and notification of incoming GPRS data. 

In order to send and reccive GPRS data. the MS shall activatc the packet data addrcss thaI it wanlS to usc. Thi s 
operation makes the MS known in the corresponding GGSN , and interworking with externa l data networks can 
commence. 

User data is transferred transparcntly between the MS and the cxtemal data nctworks with a method known as 
cncapsulation and tunnelling: data packets arc cquipped with GPRS-spec ific protocol information and transferred 
between thc MS and GGSN. This transparcnt transfcr method lessens the requiremcnt for the GPRS PLMN to intcrpret 
external data protocols, and it enables easy introduction of additional intcrworking protocols in the future. User data can 
be compressed and protected with retransmission protocols for efficiency and rel iabil ity. 
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5 General GPRS Architecture and Transmission 
Mechanism 

5.1 GPRS Access Interfaces and Reference Points 
Each ePRS rLM N has two access points, the Um used for mobile access and the R reference point used for origination 
or reception ofmcssages. The R reference point for the GPRS MSs is defined in GSM 07.60 [1 61. 

An interface differs from a reference point in that an interface is defined where specific erRS information is exchanged 
and needs to be fully recognised. 

There is an inter·G PRS PLMN interface called Gp that connects two independent GPRS networks for message 
exchangc. 

Thcre is also a erRS PLMN to fixed nctwork (typically a packet data network) reference point called Gi. Gi is defined 
in GSM 09.61 [26]. 

R reference point 

TE I 

I 

MS 

MT 

Um 

t 

_------~Gi reference point,,:::::::::::::::::':: 

ePRS network I 

---- Gp 

ePRS network 2 

Pr)Ns or 
other networks 

Figure 1: GPRS Access Interfaces and Reference Points 

There may be more than a single GPRS network interface to sevcral different packet datu (or other) nctworks. These 
networks may both differ in ov .. nership as well as in communications protocol (e.g .. X.25, TCP/IP etc.). The nctwork 
operator should define and negotiate interconnect with each extcrnal (PDN or other) network, 

5.2 Network Interworking 

Network intclWorking is required whenever a PLMN supporting ePRS and any other nctwork arc involved in the 
execution ofa GPRS service rcqucst. With refercnce to figure I, intem'orking takes place through the Gi referencc 
po int and the Gp interface, 

The GPRS internal mechanism for conveying the PDP PDU through the eSM PLM N is managed by the GSM e PRS 
network operator and is not apparent to the data user. Thc use of this GSM data servicc may have an impact on and 
increase the transfer time nonnaJly found for a message whcn communicated through a fixed packet data network. 

5.2.1 PSPDN Interworking 
GPRS shall support interworking with PSPDN networks. The inter\'t'Orking may be either direct or through a transit 
network (e.g., ISDN). GPRS shall support both X.121 [37] and E. I64 [29] addresses, 

ePRS shall provide support for X.25 virtual circuits and X.I5 fast select. X.75 [36] may be used for interworking with 
X.2S PDNs, 

The ePRS TEs have addresses provided by the eSM PLMN ePRS service operator and belong to the ePRS service 
domain. The PSPDN TE sends data to the GPRS TE by use of the GSM PLM N GPRS DN IC (Data Network 
Identification Code) or equivalent that uniquely identifies the GrRS network. 
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5.2.2 Internet (IP) Interworking 

GPRS shall support intcrworking with networks bascd on the internet protocol (JP). IP is defined in RFC 791 [39]. 
GPRS may provide compression of the TCP!IP header when an IP-datagram is used within tne context ofa TCP 
connection. 

In a similar way to the PSPDN X.25 case, the GSM PLMN GPRS service is an IP domain, and mobile tcrminals offered 
service by a GSM service provider llIay be globally addressable through the network operatOl' s addressing schcllIc. 

5.3 High-Level Functions Required for GPRS 

The following list gives the logical functions performed within the GPRS network. Several functiona l groupings (meta
functions) arc defined whieh each encompasses a number of individual functions. 

Network Access Control Functions. 

Packet Routeing and Transfer Functions. 

Mobility Management Functions. 

Logical Link Management Functions. 

Radio Resource Management Functions. 

Network Management Functions. 

5.3 .1 Network Access Control Functions 

Network access is the means by wh.ich a uscr is connccted to a telecommunication nctwork in order to usc the services 
and/or facilities of that network. An access protocol is a defined set of procedures thaI enables the user to employ the 
services andlor facilities of the network. 

User network access may occur from either the mobile side or the fixed side of the GPRS network. The fixed network 
interface may support multi pIc access protocols to external data networks. for example X.25 or I P. Thc sct of acccss 
protocols to be supported is detcrmined by the PLMN opcrator. 

Individual PLMN administrations may require specific access-con\rol procedures in order to limit the sct of users 
pennitted to access the network, or to restrict the capabilities of individual users, for example by limiting the type of 
service available to an individual subscriber. Such access control procedures are beyond the scope of the GPRS 
specifications. 

III aduitiull tu th~ SlallU(lru U(ll(l lnlll sf~r, GrRS III(1Y support (lTlUllymuus (I!':!':!;:S~ tu Ih~ l1~twurk. Th~ snv i!':~ (llIuws (Ill 
MS to exchange d(lta packets with a predefined host that can be addresscd by thc supported intcrworking protocols. 
Only a limited number of destination PDP addresses can be used within this service. IMSI or IMEI shal l not be used 
when accessing the nctwork thus guarantecing a high level of anonymity. Therefore, no authentication and ciphering 
functionalities are foreseen for anonymous access. 

5. 3 .1 .1 Registration Function 

Registration is the means by which a uscr's Mobile Id is associated with thc user's packet data protocol(s) and 
addressees) withi n the PLMN, and with the user's access poinl(s) 10 the external PDP network. The association can be 
Sialic, i.e., stored in an HLR, or dynamic, i.e., allocated on a per necd basis. 

5.3.1.2 Authentication and Authorisation Function 

This function perfonns the identification and authentication of the service requester, and the validation of the service 
request type to ensure that the user is authorised to use the particular network services. The authentication function is 
pcrfonned in association with the Mobility Management functions. 
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5.3 .1 .3 Admission Control Function 

The purpose of admission control is to calculate which network resources are required 10 provide the quality ofservicc 
(QoS) requestcd, detcmline if those rcsources arc available. and then reservc those resources. Admission contTol is 
performed in association with the Radio Resource Management functions in order to est imate the radio resource 
requirements within each cell. 

5.3.1.4 Message Screening Function 

A screening function concerned with filtering out unauthorised or unsolicited messages is required. This shou ld be 
supported through packet filtering functions. Network-controlled screening is supported in the first phase ofGPRS. 
Subscription-controlled and user-controlled screening may be provided in a Later phase. 

5.3.1 .5 Packet Terminal Adaptation Function 

This funct ion adapts data packets reccived I transmitted from I to terminal equipment to a form suitable for transmission 
across the GPRS network. 

5.3.1.6 Charging Data Collection Function 

Th is function collects data necessary to support subscription andlor traffic fees. 

5.3.2 Packet Routeing and Transfer Functions 

A route is an ordered list of nodes lIsed for the transfer of messages within and between the PLM N(s). Each route 
consists of the originating node, zcro or more relay Ilodes and the destinat ion node. Routeing is the proccss of 
dctcnnining and using, in accordance with a set of rules, the routc for transmission ofa messagc within and between the 
PLMN(s). 

5.3.2.1 Relay Function 

The relay function is the means by which a node forwards data received from one node to the ncxt nodc in the route. 

5.3.2.2 Routeing Function 

The rauteing functi on dctemlincs the nctwork nodc to which a message should be forwarded and the underlying 
service(s) used to reach that GPRS Support Node (GSN), using the destination address of the message. The routeing 
function se lects the transmission path for the "next hop" in the route. 

Data transmission between GSNs may occur across extcrnal data networks that provide their own intcrnal routeing 
functions, for example X.25 , Frame Relay or ATM networks. 

5.3.2.3 Address Translation and Mapping Function 

Address translation is the conversion of one address to another address of a different type. Address translation may be 
used to convert an externa l network protocol address into an internal network address that can be used for routeing 
packets within and betwecn the PLMN(s). 

Address mapping is used to map a network address to another network address of the same type for the routeing and 
relaying of messages within and betwecn the PLM N(s), for examplc to forward packets from one network nodc to 
another. 

5.3.2.4 Encapsulation Function 

Encapsulation is the addition ofaddrcss and control infonnation to a data unit for routeing packets within and between 
the PLMN(s). Decapsulation is the removal of the addressing and control infonnation from a packet to reveal the 
original data unit. 

Encapsulation and decapsulation are perfonned between the support nodes of the GPRS PLMN(s), and between the 
serving support node and the MS. 
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5.3.2.5 Tunnelling Function 

Tunnelling is the tnmsfer of encapsulated data units within and between the PLMN(s) from the point of encapsulation to 
the point of decapsulation. A tunnel is a two-way point-to-point path. Only the tunnel endpoints arc identified. 

5. 3.2.6 Compression Function 

The compression function optimises usc ofrndio p..1th capacity by trnnsmilling as lilllc of the SOU (i.e., the exterior 
PDP PDU) as possible while at the same time as preserving the information contained within it. 

5.3.2.7 Ciphering Function 

The ciphering function preserves th.e confidentiality of user data and signalling across the rad io channels and inherently 
protects thc PLMN from intruders. 

5.3.2.8 Domain Name Server Function 

The Domain Name Servcr function resolves logical GSN names to GSN addresses. This function is standard Internet 
functionality according to RFC 1034 [42], which allows to resolve any name for GSNs and other G PRS nodes within 
the GPRS backbone nctworks. 

5.3.3 Mobility Management Functions 

The mobility management functions are used to keep track orthe current location of an MS within the PLMN or within 
another PLMN. 

5.3.4 Logical Link Management Functions 

Logical link management functions arc concerned with the maintenance ofa communication channel between an 
individual MS and the PL MN across the radio interface. These functions involve the co·ordination of link state 
information between the MS and the PLMN as well liS the supervision of data transfer activity over the logical link. 

Refer to GSM 04,64 [13] for further information. 

5.3.4.1 Logical Link Establishment Function 

Logical link establ ishment is performed when the MS attaches to the GPRS service. 

5.3.4.2 Logical Link Maintenance Functions 

Logical link maintenance functions supervise the logical link status and control link state changes. 

5.3.4.3 Logical Link Release Function 

The logical link release function is used to dc-allocate resources associated with the logical link connection. 

5.3.5 Radio Resource Management Functions 

Radio resource management functions are concerned with the allocation and maintenance of radio communication 
paths. GSM radio resources is shared between the circuit mode (voice and data) services and the GPRS, 

Refer to GSM 03.64 for further information. 

5. 3.5.1 Urn Management Function 

This function manages the set ofph.ysical channels used in each cell and determines the amount of radio resources to be 
allocated for GPRS use. The amount of radio resources allocated for GPRS may vary from cell to cell depending upon 
local user demand or other policies established by the PLMN operator. 
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5.3.5.2 Cell Selection Function 

This function enables the MS to select the optimal cell for usc in establishing a communication path with the PLMN. 
This involves the measurement and evaluation of signal quality from nearby cells as well as the detection and avoidance 
of congestion within candidate cells. 

Refer to GSM 03 .22 [7] and GSM 03 .64 for further information. 

5.3.5.3 Um-tranx Function 

The UnHranx function provides packet data transfer capability across the radio interface between the MS and the BSS. 
This function includes procedures that: 

provide medium access control over radio channels; 

provide packet multiplexing over common physical radio channels; 

provide packet discrimination within the MS ; 

provide error detection and correction; 

provide now control procedures. 

5.3.5.4 Path Management Function 

This function manages the packet data communication paths between the BSS and the serving GSN nodes. The 
establishment and release of these paths may be dynamic based upon the amount ofdara traffic or may be static based 
upon the maximum expected load within each cell. 

5.3.6 Network Management Functions 

Network management functions provide mechanisms to support O&M func tions related to G PRS. 

5.4 Logical Architecture 
GPRS is logically implemented on the GSM structure through the addition oflwo network nodes, the Serving GPRS 
Support Node and the Gateway GPRS Support Node. It is necessary to namc a number of new intcrfaccs. No inference 
should be drawn about Ihe physical configuration on an interface from figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Overview of the GPRS Logical Architecture 

GPRS Support Nodes 

TE 

A GPRS Support Nodc (GSN) contains functionality required to support GPRS. [n one PLMN, there may bc more than 
one GSN. 

The Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) is the node that is accessed by the packet data network due to evaluation of 
the PDP address. It contains routeing infonnation for attached GrRS users. The routcing infonnation is uscd to tunnel 
N- POUs to the MS's current point of attachment, i.e. , thc Serving GrRS Support Node. The GGSN may request 
location information from the HLR via the optional Gc interface. The GGSN is the first point of rON interconnection 
with a GSM PLMN supporting GPRS (i.e .. the Gi reference point is supported by the GGSN). 

The Serving GPRS Support Nodc (SGSN) is the node that is serving the MS (i.e., the Gb interface is supported by thc 
SGSN). AI GrRS attach, the SGSN establishes a mobility management context containing infommtion pertaining to 
e,g. , mobility and security for the MS. At PDP Context Activation, the SGSN establishes a PDP context, to be used for 
routcing pU'l'oscs, with the GGSN thut thc GPRS subscriber will bc using. 

The SGSN and GGSN functionalities may be combined in tne same physical node, or they may reside in different 
physical nodes. SGSN and GGSN contai n IP routeing functionality, and they may be intcrconncctcd with IP routcrs. 
When SGSN and GGSN are in different PLMNs, they arc interconnected via the Gr interface, The Gp interface 
provides the functionality of the Gn interface, plus sccurity functionality rcquired for illtcr-PLM N communication. Thc 
security functionality is based on mutual agreements between operators, 

The SGSN may send location information to the MSCNLR via the optional Gs interface. The SGSN may receive 
paging requests from the MSCIVLR via the Gs interface. 

5.4.2 GPRS Backbone Networks 

There are two kinds ofGPRS backbone networks. These are called: 

intra-PLMN backbone network; and 

inter-PLMN backbone network. 

The intra-PLMN backbone network is the IP network interconnecting GSNs within the same PLM N, 
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Thc inter-PLMN backbone network is the IP network interconnecting GSNs and intra-PLMN backbone networks in 
different PLMNs. 

Packet Data Network 

Inlcr-PLM N Backbone 

Gi - I- Gp -- Gi 

I GGSN I I BG I I BG I I GGSN I 

I C","'-PlMN B"kbO'~ I C","-Pl MN B"kbO'~ 

SGSN SGSN I I SGSN 

PLMNA PLMN B 

Figure 3: Intra- and Inter-PLMN Backbone Networks 

Every inlra-PLM N backbone network is a private IP network intended for GPRS data and GPRS signall ing only. A 
private IP network is an IP network to which some access control mechanism is appl ied in order to achieve a required 
level of security. Two intra-PLMN backbone networks are connected via the Gp interface usi ng Border Gateways 
(8Gs) and an inter-PLMN backbone network. The inter-PLMN backbone network is scleeted by a roaming agreement 
that includes the BG security functionalit y. The BG is not defined within the seope ofGPRS. The inter-PLMN 
backbone can be a Packet Data Network, e.g .. the public Internet or a leased line. 

5-4.3 HLR 

The HLR contains GPRS subscription data and routeing information. The HLR is accessible from the SGSN via the Or 
interface and from the OGSN via the Gc interface. For roami ng MSs, HLR may be in a different PLMN than the current 
SGSN. 

5-4.4 SMS-GMSC and SMS-IWMSC 

The SMS-OMSC and SMS-IWMSC are eonnected to the SGSN via the Od interface to enabl e GPRS MSs to send and 
receive SMs over GrRS radio channels. 

5-4.5 GPRS Mobile Stations 

A GPRS MS can operate in one of lhree modes of operation. The mode of opera lion depends on the services that the 
MS is attached to, i.e., only GPRS or both GPRS and other GSM services, and upon the MS's capabi lities to operate 
GPRS and other GSM services simultaneously. 

Class·A mode of operation; The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services, and the MS supports 
simultaneous operation ofGPRS and other GSM services. 

CJass-B mode of operation; The MS is attached to both GPRS and other GSM services, but the MS can only 
operate one set of services at a time. 

Class·C mode of operation: The MS is exclusively attached to GPRS services. 
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The three modes of operation arc defined in GSM 02.60. 

NOTE: Other GS M technical specifications may refer to the MS modes of operation as GPRS elass-A MS, GPRS 
class-8 MS, and GPRS elass-C MS. 

5.5 Assignment of Functions to General Logical Architecture 
Thc functions identified in the functional model are assigned to the logical archi tecture. 

Table 1: Mapping of Functions to Log ical Architecture 
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5.6 Transmission and Signalling Planes 

5.6.1 Transmission Plane 

Thc transmission plune consists ofa luyered protocol structure providing user information transfer, ulong with 
ussociatcd infornmtion transfer control proccdures (e.g., flow control, crror detection, error correction und error 
recovcry). The tmnsmission plune independcnee of the Network Subsystem (NSS) pllltform from the undcrlying mdio 
interface is prescrved via the Gb intcrface. The following transmission plane is uscd in GPRS. 

Application 
, , , , 

IP I X.25 IP I X_25 

~"~ SNDCP 

I I 
SNOCI GTI' 

I 
GTP 

1.1.C LLC UDI' I UDP I 

I ~ 
TCI' TCI' 

RLC RLC SSGP 

I 
BSSGI' 

lP II' 

MAC MAC Network Net ..... ork L2 I 1.2 
Servicc Servicc I GSM RF , GSMRF Llbis , Llbis L1 , L1 

Urn Gb G" G, 
MS BSS SGSN GOSN 

Figure 4: Transmission Plane 

Legend : 

GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP): This protoeoltunncls user datu and signalling bctween GPRS Support Nodes 
in thc OPRS buekbone nelwork. GPRS Tunnclling Protocol encapsulates all PDP PDUs. GTP is specified in 
OSM 09.60 [25]. 

TCP curries OTP PDUs in Ihe GPRS backbone network for protocols thut need a reliable dula link (c.g., X.2S). 
and UDP carrics GTP PDUs for protocols that do not need a reliable data link (e.g., 11"). TCP provides flow 
control and protection against lost and corruptcd GTP PDUs. UDP providcs protection against corrupted GTP 
PDUs. TCP is defincd in RFC 793 [41]. UDP is defined in RFC 768 [38]. 

IP: This is the GPRS backbone network protocol used for routeing user data and control signalling. The GPRS 
backbonc network may inilially be based on the IP version 4. Ultimately, IP version 6 shall bc uscd. IP version 4 
is defined in RFC 791. 

Subnetwork Dcpendent Convergence Protocol (SN DCP): This transmission functionality mups nctwork-level 
characteristics onto the characteristics of the underlying network. SNDCP is specified in GSM 04.65 [15]. 

Logical Link Control (ll C): This layer provides a highly reliablc ciphered logical lin k. LLC shall be 
indcpendent of the underlying radio interface protocols in order to allow introduction ofalteTllutive G!>RS radio 
solutions with minimum changes to the NSS. LLC is specificd in GSM 04.64. 

Relay: In the BSS, this function relays LLC PDUs between the Um and Gb interfaccs. In the SGSN, this 
function relays PDP PDUs betwcen the Gb and Gn interfaces. 

Base Station System GPRS Protocol (BSSGr): This layer conveys routeing- and QoS-rclated information 
bl;:twl;:l;:TI BSS ,IllJ SGSN. BSSG P JUI;:S Tlot pt;:rfonn error !;orrl;:!;tiun. BSSGP i~ spe!;ilieJ in GSM 08.18 [20]. 

Network Service (NS): This layer transpons BSSOP PDUs. NS is based on the Frame Relay connection between 
BSS and SGSN, and may be multi-hop and traverse a network of Frame Relay switching nodes. NS is specified 
in GSM 08.16 [19]. 

RLC/MAC: This layer contains two functions: The Radio Link Control fu nction provides a radio-solution· 
dependcnt reliable link. The Medium Access Control function controls the access signalling (request and grant) 
procedures for the mdio channel, and the mapping of l lC frames onto the OSM physical ehanncl. RlCIMAC is 
defined in GSM 04.60 [12]. 
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GSM RF: As defined in GSM 05 series. 

5.6.2 Signalling Plane 

The signalling plane consists of protocols for control and support of the transmission plane functions: 

controlling the GPRS network access connec tions, such as attaching to and detaching from the GPRS network; 

controlling the attributes of an established network access connection. such as activation of a PDP address; 

controlling the routcing path of an cstablishcrl nctwork connection in ordcr to support uscr mobility; and 

controlling the assignment of network resourccs to mect changing user demands. 

Thc following signalling plancs arc used in GPRS. 

5.6.2.1 MS - SGSN 

GMM/SM 
, I GMMISM 

LLC I I LLC 

I ............. Relay ~ I 
RLC RLC llSSGP 

1 
BSSGP 

MAC MAC Network Network 
Service I Service 

GSM Rf GSMRI' Llbis 
I 

lIbis 

UI11 Gb 
MS ass SGSN 

Figure 5: Signalling Plane MS - SGSN 

Legend : 

GPRS Mobility Management and Session Management (GMM/SM): This protocol supports mobility 
management functionality such as GPRS attach, GPRS detach, securi ty, routeing area update, location update. 
PDP context activation. and PDP context dcactivation, as described in subclauses "Mobility Management 
Functionality" and "PDP Context Activation, Modification. and Deactivat ion Functions". 

5.6.2.2 SGSN - HLR 

MAP MAP 

TCAP TCAP 

SCCt' secp 

MTPJ MTPJ 

MTP2 MTP2 

U U 

G, 
SGSN HLR 

Figure 6: Signalling Plane SGSN - HLR 

Legend : 

Mobile Application Part (MAP): This protocol supports signalling exchange with the HLR, as defined in 
GSM 09.02 [22], with enhancemcnts for GPRS as described in the prescnl document. 

TCAP. SCCP. MTP3. and MTP2 arc the same protocols as uscd to support MAP in non-GPRS GSM PLMNs. 
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5.6.2.3 SGSN - MSCN LR 

BSSAP+ 

I 
BSSAP+ 

scep secp 

MTP3 I MTP) 

MTP2 I MTP2 

U 
1 

U 

'" SGSN MSCIV LR 

Figure 7: Signalling Plane SGSN • MSCNLR 

Legend : 

Base Station System Application Part + (BSSA P+): A subset of BSSA P procedures supports signa lling between 
the SGSN and MSCIV LR, as described in subclause "Mobility Management Functionality" and in 
GSM 09.18 [24]. The n:quircmcnts for the lower layers are specified in GSM 09.16 [23]. 

5.6.2.4 SGSN - EIR 

MAP MAP 

TeAP TCAP 

scep secp 

MTP3 MTP3 

MTP2 MTP2 

U U 

Gf 
SGSN EIR 

Figure 8: Signalling Plane SGSN • EIR 

Legend : 

Mobile Application Part (MAP): This protocol supports signall ing between the SGSN and the EIR, as described 
in subclause" Identity Check Procedures". 

5.6 .2.5 SGSN - SMS-GMSC or SMS-IWMSC 

MAP MAP 

TCAP TCAf' 

secp SCCP 

MTl'3 
I 

MTP3 

MTl'2 MTP2 

LI J U 

GJ 
SGSN SMS·MSC 

Figure 9: Signalling Plane SGSN • SMS·GMSC and SGSN • SMS·JWMSC 

Legend: 

Mobile Appl ication Part (MA P): This protocol supports signall ing between the SGSN and SMS-G MSC or SMS
IWMSC, as described in subclause "Point-to-point Short Message Service". 
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GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (OTP); This protocollUnnc!s user data and signalling messages between SOSNs and 
GGSNs, and between SGSNs, in the GPRS backbone network. 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP); This protocol transfers sib'llalling messages between GSNs. UDP is defined in 
RFC 768. 

5.6.2.7 GGSN - HLR 

Th.is oplional signalling palh 3llows a GGSN to exchange signalling infonnation with an HLR. There arc two 
altemative ways 10 implcmentlhis sign3lling path: 

If a SS7 interface is installed in the GGSN, the MAP protocol can be used bctween thc GGSN and an HLR. 

If a SS7 interface is not installed in the GGSN, any GSN with a SS7 intert:1ce installed in the same PL MN as the 
GGSN can be used as a OT P-to-MAP protocol converter to al low signalli ng between the GGSN and 311 HLR. 

5.6.2.7.1 

Legend : 

MAP-based GGSN - HLR Signalling 

MAP 

TeAP 

seCt' 

MTP3 

MTPl 

LI 

"' GGSN 

MAP 

TeAr 

secp 

MTP3 

MTP2 

LI 

HLR 

Figure 11: Signalling Plane GGSN • HlR Using MAP 

Mobile Application Part (MAP): This protocol supports signalling exchange with the HLR. as described in 
subc lause "Network· Requested PDP Context Activation Procedure". 
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5.6.2.7.2 GTP and MAP-based GGSN - HLR Signalling 

I ~""'~ I 
MAP 

I 
MAP 

GTP GTP 

TCAP TCAp 

UD' UD' SCCP SCCP 

LP LP MTr3 MTP3 

L2 L2 MTP2 MTP2 

LI co LI LI 

G, 
UUSN USN HLR 

Figure 12: Signalling Plane GGSN - HLR Using GTP and MAP 

Legend: 

GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP): This protocol tunnels signalling mcss<'lges between the GGSN Md the 
protocol-convening GSN in the GPRS b<'lckbone network. 

Interworking: This function provides intcrworking betwccn GTP and MA P for GGSN - HLR signalling, 

6 Mobility Management Functionality 

6.1 Definition of Mobility Management States 
The Mobility Management (MM) activities rclated to a GPRS subscriber arc characterised by one of three different MM 
states. Each state describes a cenain level of functionality and information al located. The infonnation selS held at the 
MS and SGSN arc denoted MM c011lext. 

In the non-anonymous access casc, the MM statc rc lates only 10 GPRS MM activities ofa subscriber. The MM state is 
independent of the number and state of PDP contexts for that subscriber. 

In the anonymous access case, the MM state relates to GPRS MM activities of an MS represented only by an Auxiliary 
TLU , 

6.1.1 IDLE (GPRS) State 

In GPRS ID LE stale, the subscriber is not auached to the GPRS mobility management. The MS and SGSN context hold 
no valid location or routeing infonnaiion for the subscriber. The subscriber-related mobility management procedures arc 
not performed, 

PLMN se lection and GPRS cell selection and re-selection processes are perfonned by the MS, 

Data transmission 10 and from the mobile subscriber as well <'IS the paging oflhe subscriber arc not possible. The GPRS 
MS is seen as not reachable in this casc. 

In order 10 establish MM conlexts in the MS and Ihe SGSN, Ihc MS shall perfonn Ihe GPRS Attach procedure. 

6.1.2 STANDBY State 

In STANDBY state, the subscriber is attached to GP RS mobility management. The MS and SGSN have cstablished 
MM contexts for the subscriber's IMSI as described in clausc "lnfonnation Storage". 

Pages for data or signalling information transfcrs may be received. It is also possiblc to reccive pages for the CS 
services via Ihe SGSN, Dala reception and transmission arc 1101 possible in Ihis stalc. 
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The MS perfonns GPRS Routeing Area (RA) and GPRS cell selection and fe·selection locally. The MS executes 
mobi lity management procedures to inform the SGSN when it has entered a new RA. The MS docs not inform the 
SGSN on a change of eell in the same RA. Therefore, the location information in the SGSN MM context contains only 
the GPRS RA I for MSs in STANDBY state. 

The MS may initiate activation or deactivation of PDP contexts while in STANDBY state. A PDP context shall be 
activated before data can be transmilted or received for this PDP context. 

The SGSN may have to send data or signalling infonnation 10 an MS in STANDBY state. The SGSN then sends a 
Paging Request in the routeing area where the MS is located if PPF is set. If PPF is cleared, then paging is not done. 
The MM state in the MS is changed to READY whcn the MS responds to the page, and in the SGSN when the page 
response is received, Also, the MM state in the MS is changed to READY when data or signalling information is sent 
from Ihe MS and, accordingly, the MM stale in the SGSN is changed to READY when data or signalling information is 
received from the MS. 

The MS or the network may initiate the GPRS Detach procedure to move to the IDLE state. After expiry of the mobile 
reachable timer the SGSN may perform an implicit detach in order to return (he MM contexts in the SGSN to ID LE 
Slate, The MM and PDP contexts may then be deleted. 

6.1.3 READY State 

In READY state, thc SGSN MM contcxt corresponds to the ST ANDRY MM context extended by location information 
for the subscriber on cell level. The MS perfonllS mobility management procedures 10 provide the network with the 
actual selected cell. GPRS cell selection and re-selection is done locally by the MS, or may optionally be controlled by 
the network. 

An identifier of the cell, the Cell G lobal Identity including RAC and LAC, is included in the BSSGP headcr of the data 
packet from the MS. see GSM 08.18. 

The MS may send and receive PDP PDUs in this statc. The nctwork initiates no GPRS pages for an MS in READY 
statc, pages for other services may be done via the SGSN. The SGSN transfers downlink data to the ass responsible fo r 
the subscriber's actual GPRS cell. 

The MS may activate or deactivate PDP contexts while in READY stale. 

Regardless if a radio resource is allocated to the subscriber or nol. the MM eont\!xl remains in the READY state evcn 
when there is no data being communicated. The READY state is supervised by a timer. An MM context moves from 
READY state to STAN DBY state when the READY timer expires. In order to move from REA DY state to IDLE state. 
the MS init iates the GPRS Detach procedure. 
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6.2 IDLE I STANDBY I READY State Functionality 

6.2.1 State Transitions and Functions 

The movement from one state to Ihc next is dependent on the current state ( IDLE. STANDBY. or READY) and Ihe 
event occurred (e.g., GPRS attach). 

IDLE 
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REA1)Y limer c.~piry 

"' Fon:e 10 STANDBY 

GPRS !).:lllch 

I'DU lransmissioo 

STAND BY 

MM State Model ofMS 
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Cancel Location 

IDLE 

GI'RS Auach 

READY 

REA DY timer expiry 

"' Forcc to STANDBY 

0' 

Abnonnal RLC condi tion 

GI'RS D..'1ach 

Canccl l..ocation 

I'DU rcceplion 

STANDBY 

MM Siale Model ofSGSN 

Figure 13: Functional Mobility Management State Model 

Figure 13 describes the following state transitions: 

i\lo\'ing from IDL E to READY: 

G PRS Attach: The MS requests access and a logical link to an SGSN is initiated. MM contexts are established at 
the MS and SGSN. 

Moving from STANDBY to IDL E: 

Implicit Detach: The MM and PD P contexts in the SGSN shall rcturn to IDLE and INACT IVE state. The MM 
and POP contexts in the SGSN may be deleted, T he GGSN I'UI' contexts shall be deleted, 

Cancel Location: The SGSN receives a MAr Cancel Location message from the HLR, and removes the MM and 
PDP contexts, 

Moving from STANDBY to READY: 

PDU transmission: T he MS sends an LLC PDU to the SGSN. possibly in response to a page. 

PDU reception: The SGSN receives an LLC PDU from the MS. 
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Moving from READY to ST ANDRY: 

READY timer expiry: The MS and the SGSN MM contexts return to STAN DBY state. 

Force 10 ST ANDBY: The SGSN indicates an immediate return to STANDBY state before the READY timer 
expires. 

Abnormal RLC condition: The SGSN MM context returns to STANDBY state in case of delivery problems on 
the radio interface or in case of irrecoverable disruption of a radio transmission, 

Mo\'ing from REA DY to IDL E: 

GPRS Detach: The MS or the network requests that the MM contexts return to IDLE state and that the PDP 
contexts return to INACTIVE state. The SGSN may delete the MM and PDP contexts, The PDP contexts in the 
GGSN shall be deleted. 

Cance l Location : The SGSN receives a MAP Cancel Location message from the HLR, and removes the MM and 
PDP contexts. 

For anonymous access, a reduced Mobili ty Management State Model consisting of lDLE and READY states is uscd. 
The AA MM state machine is independently handled by the MS and the network and may coexist with an IMS I-based 
MM state machine. Several AA MM statc machines may coexist in the samc MS and SGSN s imultaneously. 

AA I'DI' Contcxt 
Activation 

IDLE 

READY timer expiry 
~ 

AA I'DI' Contcxt 
Deactivation 

READY 

AA MM State Model ofMS 

IDLE 

READY timer expiry 
~ 

AA PDP ConTeXt Abnonnat RLC condition 

Activation or 

READY 

AA PDf' Context 
n.:.1CT;\'ll!ion 

AA MM State Model of SGSN 

Figure 14: Functional Anonymous Access Mobility Management State Model 

Figure 14 describes the following state transitions for anonymous access: 

Moving from IDLE to READY: 

AA PDP Context Activation: The MS requests an anonymous access and a logical link to an SGSN is initiated. 
MM contexts are established at the MS and SGSN. and PDP contexts are established at the MS, the SGSN, and a 
GGSN. 

MO\'ing from READY to IDL E: 

RE ADY timer expiry: The MM and PDP contexts in the MS, the SGSN, and the GGSN are de leted. 

Abnormal RLC condition; The SGSN MM context shall be deleted in case of delivery problems on the radio 
interface or in case of irrecoverable disruption of a radio transmission. 

AA PDP Context Deactivation: The network (ei ther the SGSN or the GGSN) initiates the AA PDP Context 
Deactivation procedure, e.g .. due to malicious usage of the anonymous service. The MM and PDP contexts in 
the MS, the SGSN , and the GGSN shall be d eleted. 
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6.2.2 READY Timer Function 

The READY timer function maintains the READY timer in the MS and SGSN. The READY timer controls the time an 
MS remains in READY stale in the MS and the SGSN. The READY timer shall be reset and begin running in the MS 
when an LLC PDU is transmitted, and in the SGSN when an LLC PDU is correctly received. When the READY timer 
expires, the MS and SGSN MM contexts shall return to STANDBY state. In ease of anonymous access the MM context 
shall be deleted. 

The length of the READY timer shall be the same in the MS and SGSN. The initial length of the REA DY timer shall be 
dcfined by a default valuc. The SGSN, and only the SGSN. may change the length of the READY timer by transmil!ing 
a new value in the Attaeh Accept. Routeing Area Update Accept, or AA PDP Contcxt Accept messagcs. 

If the READY timer length is set to zero, the MS shall immediately be forced illlo STANDBY stale. If the timer length 
is set to allis (binary), then the READY timer function shall be deactivated, i.e. , the timer no longer runs and the MS 
remains in READY state. 

6.2.3 Periodic RA Update Timer Function 

The Periodic RA Update Timcr function monitors the periodic RA update procedure in the MS. The length of the 
periodic RA update timer is sent in the Routeing Area Update Accept or Attach Accept message. The periodic RA 
update timer is unique within an RA. Upon expiry of the periodic RA update timer. the MS shall start a periodic 
rauleing area update procedure. 

If the MS is in coverage but out ofG PRS coverage when the periodic RA update timer expires. then, iflhe MS is IMS[· 
attached to a network in network operation mode I, the periodic location update procedure (or other appropriale location 
update procedure) shall be started immediately. [n addi tion. and irrespective of whether or not the MS was IMS I
attached. regardless of the network operation mode. the periodic RA update procedure (or other appropriate update 
procedure) shall be started as soon as the MS returns to GPRS coverage. 

If the MS is out of coverage when the periodic RA update timer expires then: 

if the MS is bolh IMS I and GPRS-attached and returns 10 coverage in a cell that supports GPRS in nctwork 
operation mode I, then the combined RA I LA update procedure with IMS I attach requested shall be started as 
soon as the MS rei urns to coverage; 

if the MS is both [MS I and GPRS-atlaehed and returns to covemge in a eell that supports GPRS in network 
operation mode l[ or [II, or if a GP RS only-attached MS returns to coverage in a cell that supports GPRS, then 
the periodic RA update procedure shall be started as soon as thc MS returns to coverage; or 

if the MS returns to coverage in a cell that does not support GPRS, and if the MS is IMSI-allached, then the 
periodic location update procedure (or other appropriate location update procedure) shall be started as soon as 
the MS returns to coverage in that cell. [n addition. and irrespective of whether or not the MS was IMS I
attached. the periodic RA update procedure (or other appropriate update procedure) shall be started as soon as 
the MS returns to GPRS coverage. 

If the MS lost GPRS coverage but the periodic RA update timer did not expire while out ofGPRS coverage, then. the 
MS slmll not perform the periodic RA update procedure bt:cuuse of the MS's rcturn to GPRS coverage. 

If the MS lost coverage but the periodic RA update limerdid not expire while out of coverage, then the MS shall not 
perfonn the periodic RA update procedure because of the MS's return to coverage. 

6.2.4 Mobile Reachable Timer Function 

The Mobile Reachable Timer function monitors the periodic RA update procedure in the SGSN. The mobile reachable 
timer shall be slightly longer than the periodic RA update timcr used by an MS. 

The mobile reachable timer is stopped when the READY state is entered. The mobile reachable timer is reset and 
started when Ihe stale rClurns 10 STAN DBY. 
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If the mobile reachable timcr expires, the SGSN shall elear PPF. Typically, this causes thc SGSN to slOp sending GPRS 
paging or CS paging mcssages to Ihe MS. but other features (e.g .. MSCN LR-based call forwarding) may happen 
immediately. PPF is set when the next activity from the MS is detected. The MM and PDP contexts shall be kept in the 
SGSN. 

When an MS first registers in an SGSN, then PPF is set. 

6.3 Interactions Between SGSN and MSCIVLR 

The interactions described in this subclause shall be supported ifthc optional Os interface is installed. 

An a~su(.;iatiun is (.;r..:ated between SGSN and MSCN LR to provide fu r intenl(.;tiolls betw!;:cn SGSN alld MSCN LR. Tllc 
association is created when the VLR stores the SGSN number and thc SOSN storcs the VLR number. The association is 
used for co-ordinating MSs that are both GrRS-attached and IMSI-attached. 

The association supports thc following actions: 

IMS I attach and detach via SGSN. This makes combined GPRS I IMSI attach and combined GPRS i lMS I 
detach possible, thus saving radio resources; 

co-ordination of LA update and RA update, including periodic updates, thus saving radio resources. A combined 
RA / LA update is sent from the MS to the SGSN. SGSN forwards the LA update to the VLR; 

paging for a CS connection via thc SGSN; 

alert procedures for non-G PRS services; 

identification procedure; 

MM Infonnation procedurc. 

6.3.1 Administration of the SGSN - MSCIVLR Association 

Thc SGSN - MSCfY LR association is crcatcd atthc following occasions: 

combined IMS I I GPRS attach ; 

GPRS attach whcn the MS is alrcady IMSI-attached; 

combined RA / LA update when the MS perfonns IMSI attach and is a lready GPRS-attached; 

combined RA / LA update whcn an IMS I and GPRS-attached MS changcs from an aTCa of network operation 
mode II or III to an area of network opcration modc I. 

The association is initiated by the SGSN. The SGSN creates an associat ion by sending a BSSAP+ message concerning a 
particular MS to the VLR. To gct the VLR number, the SGSN translates the current RAI to a VLR number via a 
translation table. During a CS connection, an MS in class-B mode of operation cannot perfonn GPRS attach nor 
rouleing area updates, only MSs in class-A mode of operation can perform these procedures. If a GPRS attach was 
mane nuring a C:S connection. the a.~sociflri{1n shfll1 he initiated hya combined RA I I.A update after the CS connection 
has been releascd. 

The association is updatcd on the following occasions: 

when an MS changes VLR; 

when an MS changes SGSN . 

The association is 110t updated during a CS connection. 

When thc MS is in idle mode (sec GSM 03.22), the associat ion is updated with the eombincd RA / LA updates 
procedure. 
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In relation with a CS connection, the association is managed in the following way. 

!\1S in class-A mod e of operation: 

An MS in cJass-A mode of operation makes RA updates but no combincd RA / LA updates during the CS connection. 
In thc case when the MS changes SGSN, the SGSN (according to normal RA update procedures, sce subclause "Intcr 
SGSN Routcing Area Update") updates the HLR and the GGSN. but not thc VLR, about the ncw SGSN number. 

In the case when the MS changes MSC during the CSconnection, the subscriber data still remains in the old VLR until 
the CS connection is relcascd and a combincd RA I LA updatc or LA updatc is made. The association is also not 
updated during the CS connection. 

After the CS connection has been released, a combined RA l LA update is performed (if there has been a change of RA. 
or if a GPRS attach was perfonned and the new cell indicates network operation mode I), and the association is updated 
according to combincd RA I LA update procedures, sec subclause "Combincd RA I LA Updatc Procedure". Irthc new 
cel l indicates network operation mode II or III, then thc MS pcrforms an LA updatc. 

MS in cJass-8 mode of operation: 

An MS in c1ass·B mode of operation docs not makc any RA updatcs during a CS conncction. The SGSN numbcr 
therefore remains the same during the CS connection and needs not be updated in the VLR. In the case when the MS 
changes MSC during the CS connection, the subscriber data still remains in the old VLR until the CS connection has 
been rcleased and a combined RA I LA updatc or LA updatc is made. Therefore. the VLR number remains the same 
during the CS connection, After thc CS connection has been released, the MS shall perfonn an RA update and an LA 
update if the RA has changed and the new cell indicates network operation mode II or III , or a combined RA I LA 
update if the RA hus changed and the neweell indicates nctwork operation mode I. Thc association is updated 
according to the combined RA I LA update procedures, sec subc lauscs "Inter SGSN ROUleing Area Update" and 
"Combined RA I LA Update Procedure". 

The SGSN - MSC/VLR association is removed at the following occasions: 

al lMS I detach; 

at GPRS detach. 

When the MSc/V LR receives an LA update via the A interface from an MS for which an association exists, then the 
MSCNLR shall rcmove the association wi thout notifying the SGSN. When the SGSN rcceivcs a (non-combined) RA 
update from an MS for which an association exists, then the SGSN shall remove the association without notifying the 
MSCIVLR. When the MSCIV LR receives a OSSA~ t MS Unreachable message from the SGSN ind icating that rrF is 
cleared, then thc state of the llssociation Shlll1 not be changed at the MSC/V LR. 

6.3.2 Combined RA I LA Updating 

When the MS is both IMS I and GP RS·attached, Ihc LA and RA updating is donc in a co·ordinated way tosavc radio 
resources if supponed by the network operation mode. When the MS enters a new RA in network operation mode I, 
then thc MS scnds a Routeing Area Update Request message to the SGSN, as described in subclause "Combincd RA I 
LA Update Procedure". The LA update is included in the RA update. The SGSN then forwards the LA update to the 
MSCIVLR. The MSCNLR optionally returns a new VLR TMSI that is sent to the MS via the SGSN. 

An MS in class-A mode of operation involved in a CS conncction makes only RA updatcs and no combined RA I LA 
updates to the SGSN. 

An MS in class·B mode of operation involved in a CS connection does not make any updates during the CS connection. 

An MS in class·C mode of ope Tat ion never makes combined RA I LA updates. 
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6.3.3 CS Paging 

When an MS is both IMS I and GPRS-aHaehed in a network that operates in modc I, then thc MSCIVLR executes 
paging for circuit-switched services via the SGSN. I fthe MS is in STANDBY state, then it is paged in the rOUleing area 
and in the null routeing area (see subclause "Routeing Area Identity"). If the MS is in READY state, then it is paged in 
the cell. The paging procedure is supervised in the MSC by a paging timer. The SGSN converts the MSC paging 
message inlo an SGSN paging message. 

The CS Paging procedure is illustrated in figure 15. Each step is explained in the following li st, 

I MS I I BSS I I SGSN I MSC 

I Page 

2 Paging Request 

J. Paging Request 

4. SA BM (Paging"R sponsel 

5. SCCP Connectio Request (Paging ~s onse) 

Figure 15: CS Paging Procedure 

I) The SGSN receives a Page (iMSI, VLR TMSI, Channel Needed, Priority, Location Infonnation) message from 
the MSC. Channel Needed is defined in GSM 08.08 [ 17] and indicates to the MS which type ofCS channel is 
needed to be rl'quested in the response. VLR TMSI and Channcl Needed arc optional parameters. Priority is the 
circuit-switched paging priority parameter as defined in GSM 08.08. The SGSN maps Priority to OoS. 

2) The SGSN sends a BSSG P Paging Request (IMS I, TLLI , VLR TMSI , Area, Channel Needed, OoS) message to 
the BSS serving the MS. Area is derived from eithcrthe MS's MM context in the SGSN or, ifno such 
information is available, from the Location Information received from the MSCNLR. Area indicates a single 
cell for a READY state MS or a routeing area for a STANDBY state MS. VLR TMSI and Channcl Needed arc 
includcd if received from the MSC. If Channel Needed was not received from the MSC, then a default Channel 
Needed parameter indicating circuit-switched paging is included by the SGSN. OoS indicates the priority of this 
Paging Request relative to other Paging Request messages buffered in the BSS. If the location area where the 
MS was lasl known to be located has an associated null routeing area. then the SGSN shall send an additional 
BSSGP Paging Request message to each BSS serving this nul l RA. 

3) The BSS translates the incoming BSSG P Paging Request message into one radio Paging Request message per 
cell. If a dedicated radio resource is assigned 10 the MS in a cell , then the BSS transmits one Paging Request 
(V LR TMSI or IMSI, Channel Needed) message on this radio resource, without stopping possibly ongoing data 
transfers for the MS. Otherwise, the BSS pages the MS with one Paging Request (VLR TMSI or lM SI, Channel 
Needed) message on the appropriate paging channel in each addressed cell, This is described in GSM 03.64. 

4) Upon receipt ofa Paging Request message for a circuit-swi tched service the MS may accept to respond to this 
rcquest and sha ll thcn follow the CS procedures fo r paging responsc (random acccss, immediate assignment, and 
paging response) as specified in GSM 04.08 [1 1]. 

5) When received at thc BSS, thc Paging Rcspo nse message is sent to thc MSC which sha ilihen stop the paging 
response timer. 

6 .3.3.1 Paging Co-ordination 

Thc nctwork mlly providc co-ordination of paging for circuit-switchcd and packct-switched serviccs. Paging co
ordination means that the network sends pllging mcssages for circuit-switched services on the same channel as used for 
packel·switched services, i.e .. on the GPRS paging channel or on the GPRS traffic channel. and the MS needs only 10 
monitor that channel. Three network operation modes are defi ncd: 

network operation mode I: thc network sends a CS paging message for a GPRS'altached MS, cithcr on the same 
channel as the GPRS paging channel (i.e., the packet paging channel or the CCCH paging channel), or on a 
GPRS traffic channel. This means that the MS needs only to monitor one paging channel, and that it receives CS 
paging messages on the packet data channcl whcn it has been assigncd a packct data channel; 
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network operution mode II: the network sends u CS paging message for a GPRS-atlached MS on the CCCH 
paging channel, und this channel is also used for GPRS paging. This means that the MS needs only to monitor 
the CCCH paging channel, but that CS paging continues on this paging channel even if the MS has been 
assigned a packet data channel; 

network operation mode III : the network sends a CS paging message for a GPRS·attached MS on the CCCH 
paging channel, and sends a G PRS paging message on either the packet pagi ng channel (if allocated in the cell) 
or on the CCCH paging channel. This means that an MS that wants to receive pages for both circuit·switched 
and packet·switched services shall monitor both paging channels if the packet paging channel is allocated in the 
cell. No paging eo-ordination is performed by the network. 

Table 2: Network Operation Modes 

I Ye, 

When the Gs interface is present, ull MSC-originated paging ofGPRS-altached MSs shall go via the SGSN, thus 
allowing network co·ordination of paging. Paging co-ordination shall be made by the SGSN based on the IMSI, and is 
provided independently of whether the MS is in STANDBY or in READY state. The network operates in mode I. 

When the Gs interface is not present, all MSC-originated paging ofGPRS-attaehed MSs shall go via the A interface, 
and co-ordination of paging cannot be perfonned. The network shall then either: 

operate in mode II , meaning that the packet common control channel shall not be allocated in the cell; or 

operate in mode III, meaning that the packet common control channel shall be used for GPRS paging whcn the 
paekct paging channel is allocated in the ecll. 

The network operation mode (mode I, II , or II I) sha ll be indlcated as system information to MSs. For proper operation, 
the mode ofopcralion should be the samc in each cell ofa routeing area. 

Based on the mode of operation provided by the network, the MS can then choose, according. to its capabilities, whether 
it can attach to GPRS services, to non-G PRS services, or to both. 

6.3.4 Non-GPRS Alert 

Thc MSCIV LR may request an SGSN to report activity fro lll a specific MS. In this case, the MSCfYLR shall send a 
BSSAP+ Alert Request (IMSI) message to the SGSN where the MS is currently GPRS-attaehed, 

Upon reception oflhe Alert Request (IMS[) message, the SGSN shall set NGAF. IfNGA F is set for an MS, the SGSN 
shall infonn the MSCNLR when the next activity frOIl1 that MS (and the MS is both IMSI- and GPRS-attachcd) is 
detected. and shall clear NGAF. 

If the activity detected by the SGSN leads to a procedure towards the MSc/VLR, the SGSN sha ll just follow this 
procedure. If the activity detected by thc SGSN docs not lead to any procedure towards the MSc/V LR, the SGSN shall 
send an MS Activi ty Indication (lMS!) message towards the MSC/VLR. 

6.3.5 MS Information Procedure 

When the MS is marked at the VLR as both [MSI and GPRS attached, the VLR may perform the MS Information 
procedure via the SGSN. Ifthc infonnation requested by the VLR in thc MS Information procedure is known by the 
SGSN, then the SGSN shall return this information to the VLR without interrogating the MS . 

If the information requested is MS identity information (e.g., IMEI) that is not known by the SGSN but is known by the 
MS, then thc SGSN shall interrogate the MS in a similar manner to that described in subclause "Identity Chcck 
Procedures". 
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The MS Information procedure is illustrated in figure 16. Each step is explained in Ihe following list. 

I MS I I B5S 

2. Ident.ity Request 

3. Identity Response 

I I SGSN I MSC 

II MS lnfomlation , 
~ 
~ 

4. MS In formati0U,. e sponse 

Figure 16: MS Information Procedure 

I) The MSC/VLR sends an MS Information Request (l MS I, Information Type) message to the SGSN. Information 
Type indicates the information that the MSCIVLR is requesting fo r thatlMSI. 

2) If the information requesled is not known by the SGSN but should be known by the MS, then the SGSN 
interrogates the MS in a similar IIwnller 10 that described in the subclause "Identity Check Procedures". The 
SGSN sends an Identity Request (Identity Type) message to the MS. 

3) The MS responds with an Identity ResJXlnse (Mobile Identity) message to the SOSN. 

4) The SGSN sends an MS Information R('SJXlnse (lMS I. Information) message to the MSC/VLR. Information 
contains Ihe: information requested by the MSCIVLR. 

6.3.6 MM Information Procedure 

When the MS is marked at the VLR as both IMSI and GPRS attached, the VLR may perfonn the MM Information 
procedure via the SGSN. The MM Information procedure is typically used to inform the MS about such things as the 
network name and the local timezone of the mobile. 

The MM Information procedure is illustrated in fig ure 17. Eaeh step is explained in the following list. 

I MS I I B55 I I SOSN I I MSCfVLR I 
I. MM Infonnation 

2 MM Information 

Figure 17: MM Informat ion Procedure 

I) The SGSN receives an MM Infonnalion (IMSI, Information) message from the MSCfVLR. Information is the 
information that the MSCIV LR is sending to the MS 

2) The SGSN sends an MM Inrormation (Information) message to the MS including the inrormation received by 
the MSCN LR. 

6.4 MM Procedures 

The GPRS and combined GPRS I CS MM procedures in the follow ing subc1auses shall use the LLC and RLC/MAC 
protocols for message transmission across the Um interface. The MM procedures shall provide infonnation to the 
underlying layers 10 enable reliable transmission of MM messages on the Um interface. GSM 03.64 defines the 
mapping between LLC and the radio channels used. 

Funhermorc, the MM procedures use MAP interfaces between SGSN and HLR (Or), and between SOSN and EIR (Gf), 
and a BSSA P+ interrace between SOSN and MSCIVLR (Os). 
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User data can in general be transmilled during MM signalling procedures. User data transmitted during att<lch, 
authentication, and routeing area update procedures may be lost and may therefore have to be retransmitted. In order to 
minimise the need for retransmission, the MS and SGSN should nottransmil user data during the attach, authentication, 
and routeing area update procedures. 

6.5 Attach Function 
A GPRS attach is nlllde to the SGSN. A GPRS-attached MS makes IMSI attach via the SGSN with the combined RA I 
LA update procedure if the network operation mode is t. In network operation modes II and II I, or if the MS is not 
GPRS-atlached, then the MS m<lkes [MS[ attaeh as already defined in GSM. An IMS I'atlachcd MS in class-A mode of 
operation engaged in a CS connection shall use the (non-colnbined) GPRS Attach procedure when it perfomls a GPRS 
attach. 

In the attach procedure, the MS shall provide its identity and an indication of which type ofanach that is to be executed. 
The identity provided to the network shall be the MS's Packet TMS[ (P-TMSI) or lMSJ. P-TMSI and the RA I 
associated with the P-TMSI shall be provided if the MS has a valid P-TM51. If the MS does not have a valid P-TMS I, 
then the MS shall provide its IMS I. The dilTerenttypcs ofattaeh are GPRS attach and combined GPR5 I IM51 atlach. 

At the RLC/MAC layer, the MS shall identify itsclfwith a Local or Foreign TLU if the MS is already GPRS-attaehc<! 
and is performing an IMS [ attach. Otherwise, the MS shall identify ilse[fwith a Foreign TLU , or a Random TlU if a 
valid P·TMS[ is not available. The Foreign or Random T LU is usc<! as an identifier during the attach procedure until a 
new P-TMSI is <lllocntcd . 

After having executed the GPRS <lltach, the MS is in READY state and MM contexts are established in the MS and the 
SGSN. The MS may then activate PDP contexts as described in subclause "Activation Procedures". 

An IMS I·allachcd MS that can only operate in class-C mode of operation shall fo llow the normal lMSI detach 
procedure before it makes a GPRS allaeh. A GPRS-attaehcd MS in class-C mode of operation shall always pCrfOnll a 
GPRS detach before it makes an [MS I attach. 

If the network operates in mode [ (sec subclause "Paging Co-ordination"), then an MS that is both GPRS-anached and 
IMSI-attached shall pcrfoml the Combined RA I lA Update procedures. 

[fthe network operates in mode II or [II, then a GPRS·attached MS that has the capability to be simultaneous[y GPRS
attached and IMSI-allached shall perfonn the (non-combined) Routeing Area Update procedures, and either: 

access the non-GP RS common control channels fo r CS operation (the way that CS operation is perfonncd in 
parallel with GPRS operation is an MS implementation issue outside the scope of the present document); or 

if CS operation is not desired, depending on system information that defines whether or not explicit detach sh<lll 
be used, either: 

avoid all CS signalling (in which case the MS may be imp[ ieitly IMSI detached atter a while); or 

pcrfoml an explicit IMS[ detach via the non-G PRS common control channels (if the MS was already 
IMSI·attached). 

The Combined GPRS I IMS [ Attach procedure is illustrated in figure 18. Each step is explai ned in the following list. 
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Figure 18: Combined GPRS I IMSI Attach Procedure 

ation 

n Ack 

k 

I) The MS initiates thc attach procedure by the transmission of an Attach Request (IMS I or P-TMS I and ()Id RAJ , 
Classrnark. CKSN, Attaeh Type, DRX Parameters. old P-TMSI Signature) message \0 the SGSN. JMS I shall be 
includcd ifthc MS does not have a valid P-T MSI available. If the MS has a valid P-TMSl, thcn P-TMS I and thc 
old RAI associated with P-TMS I shall be included. CJassrnark contains the MS's GPRS multi slot capabilities and 
supported GPRS ciphering algorithms in addition to the existing classmark parameters defined in GSM 04.08 . 
Attach Type indicates which type of attach that is to be performed, i.e., GPRS attach only, GPRS Attach while 
alrcady IMSJ attachcd, or combincd GPRS I IMSI attach. DRX Paramctcrs indicatcs whcthcr thc MS lISCS 

discontinuous reception or not. If the MS uses discontinuous reception , then DRX Parameters also indicate when 
the MS is in a non-sleep mode able to receive paging requests and channel assignments. If the MS uses P-TMSI 
for identifying itsc1fand if it has also stored its old P-TMSI Signature, then the MS shall include the old P-TMSI 
Signature in the Attach Request message. 
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2) If the MS identifics itsclfwith P-TMSI and thc SGSN has changed since dctach, the new SGSN sends an 
Identification Request (P-TMS I. old RAI. old P-TMSI Signature) to the old SGSN to request the IMS I. The old 
SGSN responds with Identification Response (IMSI, Authentication Triplets). If the MS is not known in the old 
SGSN, the old SGSN responds with an appropriate error cause. The o ld SGSN also validates the old P-TMSI 
Signature and responds with an appropriate error cause ifit does not match the value stored in the old SGSN. 

3) If the MS is unknown in both the old and new SGSN, thc SGSN scnds an Identity Request (Identity Type = 
IMS I) to the MS. The MS responds with Identity Response (IMSI). 

4) The authentication functions arc defined in the subclause "Security Function". Ifno MM context for the MS 
exists anywllere in the network, then authentication is mandatory. Ciphering procedures arc dcscribed in 
subclause "Security Function". If P-TMSI allocation is going to be done, and if ciphering is supported by the 
network, ciphering mode shall be sct. 

5) The equipment checking functions are defined in the subclause" Identity Check Procedures", Equipment 
checking is optional. 

6) If the SGSN number has changed since the G PRS detach, or if it is thc very first attach, then the SGSN informs 
the HLR: 

a) The SGSN sends an Update Location (SGSN Number, SGSN Address, IMSI) to the HLR, 

b) The HLR sends Cancel Location (IMS I, Cancellation Type) to the old SGSN with Cancellation Type set to 
Update Procedure. 

c) The old SGSN acknowledges with Cancel Location Ack (lMSI). I fthcre arc any ongoing procedures for that 
MS, the old SGSN shall wait until these procedures are finished before removing the MM and PDP contexts. 

d) The HLR sends Insert Subscriber Data (1MSI, GPRS subscription data) to the new SGSN. 

e) The new SGSN validates the MS's prcscnce in the (new) RA. lfduc to rcgional subscription restrictions the 
MS is not allowed to auach in the RA . the SGSN rejects the Anach Request with an appropriate cause, and 
may return an Insert Subscriber Data Ack (1MS! , SGSN Area Restricted) message to the HLR. If subscription 
checking fails for othcr reasons, the SGSN rcjccts the Attach Request with an appropriate cause and returns 
an Inscrt Subscriber Data Aek (IMSI, Cause) message to the HLR. Ifall checks are successful then thc SGSN 
constructs an MM context for the MS and returns an Inscrt Subscriber Data Ack (lMS I) message to the HLR. 

t) The HLR acknowledges the Update Location message by sending an Update Location Ack to the SGSN after 
the cancelling of old MM context and insertion of new MM context are finished. Ir the Update Location is 
rejected by the HLR, the SGSN rejects the Attach Request from the MS with an appropriate cause. 

7) If Anach Type in step I indicated GPRS Attach while already IMSJ attached, or combined GPRS / IMS I attach, 
then the VLR shall be updated if the Gs interfaec is installed. The VLR number is derivcd from the RA 
information. The SGSN starts the location update procedure towards t he new MSCNLR upon receipt of the first 
Inscrt Subscriber Data message from the HLR in step 6 d). This operation marks the MS as GPRS-auached in 
thc VLR. 

a) The SGSN sends a Location Update Request (new LA!. IMSI, SGSN Number. Location Update Type) 
message to the VLR, Location Update Type shall indicate lMSl attach if Attach Type indicated combined 
GPRS 1 1MS1:lllach. Otherwise, Location Update Type ~hall indicate norrnallocation urelate. The VLR 
creates an association with the SGSN by storing SGSN Number. 

b) If the LA update is inter-MSC, the new VLR scnds Update Location (IMSI, new VLR) to Ihe HLR . 

c) If the LA update is inter-MSC, the HLR sends a Cancel Location (IMSI) to the old VLR. 

d) The old VLR acknowledges with Cancel Location Ack (lMSI). 

e) If the LA update is inter-MSC, thc HLR sends Insert Subscriber Data (iMSI, GSM subscribcr data) to the 
new VLR. 

t) The VLR acknowledges with Insert Subscriber Data Ack (lMSI). 

g) After finishing the inter-MSC location update procedures. the HLR responds with Update Location Ack 
(IMSI) to the new VLR. 
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h) The VLR responds with Location Update Accept (VLR TMSl) to the SGSN. 

8) The SGSN selects Radio Priority SMS, and sends an Attach Accept (P-TMS l, VLR TMSI, P-TMSI Si.gnature, 
Radio Priority SMS) message to the MS. P-TMSI is tncluded if the SGSN allocates a new P-TMSI. 

9) If P-TMS I or VLR TMS I was changed, thc MS acknowledges the received TMS I(s) by returning an Attach 
Complete message to the SGSN. 

I O) lf VLR TMSI was changed, the SGSN confirms the VLR TMSI re-al location by sending a TMSI Reallocation 
Complete message to the VLR. 

If the Atlach Request cannot be accepted, the SGSN returns an Atlaeh Reject (lMS I, Cause) message to the MS. 

6.6 Detach Function 

The Detach function allows an MS to inform the network that it wants to make a GPRS and/or IMS I detach. and it 
allows the network to inform an MS that it has been GPRS-detached or JMSJ-detached by the network. The different 
types of detach are: 

IMS I detach: 

GPRS detach; and 

combined GrRS / [MSI detnch (MS-initiated only). 

The MS is detached from GPRS either explicitly or implicitly; 

explicit detach: The network or the MS explicitly requests detach; 

implicit dctach: The network detaches the MS, without notifying the MS, a configurat ion-dependcnt time after 
the mobile reachable timer expired, or after an irrecoverable rad io error causes disconnection of the logical link. 

In the explicit dctach case. a Detach Request (Cause) is sent by the SGSN to the MS, or by the MS to the SGSN. 

The MS can make an IMS I detach in one of two ways depending on ifit is GPRS·attached or not: 

a GPRS·allached MS sends a Detach Request message to the SGSN, indicating an IMSI detach. This can be 
made in combination with GPRS detaCh; 

an MS not attached to the GPRS makes the [MSI detach as already defined in GSM. 

In the MO Detach Request message there is an indication to tell if the detach is due 10 switch ofT or not. The indication 
is nceded to know whcthcr a Dctaeh Accept message should be returned or nol. 

In Ihe network·originated Detach Request message there ma y be an indication to tell the MS that it is requested to 
initiate GPRS Attach and PDP Context Activation procedures for the previously activated PDP contexts. 
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6.6.1 MS-I nitiated Detach Procedure 

The MS- Initiated Detach procedure when initiated by the MS is illustrated in figure 19, Eaeh step is explained in the 
following list. 

MS I I BSS J I SGSN GGSN MSCfVLR 

I. Detach Req est 

2. Delete PDP ontcxt Rcques 

~.~.~.I.~~.~ .. ~.~~". ontext Respon c 

3. IMSI Detac Indication 

4. GPRS Detac Indication 

tJ.. .. Detach Acc~t 1--.. ···" .. ·· .... ·· .... " .. ·· .... "1 .. "·· 

Figure 19: MS-Init iated Combined GPRS I IMSI Detach Procedure 

I) The MS detaches by sending Detach Request (Detach Type, Switch 011) to the SGSN . Detach Type indicates 
wh ich Iype or dclach Ihal is to be perronJled, i.e., G PRS Detach only. IMSJ Detach only or combined a rRS and 
IMS I Detac11. Switch OtT indicates whether the detach is due to a switch offsituatioll or not. 

2) IrOPRS detach, the active PDP contexts in the GGSNs regarding this particular MS are deactivated by the 
SGSN send ing Delete PDP Context Request (TID) to the GGSNs. The GGSNs acknowledge with Delete PDP 
Context Response (T ID), 

3) If IMS I detach, the SGSN sends IMSI Detach Indication (IM SI) 10 the VLR. 

4) If the MS wants to remain IM SI-attachcd and is doing a OPRS detach, the SGSN sends a OPRS Detach 
Indication (lMSI) message to the VLR. The VLR removes the association with the SGSN and handles paging 
and location update without going via the SGSN. 

5) IrSwitch Off indicates that the detach is not due to a switch oITsituation. the SGSN sends a Detach Accept to 
the MS, 

6.6.2 Network-Initiated Detach Procedure 

6.6.2.1 SGSN-Initiated Detach Procedure 

The SOSN-Iniliatcd Detach procedure whcn iniliatcd by Ihe SOSN is illuslraled in figure 20. Each step is explained in 
the following list. 

I MS II BSS II SGSN I GGSN MSCJY LR 

I Detach Req '" 2. Dele te PDP ontext Reques .. ----_ .. __ . 

.It_~.:.I.~ te PDP ontext Respon e 

3. or RS Detac 1 Indication ..... _ ... 
4. Detach Aceq:l1 

I 
Figure 20: SGSN-Initiated GPRS Detach Procedure 

I) The SGSN informs the MS that it has been dctachedby sending Detach Request (Detach Type) to the MS. 
Detach Type indicates ifthc MS is requested to make a new attach and PDP con text activation for the previously 
activated PDP contexts. If SO, the attaeh procedure shall be init iated when the detach procedure is completed. 
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2) The active PDP contcxts in the GGSNs regarding this particular MS arc deactivated by the SGSN sending Delete 
PDP Context Request (T ID) messages to thc GGSNs. Thc GGSNs ackJlOwledgc with Deletc PDP Context 
Response (T ID) messages. 

3) If the MS was both IMS I· and GPRS-attached, the SGSN sends a GPRS Detach Indicmion (lMS!) message to 
the VLR, The VLR removes the association with the SGSN and handles paging and location update without 
going via thc SGSN. 

4) The MS sends a Detach Accept message to the SGSN any time after step 1. 

6. 6 .2.2 HLR-Initiated Detach Procedure 

The HL R- Initiated Dctach procedurc is initiated by the HLR. Thc HLR uses this procedure for opcrator-dctcrmincd 
purposes to request the removal of a subscriber's MM and PDP contexts althe SGSN. The Hl R-lnitiated Detuch 
Procedure is illustrated in figure 21 . Each step is explained in the following list. 

I MS II BSS II SGSN II GGSN I I HLR I MSCN LR 

I. Cancel Loca ion 

2. Detach Req '" 
-~-~!~~-~~ ontexl Reques 

~.!.~:!~~~ .. ~-~.~ .. ontcxt Respon e 

4. GPRS Dctac Indication 
- - _ .. - - .. _ ........ _ .. _ ... ..... _ ........ 

5. Dctach Acc t 

6. Cancel Loca ion Aek 

Figure 21: HLR·lnitiated GPRS Detach Procedure 

1) If the HLR wants to request the immediatede1etion ofa subscriber's MM and PDP contexts from the SGSN, the 
HL R shall send u Cuncc1 Locution (IMSI , Cancellation Type) message to the SGSN with Canccllution Type sct 
to Subscription Withdrawn. 

2) The SGSN informs thc MS thut it has been detached by sending Detach Request (Detach Type) to the MS. 
Detach Type shull indicatc thut the MS is not requestcd to make a new attach and PDP context uctivation. 

3) The activc PDP contexts in thc GGSNs rcgarding this particular MS ure deactivuted by the SGSN sending Delete 
PDP Context Request (TID) mcssages to the GGSNs. The GGSNs acknowledge with Delete PDP Context 
Response (T ID) messages. 

4) If the MS was both IMSI- and GPRS-attaehed, the SGSN sends a GPRS Detach Indication (IMSl) message to 
the VLR. The VLR removes the association with the SGSN and handles paging and locution update without 
going via the SGSN. 

5) The MS sends a Detach Accept message 10 the SGSN any time after step 2. 

6) The SGSN shall con iirm the deletion of the MM and PDP contexts with a Cancel Location Ack (lMS!) message. 

6.7 Purge Function 
The Purge function allows an SGSN to infonn thc HLR that it has deleted the MM and PDP contexts ofa detached MS . 
The SGSN may, as an implementation option, delete the MM and PDP contexts of an MS immediately after the implicit 
or explicit detach of the MS. Alternatively, the SGSN may kcep for some time the MM and PDP contexts und the 
authentication triplets of the detached MS, so that the contexts can be reused al a later GPRS attach without accessing 
the HLR, 

When the SGSN deletes the MM and PDP contexts, it shall initiate the Purge procedure as illustrated in figure 22. Each 
step is explained in the following list. 
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I SGSN I I HLR I 
I. Purge MS 

2. Purge MS Ack 

Figure 22: Purge Procedure 

I) After deleting the MM and PDP contexts of a detached MS, the SGSN sends a Purge MS (lMS!) message to the 
HLR. 

2) The HLR sets the MS Purged for GPRS nag and acknowledges with a Purge MS Ack message. 

6.8 Security Function 
The Security funct ion: 

guards against unauthorised GPRS service usage (authentication and service request validation); 

provides user identity confidentiality (temporary identification and ciphering); 

provides user data confidentiality (ciphering). 

6.8.1 Authentication of Subscriber 

Authcntication procedures already defined in GSM shall be used, with the distinction thai the procedures arc executed 
from the SGSN. The GPRS Authentication procedurc perfomls subscriber authentication, or selection of the ciphering 
algorithm and the synchronisation of the stan of ciphering, or both. Authentication triplets are stored in the SGSN. The 
MSCIVLR shall not authenticate the MS via the SGSN upon IMSI attach, nor location update, but may authenticate the 
MS during CS connection establishment. Security-related network functions are described in GSM 03.20 [6]. 

The Authentication procedure is illustnlled in figure 23 . Each step is explained in the following list. 

I MS II ass II SGSN II HL R 

I. Send Aut~~~i calion Info 

1 Send Autne i calion Info Ack 

2. Authenticati nand Ciphcrin Request 

2. Authentieati nand Cipher.i!J Response 

Figure 23: Authentication Procedure 

\) If the SGSN docs not have previously stored authentication triplets, a Send Authentication Info (l MS!) message 
is sent to the HLR. The HLR responds with a Scnd Authentication Info Aek (Authentication Triplets) message. 
Each Authentication Triplet includes RAND, SRES, and Kc. 

2) The SGSN sends an Authentication and Ciphering Request (RAND, C KSN, Ciphering Algorithm) message to 
the MS. The MS responds with an Authentication and Ciphering Response (SRES) message. 

The MS stans ciphering aller sending the Authentication and Ciphering Response message. The SGSN stans ciphering 
when a valid Authentication and Ciphering Response is received from the MS. In the routeing area update case, if 
eiphcring was used before the routcing area update, and if the Authentication procedure is omitted, then the SGSN shall 
resume ciphering with the same algorithm when a ciphered Routeing Area Update Accept message is sent, and the MS 
shall resume ciphering when a ciphered Routeing Area Update Accept message is received. 

If the SGSN cannot detennine the HLR address to establish the Send Authentication Info dialogue, the Authentication 
Procedure (,1ils. 
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6.8.2 User Identity Confidentiality 

A Temporary Logical Link Identity (TL U) identifies a GPRS user. The relationship between TLU and IMS I is known 
only in the MS and in the SGSN. TLU is derived from the P-TMSI allocated by the SGSN or built by the MS as 
described in subclause "NSAP I and TL U ". 

The SGSN may reallocate the P-TMSI at any time when the MS is in READY state. The reallocation procedure can be 
perfonned by the P-TM51 Reallocation procedure, or it can be included in the Attach or Routeing Area Update 
procedures. 

6.8.2.1 P-TMSI Signalure 

P-TMS I Signature is optionally sent by the SGSN to the MS in Attach Accept and Routeing Area Update Accept 
messages. If the P-TMSI Signature has been sent by the SGSN to the MS since the current P-TMSI was allocated, then 
the MS shall include the P-TMS I Signature in the next Routcing Area Update Request and Attach Request fo r 
identification checking purposes. In the Attach and Routeing Area Update procedures, the SGSN shall compare the 
P-TMSI Signature sent by the MS with the s ignature stored in the SGSN. If the values do not match, the SGSN should 
use the security functions to authenticate the MS. If the va lues match or if the P-TMSI Signature is missing, the SGSN 
may use the security functions to authenticate the MS. The P·TMSI Signature parameter has only local significance in 
the SGSN that allocated the signature. 

If ciphering is supported by the network, the SGSN shall send the P-TMSI SignatuTC ciphered to the MS. Routeing Area 
Update Request and Attach Request. into which the MS includes the P-TMSI Signature, are not ciphered. 

6.8.2.2 P-TMSI Reali ocation Procedure 

The P-TMSI Reallocation procedure is illustrated in figure 24 Each step is explained in the following lis\. 

I MS I I BSS I I SGSN I 
...!.. P·TMS I Reallocation Command 

2. P·TMSI Reallocation Complete 

Figure 24: P-TMSI Reallocation Procedure 

I) The SGSN sends a P-TMSI Reallocation Command (new P-TMS I, P-TMSI Signature , RA[) message 10 the MS. 
P-TMS I Signature is an optional parameter that the MS, if received, shall return 10 the SGSN in the next Attach 
and Routeing Area Update procedures. 

2) The MS returns a P-TMSI Reallocation Complete message to thc SGSN. 

6.8.3 User Data and GMM/SM Signalling Confidentiality 

6. 8.3.1 Scope of Ciphering 

In contrast to the scope of ciphering in existing GSM (a single logical channel between STS and MS), the scope of 
GPRS ciphering is from the ciphering function at the SGSN to the ciphering funct ion in the MS. 

Ciphering is done in the LLC layer, and from the perspective of the existing GSM MS·BTS radio path, an LLC PDU is 
transmitted as plain text. 
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MS BTS+BSC SGSN 

Scope ofG PRS ciphering 

Scope of existing GSM ciphering 

Figure 25: Scope of GPRS Ciphering 

6 .8.3.2 GPRS Ciphering Algorithm 

A ciphering algorithm to be used for GPRS ciphering shall be selected. A new ciphering algorithm may be designed. 
GSM 01.61 [2J contains the requirements for the GPRS ciphering algorithm. The TDMA frame number is not known at 
the SGSN. Therefore, a Logical Link Control fra me number may replacc the T DMA frame number as an input to the 
algorithm. 

The standard key management procedures for the Kc shall be used, 

6.8.4 Identity Check Procedures 

MS iden ti ty check procedures already defined in GSM shall be used, with the distinction that the procedures are 
exccuted from thc SGSN. 

The Identity Check procedure is illustrated in figure 26. Each step is explained in the followi ng list, 

MS I BSS I SGSN EIR 

I. Identity Req lest 

I. Identi ty Res 0""" 
2. Che ck JM EI -------,_. 

ck IMEI Ack ~.~~:. 

Figure 26: Identity Check Procedure 

I) The SGSN sends Identity Request ( Identity T ype) to the MS. The MS responds with Identity Response (Mobile 
Identity). 

2) If the SGSN decides to check the [MEl against the EIR, it sends Check IME I (IME I) to EIR. The EIR responds 
with Check IM EI Ack (IME I). 

6.9 Location Management Function 
The Location Management function: 

provides mechanisms for cell and PLMN selection; 

provides a mechanism for the network to know the Routeing Area fo r MSs in STANDBY and READY states; 
and 

provides a lllech3nism for the nctwork to know the cell identity fo r MSs in READY state. 

Routcing Area (RA) is defined in subclause "Routeing Area Identi ty" . 
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6.9.1 Location Management Procedures 

The PLM N shall provide in fonnation for the MS to be able to: 

detect when it has entered a new cell or a new RA; and 

detennine when to perfonn periodic RA updates. 

The MS detects that a new cell has been entered by comparing the cell 's identity with the cell identity stored in the MS's 
MM context. The MS detects that a new RA has been entered by periodically comparing the RA I stored in its MM 
context with that received from the new cell. The MS shall consider hysteresis in signal strength measurements. 

When the MS camps on a new cell, possibly in a new RA, this indicates one of three possible scenarios: 

a cell update is required; 

a route ing area update is required; or 

a combined routeing area and location area update is required. 

In all three scenarios the MS stores the cell identity in its MM context. 

If the MS enters a new PLMN, the MS shall either perform a routeing area update, or enter IDLE state. 

In network mode of operation II and Ill, whenever an MS determines that it shall perform both an LA update and an RA 
update, the MS shall perform the LA update first. 

Routeing Area Update Request messages shall be sent unciphered. since in the inter SGSN routeing area update case the 
new SGSN shall be able to process the request. 

6 .9.1.1 Cell Update Procedure 

A cell update takes place when the MS enters a new cell inside the current RA and the MS is in READY state. [fthe 
RA has changed, a routcing area update is cxecuted instcad of a eell update. 

The MS perfonns the cell update procedure by sending an uplink LLC frame of any type containing the MS's identity to 
the SGSN. In the direction towards the SGSN, the ass shall add the Cell Global Identity including RAC and LAC to all 
BSSGP fmmcs, sec GSM 08.18. A cell update is any correctly received and val id LLC PD U carried inside a BSSGP 
PDU containing a new identifier of the cell. 

The SGSN records this MS's change of cell, and further traffic directed towards the MS is conveyed over the new cell. 

6.9.1.2 Routeing Area Update Procedure 

A routeing area update takes place when a GPRS-attached MS detects that it has entered a new RA, when the periodic 
RA update timer has expired, or when the MS indicates changed access capabil ities to the network, or when a 
suspended MS is not resumed by the ass (see subclause "Suspension ofG PRS Services"). The SGSN detects that it is 
an intra SGSN routeing area update by noticing that it also handles the old RA. In this case, the SGSN has the necessary 
information about the MS and there is no need to inform the GGSNs or the HLR about the new MS location. A periodic 
RA update is always an intra SGSN routeing area update. 

An MS in REA DY state due to anonymous access shall not perfoml routeing area updates for the AA MM context, If 
the MS has entered a new routeing area, a new Anonymous Access PDP ContcX\ Ac\ivati on procedure shall be 
initiated. The old context is implicitly deleted upon expiry oCthe READY timer. 
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6.9. 1.2.1 Intra SGSN Routeing Area Update 

The Intra SGSN Routeing Area Update procedure is illustrn:ed in figure 27. Eaeh step is explained in the following list. 

I MS I I BSS I I SGSN I 
I. Routeing Area Updat Request 

~.,~::.~Ei.~r..F..~.~,:.tj.~~~, ... .. -_._. _ . .. 
3 Routeing Area Updat Accept 

~~_~?~~:~~!;L~~:~_l!r..~~_t .. ~.~~'p'.I.:.~: _____ .. _,_ .. _._._ ... 

Figure 27: Intra SGSN Routeing Area Update Procedure 

I) The MS sends a Routeing Area Update Request (old RAJ, old P-TMS I Signature, Update Type) to the SGSN. 
Update Type shall indicate RA update or periodic RA update. The BSS shall add the Cell Global ldemity 
including tne RAC and LAC of the cell where the message was received before passing the message to the 
SGSN, see GSM 08.18. 

2) Security functions may be executed. These procedures arc defined in subclaUSe "Security Function". 

3) The SGSN validates the MS's presencc in the new RA. lfdue 10 regional subscription restrictions the MS is not 
allowed to be attacned in tne RA, or if subscription checking fai ls, then the SGSN rejects the roUlcing area 
update with an appropriate cause. Ifall checks are successful then the SGSN updates lhe MM context for the 
MS. A new P-TMS I may be allocatcd. A ROllteing Area Update Accept (P-T MS I, P-TMSI Signature) is returncd 
to the MS. 

4) If P-TMS I waS reallocated, the MS acknowledges the new P-TMSI by returning a Rouleing Area Update 
Complete message to the SGSN. 

If the roulcing area update procedure fails a maximum allowable number of times, or if the SGSN returns a Routcing 
Area Update Reject (Cause) message, the MS shall enter IDLE state. 
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6.9. 1.2.2 Inter SGSN Routeing Area Update 

The Intcr SGSN Routcing Area Updatc procedure is illustrn:ed in figure 28. Eaeh step is explaincd in the following list. 

I MS II BSS II newSGSN II oldSGSN II OGSN I I HLR I 
I. RouteingAr a Update Reljlll " 

2. SGSN C0i2! xt Request 

2. SGSN Coni xt Response 

~.~:~_~~~~~E~.~.!!.?~.~ _____ .. _ ...• 1-0---------- ------_ .. _._ .. __ . .. _ .. --._ ..... _--. 
4. SGSN COil! xt Acknowledg 

~ .. ~.~.~~.~~.-~.~~ ets 

6. Update PDP Context Rcq~ 

6 Update PDP Context Respo c 

7. Update Lac tion 

8 Cancel Loca "" 
8. Cancel Loca ion Ack 

9. Insert Subsc iber Data 

9. Insert Subsc iber Data Aek 

19. Update L~ ation Ack 

U. Routeing ea Update Ace pI 

12. Routcing ca Update CQ! lcte 

Figure 28: Inter SGSN Routeing Area Update Procedure 

I) The MS sends a Routeing Area Update Request (old RAI , old P-TMSI Signature, Update Type) to the new 
SGSN. Update Type shall indicate RA update or periodic RA update. The BSS shall add the Cell Global Identity 
including the RAe and LAC of the cell where the message was received before passing the message to the 
SGSN. 

2) The new SGSN sends SGSN Context Request (old RAI , TlU, old P-TMSI Signature, New SGSN Address) to 
the old SGSN to get the MM and PDP contexts for the MS. The old SGSN validates the old P-TMS I Signature 
and respond s with an appropriate error cause ifit does not match the value slored in the old SGSN. This should 
initiate the security functions in the new SGSN. If the security functions authenticate the MS correctly , the new 
SGSN shall send an SGSN Context Request (old RAJ. TLLI. MS Val idated. New SGSN Address) message to 
the old SGSN. MS Validated indicates that the ncw SGSN has authenticated the MS. If the old P-TMS I 
Signature was valid or if the new SGSN indicates that it has authenticatcd the MS, the old SGSN stops assigning 
SNDCP N-PDU numbers to downlink N-PD Us received, and responds with SGSN Context Response (MM 
Context. PDP Contexts). If the MS is not known in thc old SGSN, the old SGSN responds with an appropriate 
errur c<luse. The uld SGSN stures Ncw SGSN Addrcss, tu <ll1uwthe uld SGSN tu rurw<lfd d<lt<l p<lckets tu the 
new SGSN. Each PDP Context includes the SNDCP Scnd N-PDU Number for the ncxt downlink N-P DU to be 
sent in acknowledged mode to the MS, the S DCP Receive N-PDU Number for the next uplink N-PDU to be 
received in acknowledged mode from the MS, the GTP sequence number for the next downlink N-PDU to be 
scnt to the MS and the GTP sequencc number for the next uplink N-PDU to be tunnellcd to thc GGSN. The old 
SGSN starts a timcr and stops the transmission ofN-PDUs to the MS. 

3) Security functions may be executed. These procedures are defined in subclause "Security Function" . Ciphering 
mode shall be sct if ciphering is supported. If the security functions fai l (c.g. the SGSN cannot dctenninc thc 
HlR address to establish the Send Authentication Info dialogue), the Inler SGSN RAU Update procedure fails. 
A reject shall bc rctumcd to the MS with an appropriatc causc. 
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4) The new SGSN sends an SGSN Context Acknowledge message to the old SGSN. This infonns the old SGSN 
that the new SGSN is ready to receive data packets belonging to the activated PDP contexts. The old SGSN 
marks in its context that the MSCNLR association and the information in the GGSNs and the HLR are invalid. 
This triggers the MSCN LR, the GGSNs, and the HlR to be updated if the MS initiates a routeing area update 
procedure back to the old SGSN beforc completing the ongoing route ing area update procedure. I f the security 
functions do not authenticate the MS correct ly, then the routeing area update shall be rejected, and the new 
SGSN shall send a reject indication to the old SGSN. The old SGSN shall continue as if the SGSN Context 
Request was never received. 

5) The old SGSN duplicates the butTered N-PDUs and starts tunne ll ing them to the new SGSN. Additional N-PDUs 
received from the GGSN before the timer described in step 2 expires are also duplicated and tunnelled to the new 
SGSN. N·PDUs that were already sent to thc MS in acknowledged mode and that arc nOl yct acknowledgcd by 
the MS are tunnelled together with the SNDCP N-PDU number. No N-PDUs shall be forwarded to the new 
SGSN after expiry of the timer described in step 2. 

6) The new SGSN sends Update PDP Context Request (new SGSN Address, TID, QoS Negotiated) to the GGSNs 
concerned. The GGSNs update thcir PDP context fields and return Update PDP Context Response (T ID). 

7) The new SGSN informs the Hl R of the change ofSGSN by sending Update l ocation (SGSN Number, SGSN 
Address. IMSI) to the HLR. 

8) The HLR sends Cancel Location (lMS!. Cancellation Type) to the old SGSN with Cancellation Type set 10 
Update Procedure. If the timer described in step 2 is not running, then the old SGSN removes the MM and PDP 
contexts. Othcrwise, the con texts arc removed only when the timer expires. This allows the old SGSN to 
complete the forwarding ofN-PDUs. It also ensures that the MM and PDP contexts arc kepi in the old SGSN in 
case the MS initiates another inter SGSN routeing area update before completing the ongoing routeing area 
update to the new SGSN. The old SGSN acknowledges with Cancel Location Ack (l MS I). 

9) The HlR sends Insert Subscriber Data (IMS1 , GPRS subscription data) to the new SGSN. The new SGSN 
validates the MS's presence in the (new) RA. If due to regional subscription restrictions the MS is not allowed to 
be a1\ached in the RA, the SGSN rejects the Routeing Area Update Request with an appropriate cause, and may 
return an Insert Subscriber Data Ack (IMSI , SGSN Area Restricted) message to the HLR. Ifall checks are 
successful thcn the SGSN constructs an MM context for the MS and rctums an Insert Subscriber Data Aek 
(IMSl) message to the HLR. 

10)The HlR acknowledges thc Updatc Location by sending Update Location Aek (lMS!) to the new SGSN. 

II)The new SGSN validates the MS's presence in the new RA. Ifdue to roaming restrictions the MS is not allowed 
to be attached in the SGSN, or if subscription chccking fails, then Ihe new SGSN rejects the routeing area update 
with an appropriate cause, Ifa ll checks are successful then the new SGSN constructs MM and PDP contexts for 
the MS. A logical link is established between the new SGSN and the MS. The new SGSN responds to the MS 
with ROUleing Area Update Accept (P-TMS I, P-TMS I Signature, Receive N-PDU Number), Receive N-PDU 
Number contains the acknowledgements for c<1ch acknowledged·mode NSAP I used by the MS, thereby 
confirming all mobile-origi nated N· PDUs su.ceessfully transferred before thc start oftne update procedure. 

12)The MS acknowledges the new P-TMSI by returning a Routeing Area Update Complete (Receive N-PDU 
Number) mcssage to the SGSN. Rcceive N-PDU Number contains thc acknowledgemcnts for cach 
aeknowledgcd-mode NSAPI used by the MS , thcreby confirming all mobile-terminatcd N-PDUs successfully 
transferred before the start of the update procedure. If Receive N-PDU Number confirms reception ofN-PDUs 
that were fo rwarded from the old SGSN, then these N-PDUs shall be discarded by the new SGSN. LLC and 
SNDCP in the MS arc reset. 

In the case of a rejected fOuteing area update operat ion due to regional subscr iption or roaming restrictions, or beeausc 
the SGSN cannot detennine the HLR address in order to establish the GPRS location update dialogue, the new SGSN 
shall not construct an MM context. A reject shall be returned to the MS with an appropriate cause, The MS shall not re
attempt a routeing arca update to that RA. The RAI value shall be deleted when the MS is powered-up. 

If the new SGSN is unable to update the PDP context in one or more GGSN s, then the new SGSN shall deacti vate the 
corresponding PDP contexts as described in subclausc "PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Proecdure". This 
shal l nOI cause the SGSN to reject the routeing area update. 
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If the new SGSN is unable to support thc same number of active PDP contexts as receivcd from old SGSN, tllc new 
SGSN shall first updatc all contexts in one or more GGSNs and then deactivate the context(s) that it cannot maintain as 
described in subclause "PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Procedure". This shall not causc thc SGSN to 
rejcct the routcing area updatc. 

If the timer described in step 2 expires and no Cancel Location (lMSI) was received from the HLR, then the old SGSN 
shall stop forwarding N-PDUs to the new SGSN. 

If the routeing area update procedure fails a maximum allowable number of times, or if the SGSN returns a Routeing 
Area Update Reject (Cause) message, the MS shall enter IDLE state. 

6 .9 .1 .3 Combined RA I LA Update Prooedure 

A combined RA I LA update takes place in network operation mode I when the MS enters a new RA or when a GPRS
attached MS performs IMSI attach, or when the MS indicates changed access capabilities to the network. or when a 
suspended MS is not resumed by the BSS (sec subclause "Suspension ofGPRS Services"). The MS sends a Routeing 
Area Update Request indicating that an LA update may also need to be perfOnlled, in which case the SGSN forwards 
the LA update to the VLR. This concerns only idle mooe (see GSM 03.22), as no combined RA I LA updates are 
perfonned during a CS connection. 

6.9. 1.3.1 Combined Intra SGSN RA I LA Update 

The Combined RA I l A Update (intra SGSN) procedure is illustr:lted in figure 29. Each stcp is explained in the 
follow ing list. 

I MS II BS5 II SGSN I HLR 

I. Routcing Ar a Update Re~ " 
";'. ~::~.~! .t~"_~.~ tions . . .. . ..... ... .. 

3. Loc ation ate Request .. -~." .. -,-.. 

oc tion 

4 ,Cancel Loc tion Ack 

!:~~?~.~.I.? ate Accept Je.~?~ 
6. ROllteingAr a Update Acee t 

7. ROllteing AT ~~!!.e~~_C;~~ lete ._-----,--" 
SI Re II cation Complet ,,~_: __ T~: 

Figure 29: Combined RA f LA Update in the Case of Intra SGSN RA Update Procedure 

I) The MS sends a ROllteing Area Update Request (old RAJ, old P-TMSI Signature, Update Type) to the SGSN. 
Update Type shall indicate combined RA I LA update, or, if the MS wants to perform an IMs r attach, combined 
RA / LA update with IMSI attach requested. The BSS shall add the Cell Global Identity including the RAe and 
LAC of the cell where the message was received before passing the message to the SGSN. 
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2) Security functions may be executed. This procedure is defined in subclause "Security Function". If the security 
functions fail (e.g. the SGSN cannot determine the HLR address in order to establish the Send Authcntication 
Info dialogue), the Inter SGSN RAU Update procedure fails. A reject shall be returned to the MS with an 
appropriate cause. 

3) If the association has to be established, if Update Type indicates combined RA I LA update with IMS I attach 
requested, or ifthc LA changed with thc routeing area update. thcn the SGSN sends a Location Update Request 
(new LAI, lMSI, SGSN Number, Location Update Type) to the VLR. Location Update Type shall indicate IMSI 
attach if Update Type in step I indicated combined RA I LA update with IMS I attach requested. Otherwise, 
Location Update Type shall indicate nomlallocation updatc. The VLR number is translated from the RAJ via a 
table in the SGSN. The VLR creates or updates the a;sociation with the SGSN by storing SGSN Number. 

4) If the subscriber data in the VLR is marked as not confirmed by the HLR, then the new VLR informs the HLR. 
The HLR cancels the data in the old VLR and inserts subseriber data in the new VLR (this signalling is not 
modified from existing GSM signalling and is included here for illustrative purposes): 

a) the new VLR sends an Update Location (new VLR) to the HLR; 

b) the HLR cancels the data in the old VLR by sendmg Cancel Location (IMS I) to the old VLR; 

c) the old VLR acknowledges with Cancel Location Ack (lMSI): 

d) the HLR sends Insert Subscriber Data (IMS!. GSM subscriber data) to the new VLR: 

e) the new VLR acknowledges with Insert Subscriber Data Ack (lMSJ); 

t) the HLR responds with Update Location Ack (IMSI) to the new VLR. 

5) The new VLR allocates a new VLR TMS I and responds with Location Update Accept (V LR TMS I) to the 
SGSN, VLR TMSI is optional if the VLR has not changed. 

6) The SGSN validates the MS's presence in the new RA. If due to regional subscription restrictions the MS is not 
allowed to be attached in the RA, or if subscription checking fai ls, then Ihe SGSN rejects the routeing area 
update with an appropriate cause. lfall checks arc su;::cessful then the SGSN updates lhe MM context for the 
MS. A ncw P-TMS I may be allocated. The SGSN responds to the MS with Routcing Area Update Accept 
(P-TMSI, VLR TMSI, P-TMSI Signature). 

7) If a new P-TMS I or VLR TMS I was received, then the MS confinns the reallocation o f the TMS ls by relUminga 
Routeing Area Update Completc messag(' to thc SGSN. 

8) The SGSN sends a TMS I Reallocation Complete message 10 the VLR if the VLR TMSI is confinned by the MS. 

I f the routei ng area update procedurc fails a maximum allowable number of times. or if the SGSN returns a Routeing 
Area Update Reject (Cause) message, the MS shall enter IDLE state. 

lrthe Location Update Accept message indicates a reject, then this should be indicated to the MS, and the MS shall not 
aecess non-GPRS services until a successful Location Update is pcrfonncd. 
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6.9.1.3.2 Combined Inter SGSN RA I LA Update 

The Combined RA I LA Update (i nter SGSN) proeedure is illustrated in figure 30. Each step is explained in tbe 
follow ing list. 

MS BSS II newSGSN I old SGSN I GGSN 
I ",w I I MSCIVLR HLR 

I. Routcing Area UpdaL,c equesl 

2. SGSN Cont xt Request 

2. SCrSN Cont xt Response 

J. -?:~.~-~.~~~- _~~_e.t!_~_n.:' . _ .• f4 ........................... .. -.. -.. -~--.--.. ---. -.----.. -. 
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~.~~~a~~~~ 01' 
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8 Cancel Loca 
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9 Insert Subsc iber Dala 

9. Insert Subsc iber Dam Ack 

til. Updalc Lo alion Ack 

I I. Location U ??~!.~ ... ~:9~_:~.t_. ....... _ ... _._-_ ......... _._. 

~~.!::.ocatio~~ ~~_t.:J\CC':?1 
14. Routeil ' Area Updat Aceepl 

15. Routeil 'Area Updat Complete 

16. TMSI Real ~_~~_i~_r~ __ ~~.~p! .................... _ .... _------

.- _ . . - .. 
~ 

,on 

ion Ack 

.. _---_ ..... 
.!~_<:_~r.~_~~e_j: 

12 
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-
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Figure 30: Combined RA f LA Update in the Case of Inter SGSN RA Update Procedure 

I) The MS scnds a Routeing Area Update Request (old RAJ, old P-TMSI Signature, Update Type) to the new 
SGSN. Update Type shall indicate combined RA / LA update, or, if the MS wants to perform an IMS I attach. 
combined RA I LA update with IM SI attach requested. The BSS shall add the Cel l Global Identity including the 
RAC and LAC of the cell where the message was received before passing the message to Ihe SGSN. 
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2) The new SGSN sends SGSN Context Request (old RAI. TLL!. old P-TMSI Signature, New SGSN Address) to 
the old SGSN to get the MM and PDP contexts for the MS. The old SGSN validates the old P-TMS I Signature 
and responds with an appropriate error cause ifit does not match the value stored in the old SGSN, This should 
initiate the security functions in the new SGSN. If the security functions authenticate lhe MS correctly, the new 
SGSN shall send an SGSN Context Request (old RAI, TlU, MS Validated, New SGSN Address) message 10 
the old SGSN, MS Validated indicates that the new SGSN has authenticated the MS. If the old P-TMS I 
Signature was valid or if the new SGSN indicates that it has authenticated the MS, the old SGSN stops assigning 
SNDCr N· PDU !lumocrs tu duwnlink N-PD Us n::!;t:ivt:J, and respunds with SGSN COlltt:xt Rt:spullst: (MM 
Context, PDP Contexts). If the MS is not known in the old SGSN , the old SGSN responds with an appropriate 
error cause. The old SGSN stores New SGSN Address unt il the old MM context is cancelled, to allow the old 
SGSN to fo rward data packets to the new SGSN. Each PDP Context includes the SNDCP Send N-PDU Number 
for the next downlink N-PDU to be sent in acknowledged mode to the MS, the SNDCP Receive N· PD U Number 
for the next uplink N· PDU to be recei ved in acknowledged mode from the MS, the GTP sequence number for 
the next downlink N· PDU to be sent to the MS and the GTP sequence number for the next uplink N-PDU to be 
tunnelled to the GGSN. The old SGSN starts a timer and stops the downlink transfer. 

3) Security fu nctions nmy be executed. These procedures arc dcfincd in subclause "Security Function". Ciphering 
mode shall be set ifciphering is supported. [f the security functions fail (e.g.lhe SGSN cannot detennine the 
HLR address in order to establish the Send Authentication Info dialogue), the Inter SGSN RAU Update 
procedure fails. A reject shall be returned to the MS with an appropriute cause. 

4) The new SGSN sends an SGSN Context Acknowledge message to the old SGSN. This infonns the old SGSN 
Ihal the new SGSN is ready 10 receive data packets belonging to the aClivated PDP COlllexts. The old SGSN 
marks in its context that the MSCNLR association and the information in the GGSNs and the HLR are invalid. 
This triggers the MSCNLR. the GGSNs, and the HLR to be updated if the MS initiates a routeing area update 
procedure back to the old SGSN before completing the ongoing routeing area update procedure. If the security 
functions do not authenticate the MS correctl y. then the routeing area update shal l be rejected, and the new 
SGSN shall send a reject indication to the old SGSN. The old SGSN shall continue as if the SGSN Contcxt 
Request was never received. 

5) The old SGSN duplicates the butTered N-PDUs and starts tunnelling them 10 the new SGSN. Additional N-PDUs 
received from the GGSN before the timer described in step 2 expires are also duplicated and tunnelled to the new 
SGSN, N·PDUs that were already sent to the MS in acknowledged mode and that are not yet acknowledged by 
the MS arc tunnelled together with the SNDCP N-PDU number. No N-PDUs shall be forwarded to the new 
SGSN after expiry of the timer described in step 2. 

6) The new SGSN sends Update PDP Context Request (new SGSN Address. TI D, QoS Negotiated) to the GGSNs 
concerned. The GGSNs update their PDP context fields and return an Update PDP Context Response (TID). 

7) The new SGSN informs the HLR of the change ofSGSN by sending Update Location (SGSN Number, SOSN 
Address, IMS [) to the HLR, 

8) The HLR sends Cancel Location (lMS!. Cancellation Type) to the old SGSN with Cancellation Type set to 
Update Procedure. If the timer described in step 2 is not running, then the old SGSN removes the MM and PDP 
contexts. Otherwise, the contexts arc removed only when the timer expires. This allows the old SGSN to 
complete the forwarding ofN-PDUs. It also ensures that the MM and PDP contexts arc kept in the old SGSN in 
case the MS initiates another inter SGSN routeing area update before completing the ongoing routeing area 
update to the new SGSN. The old SGSN acknowledges wi th Cancel Location Aek (l MS!). 

9) The HLR sends Insert Subscriber Data (IMS1, GPRS subscription data) to the new SGSN. The new SGSN 
validates the MS's presence in the (new) RA. Ifdue to regiona! subscription restrictions the MS is not allowed to 
be attached in the RA. the SGSN rejects the Rouleing Area Update Request with an appropriate cause, and may 
return an Insert Subscriber Data Ack (IMSI, SGSN Area Restricted) message to the HLR. [fall checks are 
successful then the SUSN constructs an MM context jor the MS and returns an Inscrt Subscriber Data Ack 
(IMSI) message to the HLR. 

IO)The HLR acknowledges the Update Location by sending Update Location Ack (IMSI) to the new SGSN. 

11) lfthe association has to be established, if Update Type indicates combined RA I LA update with IMS [ attach 
requested, or if the LA changed with the rouleing area update, then the new SGSN sends a Location Update 
Request (new LA I, IMS [, SGSN Number, Location Update Type) to the VLR. Location Update Type shall 
indicate IMS I attach if Update Type in step I indicated combined RA I LA update with IMS I attach requested. 
Otherwise, Location Update Type shall indicate normal location update. The VLR number is translated from the 
RA I via a table in the SGSN. The SGSN stans the location update procedure towards the new MSCIV LR upon 
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receipt of the first Insert Subscriber Data message from the HLR in step 9). The VLR creates or updates the 
association with the SGSN by storing SGSN Number. 

12) lflhe subscriber dala in Ihe VLR is marked as nOI confirmed by Ihe HLR, Ihe new VLR informs the HLR. The 
HLR cancels the old VLR and inserts subscriber data in the new VLR (this signalling is nOI modified from 
existing GS M signalling and is included here for illustrative purposes): 

a) the new VLR sends an Update Location (new VLR) to the HLR; 

b) the HLR cancels the data in the old VLR by sendlllg Cancel Location (IMS I) to the old VLR; 

c) the old VLR acknowledges with Cancel Location Aek (IMSI); 

d) the HLR sends Insert Subscriber Data (IMSI, GSM subscriber data) to the new VLR; 

e) the new VLR acknowledges with Insert Subscriber Data Ack (l MS!); 

t) the HLR responds with Update Location Ack (IMS!) to the new VLR. 

13)Thc new VLR allocates a new TMSI and responds with Location Update Accept (V LR TMS I) to the SGSN. 
VLR TMS I is optional if the VLR has not changed. 

14)The new SGSN validates the MS's presence in the new RA lfdue to roaming restrictions the MS is not allowed 
to be altached in the SGSN, or if subscription checking fails, thell the SGSN rejects the routeing area update with 
an appropriate cause. Ifall checks arc successful then the new SGSN establishes MM and PDP contexts for the 
MS. A logical link is established between the new SGSN and the MS. The new SGSN responds to the MS with 
Routeing Area Update Accept (P-TMSI, VLR TMSI. P-TMSI Signature, Recei ve N-f'DU Number). Receive 
N-PDU Number contains the acknowledgements for each acknowledged-mode NSAP I used by the MS, thereby 
confirming all mobile-originated N-PDUs successfu1[y transferred before the start of the update procedure. 

15)The MS eonfimls the reallocation of the TMS ls by returning a Routeing Area Update Complete (Receive 
N·PDU Number) message to the SGSN. Receive N-PDU Number contains the acknowledgements for each 
acknowledged-mode NSAPI used by the MS, thereby confirming all mobi le-terminated N· PDUs successfully 
transferred before the start of the update procedure. If Receive N-PDU Number confinns reception of N-PDUs 
that were forwarded from the old SGSN. then these N-PDUs shall be discarded by the new SGSN. LLC and 
SNDCP in the MS arc reset. 

16)The new SGSN sends a TMS[ Reallocation Complete message to the new VLR if the VLR TMSI is confirmed 
by the MS. 

In the case of a rejected routeing area update operation. due to regional subscription or roaming restrictions, or because 
the SGSN cannot determine the HLR address to establish the locating updating dialogue, the new SGSN shall not 
construct an MM context. A reject shall be returned to the MS with an appropriate cause. The MS shall not re-al\empt a 
routcing area update to that RA. The RAI value shall be deleted when the MS is powered-Up. 

If the new SGSN is unable to update the PDP context in one or more GGSNs, then the new SGSN shall deactivate the 
corrcsponding PDP contexts as described in subclause "PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Procedure". This 
shall not cause the SGSN to reject the routeing area update. 

If the new SGSN is unable to support the same number of active PDP contexts as received from old SGSN, tne new 
S(]SN shall first update all contexts in one or more GGSNs and then deactivate the context(s) that it cannot maintain as 
described in subclause "PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Procedure". This shall not cause the SGSN to 
reject the roUleing area update. 

If the routeing area update procedure fails a maximum allowable number of times, or if the SGSN returns a Routeing 
Area Update Reject (Cause) message, the MS shall enter IDLE state. 

If the timer described in step 2 expires and no Cancel Location (l MSl) was received from the HLR, then the old SGSN 
shall stop forwarding N-PDUs to the new SGSN. 

If the Location Update Accept message indicates a rejcct. then this should be indicatcd to tne MS. and the MS shall not 
access non·GPRS services until a successful location update is performed. 
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6. 9 .1 .4 Periodic RA and LA Updates 

All GPRS-atlachcd MSs, except M$s in class-8 mode of operation engaged in CS communication, shall perform 
periodic RA updates. MSs that arc IMSI·attaehed and not GPRS-attaehcd shall perform periodic LA updates. Periodic 
RA updates arc equivalent to intra SGSN routeing area updates as described in subclause "Intra SGSN Routeing Area 
Update", with Update Type indicating periodic RA upd..1te. For MSs that arc both IMSI-attached and GPRS·atlached, 
the periodic updates depend on the mode of operation of the network: 

if the network operates in mode I, periodic RA updates shall be perfon11ed, and periodic LA updates shall not be 
perfonncd. In this c(lse. the MSCIVLR shall disable implicit detach for GPRS-anached MSs and instead rely on 
the SGSN to receive periodic RA updates. If periodic RA updates are nOI received in the SGSN and the SGSN 
detaches the MS, the SGSN shall notify the MSCN LR by scnding an IMSI Detach Indication message; 

if the network operates in mode II or mode III. both periodic RA updmesand periodic LA updates shall be 
perfonned independently. RA upd.1tes arc perfonned via the Gb interface, and LA updates arc perfonned via the 
A interface. 

The periodic RA update timer in the MS is stopped when an LLC PDU is sent since all sent LLC PDUs set the MM 
context state to REA DY. The periodic RA update timer is reset and staned when the state returns to STANDBY. 

If the MS could not successfully complete the periodic RA update procedure after a re try scheme while the MS was in 
GPRS coverage, then the MS shall wait a backofTtime equal to the periodic LA update timer bro..1deast by the network 
before re-staning the periodic RA update procedure. 

6.10 Subscriber Management Function 

The Subscriber Management function provides a mechanism to inform the GPRS nodes about changes of the GrRS 
subscription data for a specific GPRS subscribcr. 

6.10.1 Subscriber Management Procedures 

Whenever the GPRS subscription data is changed for a GPRS subscriber in the HLR. and the changes affect the GPRS 
subscription data stored in the SGSN, then the SGSN node s.hatl be infomled about these changes by means of the 
follow ing procedures: 

Insen Subscriber Data procedure, used to add or modify GPRS subscription data in the SGSN; or 

Delete Subscriber D(lta procedure, used to remove GPRS subscription data in the SGSN. 

6. 10.1.1 Insert Subscriber Data Procedure 

In addition to the insertion and modification of gencml GPRS subscription data for a GPRS subscriber, see GSM 09.02. 
the HLR may request the insertion or modification of one or several new or existing PDP contexts in the SGSN. It 
should be noted that the modification may trigger a PDP Context Modification procedure as described in subclausc 
"Modification Procedures". In particular, the following PDP context parameters may be modified by the HLR: 

OoS Profile Subscribed: and 

VPLMN Address Allowed. 

The Insert Subscriber Data procedure is illustrated in figure 31 . Each step is explained in the following list 

SGSN I HLR I 
I. Insen Subscriber Data 

2. Insert Subscriber Data Ack 

Figure 31 : Insert Subscriber Data Procedure 

I) The HLR sends an Inscn Subseribcr Data ( IMSl, GPRS Subscription Data) message to the SGSN. 
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2) The SGSN up(h!tes its GPRS subscription data and acknowledges the Insert Subscriber Data message by 
returning an Insert Subscriber Data Ack (IMSI) message. For each PDP context that is included in GPRS 
Subscription Data the SGSN shall check whether it is a new, an active, or an inactive PDP context: 

for a new or inactive PDP context, no further action is required except storage in the SGSN ; 

for an active PDP context, the SGSN shall in addition compare the new QoS Subscribed with QoS 
Negotiated and shall. if necessary. initiate a PDP Context Modification procedure as described in subclause 
"Modification Procedures". Funhennore. if VPLMN Address Allowed is changed. the SGSN shall, if 
necessary (e.g., if the PDP context is currently routed via a GGSN in the VPLMN and VPL MN Address 
Allowed is changed to not allowed), initiate a PDP Context Deact ivation procedure as explained in subclause 
"Deactivation Procedures". 

6 .10.1.2 Delete Subscriber Data Procedure 

In addition to Ihe deletion of general GP RS subscription data for a GPRS subscriber, see GSM 09.02, the HLR may 
request the deletion of one or several PDP contexts from the SGSN. 

The Delete Subscri ber Data proced ure is illustrated in figure 32 . Each step is explained in the following list. 

I SGSN I I HLR I 
I. Delete Subscriber Data 

2. Delete Subscriber Data Ack 

Figure 32: Delete Subscriber Data Procedure 

I) The HLR sends a Delete Subscriber Data (lMSI, PDP Context Identifiers List) message to the SGSN. 

2) The SGSN acknowledges the Delete Subscriber Data message by returning a Delete Subscriber Data Ack (IMS I) 
message. For each PDP context identifier included in PDP Context Identifiers List, the SGSN shall check 
whether it belongs 10 an active or an inactive PDP context: 

6.11 

for an inactive PDP context no further aClion is required excepl delet ion of the PDP context; 

for an active PDP context, the SGSN shall iniliate the PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN 
procedure as explained in subclause "Deactivation Procedures" before the PDP context is deleted. 

Classmark Handling 

To support efficient radio intcrface usagc in GPRS, thc MS classmark is handled diffcrently for SGSN-based serviccs 
than for MSC-based services. In pal1icular, the classmark is sent in MM messages to the network and stored in the 
network as long as the MS is GPRS-attached, avoiding redundant classmark retransmissions over the mdio intcrfacc. 
This is somctimes called the "idle-mode classmark" principle. 

In order 10 allow introduction of new radio access technologies in the future. the MS classmark is split into two distinct 
and indcpendent information clements, the radio access classmark, and thc SGSN classmark. 

6.11.1 Radio Access Classmark 

The mdio access classmark contains the radio capabilities of the MS (e.g .. nmltislot capability, power class), and more 
gcncml1y all the information that should be known by the ass in order to handle radio resources for that MS. 
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The radio access classmark is a containcr for a multiplicity of radio access tcchnology-depcndent infonnation, 
i.e . within thc radio access classmark there arc independent sub-fields fo r various tcchnologies such as GSM 900, 
GSM 1800, Satellite, UMTS, etc. The coding shall allow a BSS to extract only the sub-fields relevant to it wi thout 
interpreting the other sub-fields. Thi s ensures that the radio c1assmark does not need to be interpreted by the NSS, and 
the fu ll radio classmark is always sent by the MS to the SGSN, and thereafter provided 10 the BSS irrespective of the 
actual BSS capabilities. 

The SGSN shall provide the radio access classmark as an infonnation element on the Gb interface. It is the 
responsibility oflhe SGSN to provi de the BSS with the most recent classmark received from the MS. The c1assmark 
infommtion clement can he included in a downlink lransfer request, or be sent in a specific message that updatcs the 
radio classmark in formation in the BSS. The BSS may at any time request the radio classmark for a given MS to be 
transmitted from the SGSN to the BSS. 

A specific optimisation allows thc BSS to reccive a rcdueed radio aeccss classmark at initial access directly from thc 
MS. This enables the BSS nOl to wait for the full rad io access classmark to be provided by the SGSN, and is therefore 
quicker for the initial MS-originated transmi ssion. The reduced c1assmark can be carried is several RR messages 
depending on the access method, e.g., in the initial random access message, or in the first uplink radio block. Detail s are 
provided in GSM 04,08 and GSM 04.60. 

6.11 .2 SGSN Class mark 

The SGSN classmark contains non radio-related capabilities, c.g., thc ciphering capability. The SGSN storcs thc SGSN 
classmark which is used both locally by the SGSN and for transfer to the new SGSN al all types of inter SGSN RA 
update. 

7 Network Management Functionality 
The Network Management functio[l provides mechanisms to support O&M functions re lated to GPRS. 

8 Radio Resource Functionality 

8.1 Cell Selection and Reselection 
An MS (in any modc of operation (A, S, or C)) cannot camp on more than one cell. If the MS is in idle mode, see 
GSM 03.22. then it shall use cell selcction and reselcction procedures as described in GSM 03.64 and specified in 
GSM 03.22 and GSM 05.08 [ 15]. 

8.2 Discontinuous Reception 
A GPRS MS may be able to choose if it wants to usc discont inuous reception (DRX) or not. Ifusing DRX, the MS shall 
also be able to specify other DRX parameters that indicate the delay for the network to scnd a page request or a channel 
assignmcnt to the MS (sec GSM 03.64). 

The DRX parameters shall be indicated by the MS in the attach procedurc. T he SGSN shall then in caeh page requcst 
send these pammetcrs to thc BSS that uses this information and the IMS I to calculatc the correct paging group. 

DRX usage is independent of the MM states IDL E. STANDBY and READY. As DRX can be used by a GrRS MS in 
READY state, DRX has to be considered also when assigning a packet data channel for downlink transfer. The SGSN 
shall therefore indicate the DRX parametcrs for the MS in all packet transmission requcsts to thc BSS. 

A GPRS MS shall not apply DRX in READY state during the GPRS attach and rouleing area update procedures. 

8.3 Radio Resource Management 
GSM Radio Resource Managcment functions arc defined in GSM 04.07 [ 10]. The mdio interface layer 3 protocol is 
specified in GSM 04.08. 
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8.3.1 Layer Functions 

GPRS radio resource management procedures arc required for the following funct ions: 

allocation and release of physical resources (i.e., timeslots) assoc iated with a GPRS channel; 

monitoring GPRS channel utilisation to detect under-utilised or congested GPRS channels; 

initiating congestion control procedures; and 

distribution ofG PRS channel configuration information for broadcasting to Ihe MSs. 

8.3.2 Model of Operation 

8.3.2.1 Dynamic Allocation of Radio Resources 

A cell mayor may not suppon GPRS. 

A cell supponing GrRS may have GrRS radio resources allocated at a given instance. Ifno GrRS radio resources are 
allocated, an MS can request allocation of such resources. MSs may then usc thcsc rad io resources. Thc PLMN may 
dynamically increase, to a PLMN operator-defined maximum, or, decrease \0 an operator-defined minimum, Ihe radio 
resources allocated. 

The network broadcasts GrRS system information on the common control channe ls. 

GSM radio resources are dynamically shared between GPRS and other GSM services. 

8.4 Paging for GPRS Downlink Transfer 
An MS in STAND BY state is paged by the SGSN before a downlink transfer to 1hal MS. The paging procedure sha ll 
move the MM state to READY to allow the SGSN to forwa rd downlink data to the radio resource. Therefore, any 
uplink data from the MS that moves the MM context at the SGSN to READY state is a valid response to paging. 

The SGSN supervises the paging procedure with a timer. If the SGSN receives no response from the MS to the Paging 
Request message, it shall repeat the paging. The repetition strategy is implementation dependent. 

The MS shall accept pages also in READY state ifno radio resource is ass igned. This supports recovery from 
inconsistent MM states in MS and SGSN. 

The GPRS Paging procedure is illustrated in figure 33 . Each step is explai ned in Ihe fo llowing list. 

M5 B55 SGSN 

1. PDP PDU 

2. Paging Request 

3. GPRS Paging Reque 

4. Any LLC Frame 

5. Any LLC Frame 

Figure 33: GPRS Paging Procedure 

I) The SGSN receives a downlink PDP PDU for an MS in STANDB Y stale. Downlink s.ignalling to a STANDBY 
stale MS initiates paging as well. 
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2) The SGSN sends a BSSG P Paging Request (IMSI , P-TMSI . Area, Channel Needed, QoS. DRX Paramctcrs) 
message to the BSS serving the MS. IMSI is needed by the BSS in order to calculate the MS paging group. 
P-TMS I is the identifier by which the MS is paged. Area indicates the routeing area in which the MS is paged. 
Channel Needed indicates GPRS paging. QoS is the negotiated QoS for the PDP context that initiates the paging 
procedure, and indicates the priority of this Paging Request relative to other Paging Request messages buffered 
in the ass. DRX Parameters indicates whether the MS uses discontinuous reception or not. If the MS uses 
discontinuous reception, then DRX Parameters also indicate when the MS is in a non·sleep mode able to receive 
p<Jging rI;:4UI;:l;tS. 

3) The BSS pages the MS with one Paging Request (P-TMS!. Channel Needed) message in each cell belonging to 
the addressed routeing area. This is described in GSM 03.64. 

4) Upon receipt ofa G PRS Paging Request message, th~ MS shall respond with either any single valid LLC frame 
(e.g., a Receive Ready or Information frame) that implicitly is interpn::ted as a page response message by the 
SGSN. When responding, the MS changes MM state to READY. The response is preceded by the Packet 
Channel Request and Packet Immediate Assignment procedures as described in GSM 03.64. 

5) Upon reception of the LLC frame, the BSS adds the Cell Global ldenlily including the RAC and LAC of the cell 
and sends the LLC frame to the SGSN. The SGSN shall then consider the LLC frame to be an implicit paging 
response message and stop the paging response timer. 

9 Packet Routeing and Transfer Functionality 

9.1 Definition of Packet Data Protocol States 

A GPRS subscription contains the subscription of one or more PDP addresses. Each PDP address is described by an 
individual PDP context in the MS, the SGSN, and the GGSN. Every PDP context exists independently in one oft ..... o 
PDP states. The PDP state indicates whether the PDP address is activated for data transfer or not. Activation and 
deacti vation arc described in subclause "PDP Context Activation, Modification, and Deactivation Functions". All PD P 
contexts of a subscriber arc associated with the same MM context fo r the 1M SI of that subscriber. 

9.1.1 INACTIVE State 

Thc INACT IVE statc charaetcriscs thc data scrvicc for a ccrtain PDP addrcss of the subscriber as not activatcd. The 
PDP context conta ins no rouleing or mapping information to process PDP PDUs related to that PDP address. No data 
can be transferred. A changing location of a subscriber causes no update for the PDP context in INACT I VE slate even if 
the subscriber is attached to thc GPRS MM . 

Mobile-terminated PDP PDUs received in INACTI VE Slate by the GGSN may initiate the Network-Requested PDP 
Context Activation procedure if the: GGSN is allowed to initiate the activation of the PDP context for that PDP address. 
Otherwise, mobile-tenninated PD P PDUs received in INACTIVE state invoke error procedures in the GGSN relevant 
to the external network protocol, for example, an IP packet is discarded and an rCMP (sec RFC 792 [40]) packet (error 
notification) is returned to the source of the received packet. Other error procedures may be introduced on the 
application level , but this is outside the scope of the present document. 

The MS initiates the movement from INACTIVE to ACTI VE state by initiating the PDP Context Activation procedure. 

9.1.2 ACTIVE State 

In ACT IVE state, the PDP context for the PDP address in use is activated in MS, SGSN and GGSN. The PDP context 
contains mapping and routeing information for transferring PDP PDUs for that particular PDP address between MS and 
GGSN. The PDP state ACT IVE is permitted only whcn the mobility management state of the subscriber is STAND BY 
or READY. 

An active PDP context for an MS is moved to INACTIVE state when the deactivation procedure is initiated. 

All active PDP contexts for an MS are moved to INACTIVE state when the MM stale changes to IDLE. 
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9.2 PDP Context Activation, Modification, and Deactivation 
Functions 

These Functions are only meaningful at the NSS level and in the MS, and do not directly involve the BSS. An MS in 
STANDBY or READY state can initiate these Functions at any time to activate or deactivate a PDP context in the MS. 
the SGSN. and the GGSN. A GGSN may request the activation oFa PDP context to a GPRS-attaehed subscriber. A 
GGSN may initiate the deactivation oFa PDP context. 

Upon receiving an Activate PDP Context Request message, the SGSN shall initiate procedures to set up PDP contexts. 
Upon receiving a Deactivate PDP Context Request message, the SGSN shall in itiate procedures to deactivate PDP 
contexts. 

An MS does not have to receive the (Dc-)Activate PDP Context Accept message beFore issuing another (De-)Activate 
PDP Context Request. However, only one request enn be outstanding For every NSAPI. 

9.2.1 Static and Dynamic PDP Addresses 

PDP addresses can be allocated to an MS in three di fTerent ways: 

the HPLMN operator assigns a PDP address permanently to the MS (slatie PDP address); 

the HPLMN operator assigns a PDP address to the MS when a PDP context is activated (dynamic HPLMN PDP 
address); or 

the VPLMN operator assigns a PDP address to the MS when a PDP context is activated (dynamic VPLMN PDP 
address). 

It is the HPLMN operator that defines in the subscription whether a dynamic HPLMN or VPLMN PDP address can be 
used. 

For cvcry IMS I, zcro. one, or more dynamic PDP address per PDP type can be assigned. For every IMS I, zero, one, or 
more slatic PDP addresses per PDP type can be subscribed to. 

When dynamic addressing is used, il is the responsibility oFthe GOSN to al locate and release the dynamic PDP address. 

Only static PDP addressing is applicable in the network-requested PDP context activation case. 
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9.2.2 Activation Procedures 

9.2.2.1 PDP Context Activation Procedure 

The PDP Context Activat ion procedure is illustrated in figure 35. Each step is explained in the following list. 

t MS t t SGSN t t GGSN t 

I. Activate PDP Contex Requcst 

.:.. .. Seeurity Funeliol~ .. .. _-_._._----------
3. Create PDP Conte'\.! equest 

3. Create PDP Context espons e 

4. Activate PDP Contex Accept 

Figu re 35: PO P Context Activation Procedu re 

I) The MS sends an Activate PDP Context Request (NSAPI, Tl, PDP Type. PDP Address, Access Point Name, 
QoS Requested, PDP Configuration Options) message to Ihe SGSN. The MS sha ll use PDP Address to indicate 
whether it requires the use ofa static PDP address or whether it requires Ihe use ofa dynamic PDP address. The 
MS shall leave PDP Address empty to request a dynamic PDP address. The MS may use Access Point Namc to 
select a refcrcnce point to a ccrtain external network. Access Point Name is a logical name referring to the 
external packet data network that the subscri ber wishes to connect to. QoS Requested indicates the desired QoS 
profile. PDP Con fi guration Options may be used to request optional PDP parameters from the GGSN (see 
GSM 09.60). PDP Configuration Options is sent transparently through the SGSN. 

2) Security funct ions may be executed. These procedures are defined in subclause "Security Function". 

3) The SGSN validates the Activate PDP Context Request using PDP Type (optional), PDP Address (optional), and 
Access Point Name (optional) provided by the MS and the PDP context subscription records. The validation 
criteria, the APN selection criteria, and the mapping [rom APN to a GGSN are described in annex A. 

Ifno GGSN address can bc derived or ifthc SGSN has dctcnnined that the Activate PDP Context Request is not 
vlli id llccording to the rulcs dcscrib(.'(\ in annex A, then the SGSN rejects Ihe PDP context activation request. 
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If a GGSN Clddrcss can be derived, the SGSN creates a T ID for the requested PDP context by combining the 
IMS I stored in the MM context with the NSAPI received from the MS. If the MS requests a dynamic address, 
then the SGSN lets a GGSN allocate the dynamic address. The SGSN may restrict the requested QoS attributes 
given its capabilities, the current load, and the subscribed QoS profile. The SGSN sends a Create PDP Context 
Request (PDP Type, PDP Address, Access Point Name, QoS Negotiated. TID, MS ISDN, Selection Mode, PDP 
Configuration Options) message 10 the affected GGSN. Access Point Name shall be the APN Network Identifier 
of the APN selected according to the procedure described in annex A. PDP Address shall be empty if a dynamic 
addrl;:l;S is rt:4ucstl;:\.1. Thc OOSN may usc A\.:\.:css Puint Name tu find <fllcX\Cfl1UlllclwQrk. Sdc\.:liull Mudc 
indicates whether a subscribed APN was selected. or whether a non-subscribed APN sent by MS or a non
subscribed APN chosen by SGSN was selected. Selection Mode is set according to annex A. The GGSN may 
use Selection Mode when deciding whethcr to accept or rejcct thc PDP context activation. For example, ifan 
APN requires subscription. then the GGSN is configured to accept only the PDP context activation that requests 
a subscribed APN as indicated by the SGSN with Selection Mode. The GGSN creates a new entry in its PDP 
context table and generates a Charging Id. The ncw entry allows the GGSN to route PDP POUs betwecn the 
SGSN and the external PDP network, and to start charging. Thc GGSN may further restrict QoS Negotiated 
given its capabi lities and the current load. The GGSN then returns a Create PDP Context Response (TI D, PDP 
Address, Reordering Required, PDP Configuration Options, QoS Negotiated. Charging Id. Cause) message to 
the SGSN. PDP Address is includcd if the GGSN allocated a PDP address. Reordering Required indicates 
whether the SGSN shall reorder N-PDUs before delivering the N-PDlls \0 the MS, PDP Configuration Options 
contain optional PD P parameters that the GGSN may transfer to the MS. These optional PDP parameters may be 
requested by the MS in the Activate PDP Context Request message, or may be sent unsolicited by the GGSN. 
PDP Configuration Options is sent tnmsparently through the SGSN. The Create PDP Context messages arc sent 
over the GPRS backbone network. 

IfQoS Negotiated received from the SGSN is incompatible with the PDP context being activated (c.g., the 
reliability class is insufficient to support the PDP type), then the GGSN rejects the Create PDP Context Request 
message. The compatible QoS profiles are configured by the GGSN operator. 

4) The SGSN inserts the NSAP I along with the GGSN address in its PDP context. If the MS has requested a 
dynamic address, the PDP address received from thc GGSN is inserted in the PDP context. Thc SGSN selects 
Radio Priority based on QoS Negotiated. and returns an Activate PDP Context Accept (PDP Type, PDP Addrcss. 
n, QoS Negotiated, Radio Priority, PDP COil figurat ion Options) message to thc MS. The SGSN is now able to 
route PDP POUs between the GGSN and the MS, and to start charging. 

For each PDP Address a different quality of service (Q05) profile may be requested. For example, some PDP addresses 
may be associated with E·mail that can tolerate lengthy response times. Other applications cannot tolerate delay and 
demand a very high level of throughput, intcractive applications being one examplc. These differcnt requirements arc 
reflected in the QoS profilc. The QoS profile is defined in subclause "Quality of Service Profile". I f a QoS requirement 
is beyond the capabi lities of a PLMN , ihe PLMN negotiates the QoS profi le as close as possible to the requested QoS 
profile. The MS either accepts the negotiated QoS profile. or deactivates the PDP context. 

After an SGSN has succcssfully updated the GGSN , thc PDP contcxts assoc iated with an MS is distributed as shown in 
elause "Information Storage". 

If the PDP Context Activation Procedure fails or if the SGSN returns an Activate PDP Context Reject (Cause. PDP 
Configuration Options) message, then the MS may attempt another activation to the same APN up to a maximum 
number ofanempts. 

9.2 .2.2 Network-Requested PDP Context Activation Procedure 

The Network·Requested PDP Context Activation procedure allows the GGSN to initiate the activation ofa PDP 
context. When receiving a PDP PO U the GGSN checks if a PDP context is establ ished for that PDP address. )f no PDP 
context has been previously established the GGSN may try 10 deliver the PDP PDU by initiating the Network
Requested PDP Context Activation procedure. The criteria used by the GGSN to determine whether trying 10 deliver 
the PDP POU to the MS may be based on subscription infommtion and arc outside the scope ofGPRS standardisation. 

To support Network-Requested PDP Context Activation the GOSN has to have static PDP information about the PDP 
address. To detennine whether Network-Requested PDP Context Activation is supported for a PDP address the GGSN 
checks if there is static PD P information for that PDP address. 

Once these checks have been performed the GGSN may initiate the Network·Rcquested PDP Context Activation 
procedurc. 
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The network operator may implement the following techniques to prevent UllnecesSliry enqui res to the H LR: 

implementation of the Mobile station Not Reachable for GPRS fiag (MNRG) technique in GGSN, SGSN, and 
HLR (see subclause "Unsuccessful Network-Requested PDP Context Activation Procedure"); 

the GGSN may reject or discard PDP PDUs after a previous unsuccessful delivery attempt. This systematic 
rejection of PDP PDUs wouJd be perfonncd during a certain time after the unsuccessful delivery; 

the GGSN may store the address of the SGSN with which the GGSN established the last PDP context. This 
would prevent an enquiry to the HLR. This SGSN address would be considered as valid during a certain time. 

9.2.2.2.1 Successful Network-Requested PDP Context Activation Procedure 

The Successful Network-Requested PDP Context Activation procedure is illustrated in figure 36. Each step is explained 
in the following list. 

I MS I I SGSN I I HLR I I GGSN I 
I. PDP PDU 

J. .. ~~.~-.~.?~.~:~.I~.~, .. ~:~ forG PRS 

.3,: .. ~~~.~._~.?,~~~.i.I~.~.~ forGPRS Ae k 

J POU Notification Request 

3. PDU Notification Response 

4 Request PDP Con ext Activation 

5. PDP ontext Activation p eedurc 

Figure 36: Successful Network-Requested POP Context Activation Procedure 

I) When receiving a PDP PDU the GGSN detcnnines if the Network-Requested PDP Context Activation procedure 
has to be in itiated, The GGSN may store subsequent PDP PDUs received for the 5.1rne PDP address. 

2) The GGSN may send a Send Routeing Information for GPRS (IMSl) message to the HLR. If the HLR 
determines that the request can be served. it returns a Send Routeing lnformation for aPRS Aek (lMS I. SGSN 
Address, Mobile Station Not Reachable Reason) meS5.1ge to the GGSN. The Mobile Station Not Reachable 
Reason parameter is included if the MNRG flag is SCI in the HLR. The Mobile Station Not Reachable Reason 
parameter indicates the reason for the setting of the MNRG flag as stored in the MNRR record (sec GSM 03.40). 
If the MNRR record indicates a reason other than 'No Paging Response', the HLR shall include the GGSN 
number in the GGSN-list of the subscriber. 

Iflhe HL R detennines that Ihe request cannot be served (e.g. , IMS I unknown in HLR), the HL R shall send a 
Send Routeing Information for GPRS Ack (l MSI, MAP Error Cause) message. Map Error Cause indicates the 
reason for the negative response. 

3) If the SGSN address is present and either Mobile Station Not Reachable Reason is not present or Mobile Station 
Not Reachable Reason indicates 'No Paging Responsc', thc GGSN shall scnd a PDU Notification Request (IMS I. 
PDP Type, PDP Address) message to the SGSN indicated by the HLR, Otherwise, the GGSN shall set the 
MNRG nag ror that MS. The SGSN returns a I'UU Notil1cation Response (Cause) message to the GGSN in 
order to acknowledge that it shall request the MS to activate the PDP context indicated with PDP Address. 

4) The SGSN sends a Request PD P Context Activation (T I. PDP Type, PDP Address) message 10 request the MS to 
activate the indicated PDP context. 

5) The PDP contcxt is activated with the PDP Context Activation procedure (see subclause "PDP Context 
Activation Procedure"). 
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9.2.2.2.2 Unsuccessful Network~Requested PDP Context Activation Procedure 

If the PDP context rcquested by the GGSN cannot be established, the SGSN sends a PDU Notification Response 
(Causc) or a PDU Noti fication Reject Request (IMSI , PDP Type, PDP Address, Cause) message to the GGSN 
depending on if the context activation fails before or after the SGSN has sent a Request PDP Context Activation 
message to the MS. Cause indicates the reason why the PDP context could not be established: 

'IMSI Not Known'. The SGSN has no MM context for that IMS I (Calise in PDU Notificmion Response); 

'MS GPRS Detached'. The MM state of the MS is IDLE (Cause in PD U Notification Response); 

'MS Not GPRS Responding'. The MS is GPRS-attached to the SGSN but the MS docs not respond. Tnis may be 
due to the lack ofa response 10 a GPRS Paging Request, due to an Abnonnal RLC condition. or due to no 
Activate PDP Context Request message received within a certain time after the Request PDP Context Activation 
message was dcliven:d to the MS (Cause in POU Notification Reject Request); 

'MS Refuses'. Tne MS refuses explici tly the nctwork-requested PDP context (Cause in POU Notification Reject 
Request). 

When receiving the POU Notification Responsc or the PO U Notification Reject Request message the GGSN may reject 
or discard the PDP PDU depending on the PDP type. 

After an unsuccessful Nctwork-Requested PDP Context Activation procedure the network may perform some actions to 
prevent unnecessary enquires to the HLR. The actiQt1.s taken depend On Ihe cause of lhe delivery failure. 

If the MS is not reachable or if the MS refuses the POP POU (Cause value 'MS Not GPRS Responding' or'MS 
Refuses'), then the SGSN snail not change the setting ofMN RG for this MS. The GOSN may refuse any PDP 
POU for that PDP address during a certain period. The GGSN may store the SGSN address during a certain 
period and send subsequent POU Notification Request messages to that SGSN. 

If the MS is GPRS-detaehed or if the IMSI is not known in the SGSN (Cause va lue 'MS GPRS Oetacned' or 
'IMSJ Not Known') , then the SGSN, the GGSN, and the HLR may perform the Protection and Mobile User 
Activity procedures. 

The Protection procedure is illustrated in figure 37. Each step is explained in the following list. 

SGSN HLR 

I. POU Notification Re ponse 

2. POU Notification Rcj ct Request 

; -~~~~;;'~;;;::~:~;J -;;-~;;~;'~-------- 1 

~:::~:::::;:: ::::O~l: :::: Ack 

:~:::;:;~ 
Figure 37: Protection Procedure 

I) If the MM context of the mobile is IDLE or if the SGSN has no information about that user. the SGSN returns a 
PDU Notification Response (Cause) message to the GGSN with Cause equa l to 'MS GPRS Detached' or 'IMS I 
Not Known', otherwise the Cause shall be 'Activation Proceeds'. If the Cause is 'MS GPRS Detached' or ' IM SI 
Not Known' and if the SGSN nas an MM context for that user, the SGSN sets MNRG to indicate the need to 
report to the HLR when the next contact with that MS is perfonned. 

2) Ifthc MS docs not respond or refuses the activation request, the SOSN sends a PDU Notification Reject R(.-quest 
(IMSL PDP Type, PDP Address, Cause) message 10 the GOSN with Cause equal 10 'MS Not GPRS Responding' 
or 'MS Refuses'. The GOSN returns a POU Notification Reject Response message to tne SGSN. 
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3) ]fCause equals 'IMS I Not Known' the GGSN may scnd a Send Routcing Information for GPRS (IMS I) message 
10 the HLR. The HLR returns a Send Routeing Informalion fo r GPRS Ack (IMSI, SGSN Address, Cause) 
message 10 the GGSN indicating Ihe address of the SGSN that currently serves the MS, IfSGSN Address is 
different from the one previously stored by Ihe GGSN, then steps 3. 4, and 5 in figure 36 arc followed. 

4) IfSGSN Address is the same as the one previously stored in the GGSN , or if the Cause value returned in step I 
equals 'MS G PRS Detached', then the GGSN sets MNRG fo r that PDP address and sends a Failure Report 
(lMS I, GGSN Number. GGSN Address) message to the HLR to request MNRG to be set in the HLR. The HLR 
sets (if not already set) MN RG forlhe lMS I and adds GGSN Number and GGSN Address 10 Ihe list ofGGSNs 
to report to when activity from that IMSI is detected. GGSN Number is ei ther the number or the GGSN, or, if a 
protocol-converting GSN is used as an intermediate node, the number of lhe prolocol-converling GSN. GGSN 
Address is an optional parameter that shall be included if a protocol-convening GSN is used. 

The Mobile User Aelivity procedure is illustrated in figure 38. Each step is explained in the following list. 

I MS I I SGSN I HLR GGSN 

I. Attach Request 

Note MS GPR P esent 

Figure 38: Mobile User Activity Procedure 

I) The SGSN receives an indication that an MS is reachable, e.g., an Attach Request message from the MS. 

2a) lflhe SGSN contains an MM context of the MS and MNRG for that MS is ScI, Ihe SGSN shall send a Ready for 
SM (l MSl, MS Reachable) message to the HLR and clears MNRG for that MS. 

2b) lflhe SGSN docs not kecp the MM context of the MS, the SGSN shall send an Update Location message (sec 
subclause "Attach Function") to the HLR. 

3) When the H LR receives the Ready for SM message or the Update Location message for an MS that has MN RG 
set, it clears MNRG for that MS and sends a Note MS GPRS Presenl (l MSI, SGSN Address) message 10 all the 
GGSNs in the list of the subscriber. (The Ready for SM message also triggers the SMS alert procedure. as 
described in subclause "Unsuccessful Mobile-ten11inated SMS Transrer".) SGSN Address contains the address of 
Ihe SGSN thaI currently serves the MS. Upon reception of Note MS Present, each GGSN shall clear MN RG. 

9.2.2.3 Anonymous Access PDP Context Activa tion Procedure 

The MS can anonymously initiate PDP Context Activation in IDLE, STANDBY. and READY states. An existing MM 
context in Ihe SGSN is neither required nor used in this case. Only dynamic PDP addressing is applicable. 

The Anonymous Access PD P Context Activation procedure is illustrated in figure 39. Each step is explained in the 
following list. 

MS I SGSN I I GGSN 

I. Activate AA PDP c:.o~text Request 

2. Create AA PDP Cq[ll XI Req uest 

2. Create AA PDP Com XI Res ponse 

3. Activate AA PD P Co text Accept 

Figure 39: Anonymous Access PDP Context Activation Procedure 
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I) The MS sends an Activate AA PDP Context Request (NSAPl , rl, PDP Type, PDP Address, Access Point Name, 
OoS Requested, PDP Configuration Options) message to the SGSN. The MS shall use a Random TLL! at the 
RLC/MAC layer for identification purposes. The MS shall use PDP Address to indicate that it requires the use of 
a dynamic PDP address. The MS shall use Access Point Name to select a reference point to a certain external 
network that provides anonymous services. QoS Requested indicates the desired OoS profile. PDP Configuration 
Options may he used to request optional PDP parameters from the GGSN (sec GSM 09.60). PDP Configuration 
Options is sent transparently through the SGSN. 

2) The SGSN may restrict the requested OoS value given its capabilities and the current load. The SGSN assigns an 
Auxiliary TtU and ereates.In AA-TI D for the PDP-Context. The SGSN sends a Create AA PDP Context 
Request (PDP Type. PD P Address, Access Point Name, OoS Negotiated. AA-TI D. Selection Mode. PDP 
Configuration Options) message to the GGSN indicated by Access Point Name in the Activate AA PDP Context 
Request message. Selection Mode indicates how the APN was selected. The GGSN creates a new entry in its 
PDP context table and generates a Charging ld. The new entry allows the GGSN to route PDP PDUs between 
the SGSN and the server(s) that provide services for anonymous MSs, and to start charging. Thc GGSN may usc 
Access Point Name to find an external network that provides anonymous services. The GGSN may further 
restrict OoS Negotiated given its eapabilitics and the eurrcntload. The GGSN then allocates a dynamic PDP 
Address and returns a Create AA PDP Context Response (AA-TID, PDP Address, Reordering Required, PDP 
Configuration Options, OoS Negotiated, Charging ld, Cause) message to the SGSN. Reordering Required 
indicates whcther the SGSN shall reorder N-PDUs before delivering the N-PDUs to the MS. PDP Confih'llration 
Options contain optional PD P p<1rameters that the GGSN may transfer to the MS. These optional PDP 
parameters may be requested by the MS in the Activate PDP Context Request, or may be sent unsolicited by the 
GGSN . PDP Configuration Options is sent transparently through the SGSN. The GGSN shall check the source 
and destination address in all subsequent anonymous MO PDP PDUs received from the SGSN. If the GGSN 
detects a not allowed address in an MO PDP PDU, then the PDP PDU shall be discarded and the MM and PD P 
contexts shall be deleted in the GGSN, SGSN. and MS, as defined in subclause "Anonymous Access PDP 
Context Deactivation Initiated by GGSN Procedure". 

IfOoS Negotiated received from the SGSN is incompatible with the PDP context being activated (e.g .. the 
reliability class is insufficient to support the PDP type). tben the GGSN rejects the Create AA PDP Context 
Request message. The compatible OoS profi les arc configured by the GGSN operator. 

3) The SGSN inserts the NSAP I along with the PDP address received from the GGSN in its PDP context. The 
SGSN selects Radio Priority based on QoS Negotiated and returns an Activate AA PDP Context Accept 
(A-TLU , PDP Type, PDP Address, T I, OoS Negotiated, Radio Priority, PDP Configuration Options) message to 
the MS. The SGSN is now able to route anonymous PDP PDUs between the GGSN and the MS and to stan 
charging. 

After an SGSN has successfully updated the GGSN. the MM and PDP contexts associated with an MS is distributed as 
shown in clause" Information Storage" . 

lftbe AA PDP Context Activation procedure fails or if the SGSN returns an Activate AA PDP Context Reject (Cause, 
PDP Configuration Options) message, then the MS may attempt another activation to the same GGSN up to a maximum 
number of anempts. 

9.2.3 Modification Procedures 

An SCiSN can decide, pos~ihly rriggered hy rhe HI.R as explllined in suhclau se " l n~en Subscriher n ara Procedure", ro 
modify parameters that were negotiated during an activation procedure for one or several PDP contexts. The following 
parameters can be modified: 

OoS Negotiated; and 

Radio Priority. 

The SGSN can request the modification of parameters by sending a Modify PDP Context Request message to the MS . 
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9.2 .3.1 PDP Context Modification Procedure 

The PDP Context Modification procedure is illustrated in figure 40. Each step is explained in the following list. 

I MS I I SGSN I GGSN 

1. Update PDP Conte t Request .... , ............. _, _ .. __ .............. ,_ ..... . 

3. Modify PDP Conte ~~:~~::.c._~.~~ ... ~?,)~.~.: .. t Response 

4. Modify PD P ContcJt Accept 

I 
Figure 40: PDP Context Modification Procedure 

I) The SGSN may send an Update PDP Context Request (TID, QoS Negotiated) message 10 the GGSN. IfQoS 
Negotiated received from the SGSN is incompatible with the PDP context being modi lied (e.g., the reliability 
class is insufficient to support the PDP type), then the GGSN rejects the Update PDP Context Request. The 
compatible QoS profiles are configured by the GGSN operator. 

2) The GGSN may restrict QoS Negotiated given its capabilities and the current load. The GGSN stores QoS 
Negotiated and returns an Update PDP Context Response (TID, QoS Negotiated) message. 

3) The SGSN sends a Modify PDP Context Request (TI, QoS Negotiated, Radio Priority) message to the MS. 

4) The MS acknowledges by returning a Modify PDP Context Accept message. If the MS docs not accept the new 
QoS Negotiated it shall dc-activate the PDP context with thc PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS 
procedufC. 

9.2.4 Deactivation Procedures 

9.2.4.1 PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS Procedure 

The PDP Context Deactivation Init iated by MS procedure is illustratcd in figure 41. Eaeh stcp is explained in the 
following lis!. 

I MS I I SGSN I I GGSN I 
1- Deactivate PDP CQ!lt xt Request 

l .. Security Funclion.~ • ... ,_ .. _--_ ... .. _-----------
Delete PDP Conte\! J. equest 

J. Delete PDP Context espons , 
4. Deactivllle PDP Cont xt Accept 

Figure 41: PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS Procedure 

I) The MS sends a Deactivate PDP Context Request (TI) message to the SGSN. 

2) Security functions may be executed. These procedures are defined in subclause "Securi ty Function". 

3) The SGSN sends a Delete PD P Context Request (TID) message to the GGSN. The GGSN removes the PDP 
context and returns a Delete PDP Context Response (TID) message to the SGSN. If the MS was using a dynamic 
PDP address, then the GGSN releases this PDP address and makes it available for subsequent activation by other 
MSs. The Delete PDP Context messages are scnt over the GPRS backbone network. 

4) The SGSN returns a Deactivate PDP Context Accept (TI) message to the MS . 
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At GPRS detach, all PDP contexts for the MS arc implicitly deactivated. 

lr the SGSN receives a Deactivate PDP Context Request (Tf) message fo r a PDP context that is currently being 
activated, then the SGSN shall stop the PDP Context Activation procedure without respondi ng to the MS, and continue 
with the PDP Context Deactivation initiated by MS procedure. 

9.2 .4.2 PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Procedure 

The PDP Context Deactivation Init iated by SGSN procedure is illustrated in figurc42 . Each step is explained in the 
following list. 

I MS I I SGSN I I GGS N 

I. Delete PDP Contc:>i! ~c quest 

I. Delete PDP Context , sponse 

2. Deactivate PDP Cant XI Request 

2. Deactivate PD P CQ[lt xl Accept 

Figure 42: PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by SGSN Procedu re 

I) The SGSN sends a Delete PD P Context Request (TID) message to the GGSN. The GGSN removes the PDP 
context and retums a Delete PDP Context Response (TID) message to the SGSN. If the MS was using a dynamic 
PDP address, then the GGSN releases this PDP address and makes it available ror subsequent activation by other 
MSs. The Delete PDP Context messages are sent over the GPRS backbone network. The SGSN may not wait ror 
the response rrom the GGSN berore sending the Deactivate PDP Context Request message. 

2) The SGSN sends a Deactivate PDP Context Request (TI) message to the MS. The MS removes the PDP context 
and fetums a Deactivate PDP Context Accept (TI) message to thc SGSN. 

9.2 .4.3 PDP Context Deactiva tion Initiated by GGSN Procedure 

The PDP Context Deactivation Init iated by GGSN procedure is illustrated in figure 43. Each step is explained in the 
rollowing list. 

I MS I I SGSN I I GGSN I 
I Delete PDP Context equest 

2 Deactivate PDP Cant XI Request 

2. Deactivate PDP C<[It xl Accept 

3. Delete PDP Conte\! espons , 

Figure 43: PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by GGSN Procedure 

I) The GGSN sends a Delete PD P Context Request (T ID) message to the SGSN. 

2) The SGSN sends a Deactivate PDP Context Request (TI) message to the MS. The MS removes the PDP context 
and retums a Deactivate PDP Context Accept (TI) m::ssage to the SGSN. 

3) The SGSN returns a Delete PDP Context Response (TID) message to the GGSN. Irthe MS was using a dynamic 
PDP address, then the GGSN releases this PDP address and makes it available for subsequent activation by other 
MSs. The Delete PDP Context messages are sent over the GPRS backbone network. The SGSN may not wait for 
Ihe response rrom the MS berore sending the Delete PDP Context Response message. 
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9.2.4.4 Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS Procedure 

The MS shall not issue explicit deactivation request messages to delete anonymous contexts in the network. Instead, the 
READY timer shall be used as an implicit deactivation timer to save signa lling traffic on the radio interface. 

The Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS procedure is ill ustrated in figure 44. Each step is 
explained in the fo llowing list. 

MS I SGSN I I GGSN I 
1. READY timer expiry 

2. Delete AA PDP Cqrll xt Request 

2. Delete AA PDP Cont xt Response 

Figure 44: Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by MS Procedure 

I) The READY timer expires in thc MS and SGSN. 

2) The SGSN sends a Delete AA PD P Context Request (AA-TlD) message. The GGSN removes the PDP context 
and returns a Delete AA PDP Context Response (AA-TID) message to the SGSN. The GOSN releases this PDP 
addres~ and makes it available for subsequent anonymous activation by other MSs. 

9.2.4.5 Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by GGSN Procedure 

If the GGSN detects a misuse or fraud of the anonymous context as described in subclause "Anonymous Access PDP 
Context Activation Procedure", step 2, it shall initiate the deactivation independently of the READY timer expiry. 

If the anonymous server detects a misuse or fraud. it may request the GGSN to deactivate the AA context. The method 
thaI the anonymous server uses to inform the GGSN is outside the scope of lhe GSM spec ifications. 

The Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by GOSN procedure is illustrated in figure 45. Each stcp is 
explained in the fo llowing list. 

I MS I I SGSN I I GGSN I 
I. Delete AA PDP Cont xt Req uest 

~.!!!:!J!i.t?: .. ~~.~~:.~L_ .. __ .. 
2 . ~~,~.~~~ .i. t~.~.~.~~'!.~.~ ... . .... 

3 Deactivate AA PDP ontext Request 

3. Dcacti vate AA PD~ t ontext Accept 

4. Delete AA PDP CCWt xt Res ponse 

Figure 45: Anonymous Access PDP Context Deactivation Initiated by GGSN Procedure 

I) The GGSN sends a Delete AA PDP Context Request (AA-TlD) message to the SOSN. 

2) The SGSN may scnd an Identity Request (Identity Type = IMS I or IMET) message to thc MS. Thc MS shall 
respond with an Identity Response (IM SI or IMEI) message. 

3) The SGSN sends a Deactivate AA PDP Context Rcquest (Tl) message to the MS. The MS rcmoves the PDP 
context and returns a Deactivate AA PDP Context Accept (TI) message to the SGSN. 

4) Thc SGSN returns a Delete AA PDP Context Rcsponse (AA-TID) message to thc GGSN. The GGSN releascs 
Ihis PDP address and makes it available for s ubsequent activation by other MSs. The Delete AA PDP Contex t 
messages are sent over the G PRS backbone nctwork. Thc SGSN may not wa it for the accept from the MS before 
sending thc Delete AA PDP Context Rcsponsc message. 
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9.3 Packet Routeing and Transfer Function 
TIle packet routeing and transfer function: 

routes and transfers packets between a mobilc TE and an external network, i.e., between reference point Rand 
reference point Oi: 

routes and transfers packets between mobile TE and other OPRS PLMN, i.e .. between reference point Rand 
reference point Oi via interface Op; and 

routes and transfers packets between T Es, i.e., between the R reference point in different MSs. 

The PDP PO Us shall bt: routl;:d aud tnmsrl;:rrl;:d bt:twt;:t;:n tile MS and tht;: OOSN as N-PDUs. Tlit;: mallimum si:.ce ofeal,:h 
N-PDU shall be I 500 octets. When the MS or the GOSN receives a PDP POU that is not larger than the maximum 
N-PDU size, then the PDP PDU shall be routed and transferred as one N-PDU. When the MS or the OOSN receivcs a 
PDP POU that is larger than the maximum N-P o U size, then the PDP POU shall be segmented, discarded or rejected, 
depending on the PDP type and the implementation. The p..1eket u.1ta protocol in the MS may limit the maximum size of 
the PDP PDUs that arc routed and transferred, e.g., due to MS memory limitations. 

Between the SOSN and the MS, PDP PDUs are transferred with the SNDCP. 

Between the SOSN and the GOSN, PDP PDUs are routed and transferred with either the TCP/IP or the UO P!IP 
protocols. The G PRS Tunnelling Protocol transfers data through tunnels. A tunnel is identified by a tunnel identificr 
(TI D) and a GSN address. 

To support roaming GPRS subscribers, and for forward compatibility, the SGSN is not required to know the tunnelled 
PDP. Every SGSN shall have the capability to transfer PDUs belonging to POPs not supported in thc PLMN of the 
SGSN. 

9.4 Relay Function 
The relay function ofa network node transfers the PD P POUs received from the incoming link to the appropriate 
outgoing link. At SOSN and OOSN the relay function stores all valid PDP PDUs until they arc forwarded to the next 
network node or until the maximum holding time of the PDP PDUs is reached. The PDP PoUs arc discarded when 
butTering is longer than their maximum holding time. This maximum holding time is implementation dependent and can 
be influenced by the PDP type, the QoS of the PDP POU, the resource load status. and by buffer conditions. T he 
discarding protects resources from usc less transfer attempts, cspecia lly thc radio resourcc. Impacts on uscr protocol 
operation by too short holding time shall be avoided. 

The SGSN and GGSN relay functions add sequence numbers to PDP PDUs received from SNDCP and from the Oi 
reference point, respectively. The SGSN relay function may perfonn re-sequencing of PDP rous before passing the 
PDP PDUs to SN DCP. The GGSN relay function may perform re-sequencing of PDP PDUs before passing the PDP 
PDUs to the Gi rererence point. 

9.5 Packet Terminal Adaptation Function 
The Packet Tcnninal Adaptation function adapts packets received from and transmitled to the Tenninal Equipment to a 
form suitable for transmission within GSM . 

A range of MT ver.~ions providing ditTerent standard interfaces towards the TE can be used, c .g.: 

MT with asynchronous serial interface and PAD (Packet Assembly I Disa~sembly) support (e.g., AT command 
set PAD, X.28 [34J / X.29 [35] I X.3 [32] PAD). In the case when the PAD function docs not exist in the MT, it 
exists in the TE: 

" Integrated MT" with industry standard appl ication program interface ; 

MT with synchronous serial interface. 
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9.6 Encapsulation Function 
GPRS transparently transpons PDP PDUs between external networks and MSs. All PDP POUs are encapsulated and 
decapsulated for GPRS routeing purposes. Encapsulation functionality ex ists at the MS, at the SGSN, and at the GGSN. 
Encapsulation allows PDP POUs to be delivered to and aSS(lciated with the correct PDP context in the MS, the SGSN, 
or the GGSN. Two different encapsulation schemes arc used ; one for the GPRS backbone nct work between two GSNs, 
and one for the GPRS connection between SGSN and MS. 

Encapsulation requires that the MS is attached to GPRS, and that the PDP Context Activation procedure has becn 
executed. lrthe GPRS Attach or PDP Context Acdvation procedures cannot be successfully executed, then uplink PDP 
POUs are discarded in the MS. If these procedures have not been executed when a downlink PDP POU arrives in the 
GGSN, then the nownlink POP POU shall he discarded, rejected, or the Network-Requested POP Context Activation 
procedure shall be initiated. 

9.6.1 Encapsulation Between SGSN and GGSN 

The GPRS backbone network encapsulates a PD P pDU with a GpRS Tunnelling Protocol header, and inserts this GTp 
POU in a TCP POU or VOP POU that again is insertcd in an IP POU. The II' and GTP POU headers contain the GSN 
addresses and tunnel endpoint identifier neCeSs.1ry to uniquely address a GSN PDP context. 

9.6.2 Encapsulation Between SGSN and MS 

Between SGSN and MS, an SGSN or MS PD P context is uniquely addressed with a temporary logical link jdentity and 
a network laycr servicc access point identifier pair. T l U is derived from the P-TMSI. An NSAP I is assigned when the 
MS initiates the PDP Context Activation functio n. The relat ionship between TlU I NSAP I and LLC I SN OC P is 
il lustrated in figure 46. TLLI and NSAP I arc described in subclause "NSA PI and TlU". 

1 0 Message Screening Functionality 
Th is screening mechanism may be pcrfonncd by routers and firewalls, and performs the selection of which packets to 
allow and which to deny. 

Only network·controlled message screening shall be supporicd. Network-controlled screening is used to protect the 
GPRS network from known security problems, and the screening provided by a certain PlMN is applied independently 
of the MS user. Network-controlled screening is outside the scope ofGPRS standardisation. 

11 Compatibility Issues 
Non-G PRS MSs in GSM PlMNs that support GPRS shall, without changes, be able to continue operation. 

GSM PLMNs that do not support G PRS shall, without changes, be able to continue interworking with GSM PLMNs 
that do support GPRS. 

A G PRS ME shall be able to access OPRS services with GPRS-aware SIMs, and with SIMs that arc not GPRS-aware. 
A GPRS-aware SIM is able to store information in the elementary fi les EFI'oO'~ and EFLOOOI'05 ,as defined in 
OSM 11.11 (27). 

12 Transmission 

12.1 Transmission Modes 
The GTr, LlC, and RlC protocols otTer various transmission modes. The combinations of the OTr, LlC, and RLC 
transmission modes define the OoS reliability classes (sec subclause "Reliabil ity Class"). 
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12.1.1 GTP Transmission Modes 

Two modes of operation of the OTP layer arc supported for information transfer between the GGSN and SGSN; 
unacknowledged (UOP/!P) and acknowledged (TCPtl P). The OTP layer sha ll support both modes simultaneously, 

12.1.2 LLC Transmission Modes 

Two modes of openHion of the LLC layer are defined for in fo rmation transfer: unacknowledged and acknowledged. 
The LLC layer shall support both modes simultaneously. 

In acknowledged mode, the receipt of LL-PDUs arc confimlCd. The LLC layer retransmits LL-POUs if 
confirmation has nOl bcen received within a timeout pcriod. 

In unacknowledged mode, there is no eonfinnation required for LL--POUs, 

Signalling and SMS shall be transferred in unacknowledged mode. 

In unacknowledged mode, the LLC layer shall offer the following two options: 

transport of "protected" information. such that errors within the LLC infonnation field result in the frame being 
discarded; and 

transport of "unprotected" information, such that errors within the LLC information field do not result in the 
frame being discarded. 

The LLC layer sha.11 support severa I different QoS delay classes with different transfer delay characteristics. 

12.1.3 RLC Transmission Modes 

Two modes of operation of the RLC layer are defined for in formation transfer; unacknowledged and acknowledged. 
The RLC layer shall support both modes simultaneously. 

12.2 Logical Link Control Functionality 
The Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol provides a reliable logical link between thc MS and its SOSN. As shown in 
subclause "Transmission and Signalling Phmes", the LLC layer is sit uated be low the SNOC layer. 

12.2.1 Addressing 

TLU is used for addressing at the LLC layer. TLU is described in subclause "NSAPI and T LU ". 

12.2.2 Services 

LLC provides the services necessary to maintain a c iphered data link between an MS and an SGSN. The LLC layer 
does not support direct communication between two MSs. 

The LLC connection is maintained as the MS moves between cells served by the same SGSN. When the MS moves to a 
cell being served by a different SGSN, the existing connection is released and a new logical connection is established 
with the new SGSN. 

LLC shall be independent of the underlying radio interface protocols. In order to allow LLC to operate with a variety of 
different radio interface protocols, and to ensure optimum performance, it may be necessary to adjust e,g. , the 
maximum LLC POU length and the LLC protocol timer values. Such adjustments can be made through negotiation 
between the MS and the SOSN. The maximum length of an LLC PDU shall not be greater than 1 600 octets minus the 
BSSG P protocol control infonnation. 
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12.2.3 Functions 

The Logical Link Controllaycr supports; 

service primitives allowing the transfer ofSN DCP Protocol Data Uni ts (SN-PDUs) between the Subnetwork 
Dependent Convergence layer and the Logical Link Control layer: 

procedures for transferring LL-PD Us between the MS and SGSN, including: 

procedures for unacknowledged delivery of LL-PD Us between the MS and the SGSN; and 

procedures for acknowlcdgcd, reliable delivery of LL-PDUs betwecn the MS and SGSN. 

procedures for detecting and recovering from lost or corrupted LL-PDUs; 

procedures for fl ow control of LL-PDUs between the MS and the SGSN; and 

procedures for ciphering of LL· PD Us. The procedures are app licab le to both unacknowledged and 
acknowledged LL-PDU delivery. 

The layer functions are organised in such a way that ciphering resides immediately above the RLC/MAC layer in the 
MS, and immediately above the BSSG P layer in the SGSN. 

12.3 Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Functionality 

The Subnetwork Dependent Convergence (SN DC) protocol is situated below the network layer and above the Logical 
Link Control layer in the MS and the SGSN, as shown in subclausc "Transmission and Signa ll ing Planes". A variety of 
network laYCT$ arc supported, e.g. , IP and X.25. The network-layer packet data protocols share the same SNDCP, that 
then performs multiplexing of data coming from the diffcrent sources to be sent across LLC. This is illustrated in 
figure 46. 

Signalling 

SAPI 

TLU 

SMS 
Packet Data 

Protocol 

_ .. _--- N-PDU 

SNDC Header 

NSA PI + Control Data I 

LLC Header LLC Infoonation 

----------- Control Data 
L-~~ __ ~~ __ ~ 

r--·-··-··-----·· 
I RLe or BSSGP 
L .. _ .. _. ___ .. _ .. _____ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ i 

Figure 46: Multiplexing of Network Protocols 

The following identities and contro l information is needed: 

NSAPI identifies the network layer. The SNDCP control pan contains compression infonnation: 

TLLI identifies the MS. The LLC control part contains the rest of the LLC protocol header including ciphering 
information. 

The Subnetwork Dependent Convergence function is defined in teons of offered services and sub-functions. 
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12.3 .1 Services 

The SNDC function provides the following services to the network layer: 

transmission and reception ofN-PDUs in acknowledged and unacknowledged LLC mode. In acknowledged 
mode, the receipt of data shalt be confirmed at the LLC layer, and the data shall be transmiued and received in 
order per NSAPI. In unacknowledged mode, the receipt of data shall not be confirmed at the SNDCP layer nor at 
the LLC layer; 

transmission and reception between the MS and SGSN ofvariablc-1cngth N-PDUs: 

transmission and reception ofN-PDUs between the SGSN and MS according to the negotiated OoS profile; 

transfer of the minimum amount ordata possible between the SGSN and MS through compression techniques, 

The SNDC function requires the following services from the LLC layer: 

acknowledged and unacknowledged data transfer; 

ciphered transmission ofSN-PDUs; 

in·order delivery ofSN-PDUs per LLC SAPI ; 

support for variable-length SN-PDUs. 

12.3.2 Subfunctions 

SNDC Primi tive 
Network Layer 

SNDC Primitive 

Compression Dc-compression 

SNDC Layer 

Segmentation Reassembly 

LLC Primitive 
LLC Layer 

LLC Primiiive 

Figure 47: Sequential Invocation of SNOC Functionality 

SNDCP pcrfomls the following subfunctions: 

mapping of SNDC primitives received from the network layer into corresponding LLC primitives to be passed to 
the LLC layer, and vice versa; 

multiplexing ofN· PDUs from one or severa l NSA Pls onto one LLC SAPI. NSAP ls that are multiplexed onto the 
same SAPI shalt use the same radio priority level, OoS delay class, and precedence class; 

compression of redundant protocol control information and user data. This may include e.g. , TCPIIP header 
compression and VA2 bis [31] data compression. Compression may be perfomled independently for each OoS 
delay class and precedence class. If several network layers use the same OoS delay class and precedence class, 
then one common compressor may be used for these network layers. T he relationsh ip between NSAPIs, 
compressors, and SA Pl s is defined in GSM 04.65. Compression parameters arc negotiated between the MS and 
the SGSN. Compression is an optional SNDC function; 

segmentation and reassembly. The output of the compression subfunctions are segmentcd to maximum-Icngth 
LLC frames. 
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12.4 Gb Interface 

The Gb interface connects the BSS and the SGSN, allowing the exchange of signalling information and user data. The 
Gb interface shall allow many users to be multiplexed over the same physical resource. Resources are given to a user 
upon activity (when data is sent or received) and are reallocated immediately thereafter. This is in contrast to the A 
interface where a single user has the sole usc of a dedicated physical resource throughout the lifetime of a cal l 
irrespective of activity. 

GPRS signalling and user data arc sent in the same transmission plane. No dedicated physica I resources arc required to 
be allocated for signalling purposes. 

Access rates per user may vary without restriction from zero data to the maximum possible line rate (e,g. , I 984 kbit/s 
for the available bitrate of an El trunk). 

12.4.1 Physical Layer Protocol 

Several physical layer configurations and protocols are possible, as defined in GSM 08,14 [ 18], 

The physical resources shall be allocated by O&M procedures. 

12.4.2 Link Layer Protocols 

The Gb interface link layer is based on Frame Relay, as defined in GSM 08. 16. Frame Relay vinual circuits are 
established betweell SGSN and BSS. LLC POUs from many users arc multiplexed on these virtual circuits. Thc vinual 
circuits may be mu lt i.hop and traverse a network of Frame Relay switching: nodes. Frame Relay shall be used for 
signalling and data transmission. 

The following characteristics apply for the Frame Relay connection: 

thc maximum Frame Relay infonnation field size shall be I 600 octets: 

the Frame Relay address length shall be 2 octets; 

the I3SS and the SGSN shall both implement Frame Relay OTE func tional ity. The SGSN may optionally also 
implement DCE functionality; 

frame Relay pves shall be used; 

the Frame Relay layer ofTers detection of but no recovery from transmission errors; 

one or more Frame Relay PVCs shall be used between one SGSN and one BSS to transport BSSG P PDUs. 

12.4.3 BSS GPRS Protocol 

The primary function of BSSG P is to provide the radio-related, QoS, and routeing information that is required to 
transmit user data between a BSS mId an SGSN. In the BSS. it acts as an interface between LLC frames and RLC/MAC 
blocks. In the SGSN , it forms an interface between RLc/MAC-derived information and LLC frames. A secondary 
function is to cnable two physically distinct nodcs, t.hc SGSN and IlSS, to operatc node management control functions. 

I LLC 

-........., Relay ......... 

RLC (llSSGP BsSGP 

MAC N<:!w<)rk Network 
Service Service 

LI LI 

Gb 
BSS SGSN 

Figure 48: B$$GP Protocol Position 
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There is a one-to-one relationship between the aSSGP protocol in the SGSN and in the ass. If one SGSN handles 
multiple asss. thc SGSN has to have one BSSG P protocol machine for each ass. 

The main functions for the BSSG P protocol are to: 

provide a connection-less link bctwecn the SGSN and the ass; 

transfer data unconfirmed between the SGSN and thc ass; 

provide tools for bi-directional control of the flow of data between the SGSN and the ass; 

handle paging requests from the SGSN to thc ass; 

give suppon for flushing of old messages in t he ass e.g. , when an MS changes I3SS; and 

support multiple layer 2 links between the SGSN and one ass. 

BSSGP is defined in GSM 08 .18. 

12 .4.3.1 Inter-dependency of the BSSGP and LLC Functions 

The functions of the BSSGP shall be defined in the context of the LLC function in order to avoid duplication of 
functions and information flows. The following functional model indicates each layer's funct ional reslX'lnsibilities. 

GSM 08.18 

12 .4.3.2 

Table 3: Mapping of High.level Functions Across the Gb Architecture 

MS~PlMN : 

Using BSSGP information. 
RLCIMAC operations are 
invoked. 

MS~PLMN: 

Using Rl CIMAC·derived 
informalion . a BSSGP PDU is 
I "'",,,~,:t~'. An identifier of 

II including RAC and 
in which an LlC frame 

Same a s for SGSN. 

BSSGP Addressing 

iii i 
sss to transfer l l C frames across the Gb 

Um. 

Provides flow control and unconfirmed data 
Ii services across the Gb interface (not the 

1'"00"0,1. 
is the function of the LlC and Rl C/MAC 

across the 

For illfomlation transfer between the SGSN and the ass the BSSGP is using a aSSGP Virtual Connection Identifier 
(BVCI) for addressing. Additionally, QoS profile, and the MS identification, e.g., TLU , may be used to create queues 
and contexts in both the SGSN and the BSS. The flow control mechanism is then based on these queues and contexts. 

12 .4.3.3 BVCI Contexts in BSS and in SGSN 

A BVCI context in the BSS consists of at least one queue for LLC PDUs and of the available radio resource capacity. 
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The Bvel context in the ass is allocated for eaeh cell supporting GPRS. For cach new aPRS cell introduced in the 
BSS area. a ncw BVCI contcxt shall be allocated. 

In the SGSN the BVCI context consists of at least one queue for LLC PDUs and the al lowed throughput on BSSG P. 
The allowed throughput is updated by BSSG P flow control messages. 

12.4.3.4 Flow Control Between SGSN and BSS over the Gb Interface 

The flow control mechanism controls the loading of the BSS LLC PDU queues per BVC! and per MS between the 
SGSN and the BSS in the downlink direction. No flow control is perfonncd in the uplink direction. Buffers and link 
capacity shalt be dimensioned to avoid loss of uplink data. 

The downlink fl ow control mechanism is based on the following principles: 

In the SGSN, queues for LLC PD Us are provided per BVCI. These queues may be split further, e.g .. per MS or 
per QoS delay class or precedence class. The SGSN shalt pass LLC PDUs to LLC via BSSG P to the BSS as long 
as the allowed BSSG P throughput is not exceedcd. The allowed BSSGP throughput is givcn per BVCI and for a 
singlc MS on that BVC!. The SGSN schedules the BSSG P downlink traffic of all MSs ofa BVC! according to 
both throughput parameters and to the QoS profile related to each LLC PDU. The schedu ling algorithm is 
implementation dependent. 

!n the BSS, queues per BVCI are provided at the BSSGP level. These queues may be split further, e.g., per MS 
or per QoS delay class or precedence class. Depending on the queuing conditions and the available radio 
resource capac ity in the cell the BSS indicates the allowed BSSG P throughput per BVCl and the default allowed 
BSSGP throughput for each individual MS of that BVCI by BSSG P flow control messages to the SGSN. 
Add it ionally, the BSS may changc the allowed BSSGP throughput for an individual MS by a BSSGP flow 
control message. 

12.5 Abis Interface 
When the GPRS MAC and RLC layer functions arc positioned remote to the BTS the infonnation between the Channel 
Cadee Unit (eeU) and the remote GP RS Packet Control Unit (peU) is transferred in frames with a fixed length of320 
bits (20 ms). In the present document these frames arc denoted "peu Frames" and are an extension to the "TRAU 
frames" defined in GSM 08.60 [2 1]. Within these fmmes both GPRS data and the GPRS RLCIMAC associated control 
signals arc transfcrn.-d. 

The Abis interface shou ld be the same if the peu is positioned at the BSe site (option B in figure 49) or at the SGSN 
site (option C in figure 49). In option B, the PCU could be implcmented as an adjunct unit to the BSe. In option C. the 
BSC should be considered as transp..1rent for I 6t kbitls channels. [n configurations Band C the peu is referred to as 
being a remote rcv. 

The remote PCU is considered a pan of the BSe. and the signalling between the BSe and the peu may be perfonned 
by using BSC internal signals. The inband signalling bctween the CCU and the peu functions, using PCU frames is 
required when the Abis interface is appl ied (options B and e in figure 49). 
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Figure 49: Remote Packet Contro l Unit (PCU) Positions 

The PCU is responsible for Ihe following GPRS MAC and RLC layer fu nct ions as defined in GSM 03.64: 

LLC layer PDU segmentation inlo RLC blocks for downlink transmission; 

LLC layer POU reassembly from RLC blocks for uplink tmnsmissions; 

POCH scheduling functions for the uplink and downlink data transfers; 

PDCH uplink ARQ functions , including RLC block ack I nak; 

PDCH downlink ARQ function, including buffcring and retransmission ofRLC blocks; 

channel access control functions, e.g., access requests and grants; and 

B 

c 

nldio channel managcment functions. c.g., power control, congestion control, broadcast control information, etc. 

The functions inside the Channel CO(iec Unit (CCU) are: 

the channel cod ing functions, including FEC and interleaving; and 

radio channel measurement functions, including received quality leve l, received signal level and information 
related to liming advance measurements. 

The 8SS is responsible for allocation and dc-allocation of radio resources. A PCU frame shall be transferred between 
the PCU and the ceu every 20 ms. 

12.5.1 Remote Packet Control Unit 

When the Packet Control Unit (PCU) is remote to the 8TS, the Channel Codec Unit (CCU) in the 8TS may control 
some of the functions in the remote rcu in the 8Se. As well, the rcu may control some of the functions of the CCU. 
This remote control is performed by inband signalling carried by the control bits (C-bits) in each peu frame. 

13 Information Storage 
This clause describes information storage structures required for GPRS, and the recovery and restoration procedures 
necded to maintain service if inconsistencies in databases occur and al lost or invalid databasc information. 
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13.1 HLR 
IMSI is the prime key to the GPRS subscription data stored in the HLR. There may be several sets ofGPRS 
subscription data per IMSI. This is illustrated in figure 50. 

IMSI 

P3~SWord~:!=~:;:~C;S::;~::i",::::' i~'_S~-;:i~=~:;::;:G~'>~':S ~::::l:::' 
as) BS2 nSJ PDPt 

SSI 
St.1 (U S 

Supptementary 5CTVice 2 
Ac(iva(ion Status 

Figure 50 : GPRS Subscription Data 

As figure 50 indicates, the GPRS subscription data is at the same level as basic services. Each PDP subscription is seen 
as a basic service. Supplementary services arc provisioned as part of the overa ll subscription. Activation ofSSs is either 
at the basic service level (SS I) or al the overall subscription level (SS2). 

Table 4 shows the GPRS subscription dma contained in the HLR. 

Table 4: HLR GPRS Subscription Data 
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13.2 SGSN 

SGSN maintains MM context and PDP context infomlation for MSs in ST A DBY and READY states. Table 5 shows 
the context fields for one MS. 

Table 5: SGSN MM and POP Contexts 
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In case of anonymous access thc SOSN maintains the MM context and PDP context infonnation for MSs in READY 
statc. Table 6 shows the context fields for one MS. 

Table 6: SGSN MM and POP Contexts for Anonymous Access 
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OOSN maintains activated PDP contexts. Table 7 shows the- PDP context fields for onc PDP Address. 

Table 7: GGSN POP Context 
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If a PDP context is enablcd for nctwork-requested PDP context activation, then IMS I, PDP Type, PDP Address, SGSN 
Address and MNRG contain valid information also when the PDP context is inactive and when the MS is GPRS
detached . 

In case of anonymous acccss the GGSN maintains activated PDP contexts. Table 8 shows the PDP context fields for 
one MS. 

Table 8: GGSN PDP Context for Anonymous Access 
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A GGSN that supports anonymous access shall have a list of servcr addrcsses thaI arc allowed to be accessed by 
anonymous MSs. The method to maintain the list orthe scn'crs is outside the scope oflhe present document. 

13.4 MS 
Each GPRS MS maintains MM and PD P context information in IDLE, STANDBY and READY states. The 
infommtion may be contained in the MS and thc TE. Table 9 shows the MS context fields. 

Table 9: MS MM and POP Contexts 

Field SIM Deseri tion 
IMSI X International Mobile Subscriber Identi 
MM State Mobilit mana ement state, IDLE, STANDBY, or READY. 
P·TMSI X Packet Tem ora Mobile Subscriber Identit . 
P-TMSI Signature X A signature used for identifi cation checking .purposes. 
Routein Area X Current routein area. 
Gell Identity Current cell. 
Ko X Currenll used ci herin ke . 
GKSN X Ciphering key sequence number of Kc. 
Gi herin alorithm Selected ci herin al orithm. 
Classmark MS classmark. 
DRX Parameters Discontinuous rece lion arameters. 
Radio Priority SMS The Rl C/MAC radio priorit' level for uplink SMS transmission. 
Each MM context contains zero or more of the followin PDP contexts: 
PDPT POPt ,e .. , X.25 or IP. 
PDP Address POP address, e.g., an X.121 address. 
PDP State Packet data rotocot state, INACTIVE or ACTIVE. 
Dynamic Address Allowed Specifies whether the MS is allowed to use a dynamic address. 
APNR uested The APN r uested. 
NSAPI Network layer Service Access Point Identifier. 
T I Transaction Identifier. 
OoS Profile Re uested The uali! of service rotile re ues!ed. 
OoS Profile N otia!ed The uali! of service rofi le ne otiated . 
Radio Priori The RlC/MAC radio riorit, leve! for u link user data transmission. 
Send N-PDU Number SNDCP se uence number of the next u link N-PDU to be sent to the SGSN. 
Receive N-PDU Number SNDCP se uence number of the next downlink N·PDU ex ected from the SGSN. 
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The infamIation marked with an "X" in table 9: 

shall be stored in the SIM if the connected SIM is GPRS-aware; and 

may be stored in the ME after GPRS detach if the connected SIM is not GPRS·aware. 

If the SIM is GPRS-aware, then the IMSL P-TMSI. P-TMSI Signature. Routei llg Area, Ke, and CKSN stored in the 
SIM shall be used when accessing lhe GPRS services. 

If the SIM is not GPRS-aware, then the P-TMSI, P-TMSI S ~gnature, Routeing Area, Kc, and CKSN stored in the ME 
shall be used if and only irthe IMS I stored in the SIM is identical to the IMSI image maintained in the ME. lrthe IMS I 
stored in the SIM is different from the IMSI image in the ME. then the IMS I image in the ME shall not be used, and the 
MS shall identify itself with the IMS I stored in the SIM when perf0n11ing a GPRS allach. IMS I, P·TMS I, P·TMS I 
Signature, Routeing Area, Kc, and CKSN may be stored in the ME after the GPRS attach has been successfully 
perfonned. 

For anonymous access each GPRS MS maintains MM and PDP context information in READY state. The information 
maybe contained in the ME and theTE. Table 10 shows thc MS context fields. 

Table 10: MS MM and PDP Contexts for Anonymous Access 

Field Descri ption 
A-TLU Auxilia Tern " L ieal Link Iden!i! 
RouteinQ Area Current routeinQ area. 
Celiidenti Current cell. 
PDP Type PDP type, e.g., X.25 or IP. 
PDP Address PDP address, e .. , an X.121 address. 
NSAPI Network layer Service Access Point Identifier. 
T I Transaction Identifier. 
APN Requested The APN requested. 
QoS Profile Re uested The ualit of service rotile re uested. 
QoS Profile Negotiated The quality of service profile negotiated . 
Radio Priori The Rl C/MAC radio riorit, level for u link user data transmission. 
Send N-PDU Number SNDCP sequence number of Ihe next uplink N·PDU to be sent to the SGSN. 
Receive N-PDU Number SNDCP se uence number of the next downlink N-PDU ex ected from Ihe SGSN. 

13.5 MSCNLR 
The MSCNLR may store the SGSN number ofGPRS-attached MSs that arc also IMS I-attacl1ed. Table I I shows the 
MSCIVLR association for one MS. 

Table 11 : MSCNLR Association 

13.6 Recovery and Restoration Procedures 
The recovery and restoration procedures arc intended to maintain service ifineonsistcncies in databases occur and at 
lost or invalid database information. "Invalid" in this contexl means that the database entry cannot be regarded as 
reliable. 
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13.6.1 HLR Failure 

When an HLR rcstarts, it scnds to each SGSN where one or more of its MSs are registered a Resct message. This causes 
the SGSN to mark the relevant MM contexts as invalid, and to set NGAF ifan SGSN - MSCIVLR association exists. 
Afier receipt of the first valid LLC frame from a marked MS, the SGSN performs an update loeation to the HLR as in 
the attach or inter SGSN RA update procedures, and, ifNGAF is set, the procedure in subclause "Non-GPRS Alert" is 
followed. The update location procedure and the procedure towards the MSaVLR may be delayed by the SGSN for a 
maximum operator eonliguration-dcpending time pcrioo to avoid high signal ling load. The periodic baek·up or HLR 
data to non· volatile storage is mandatory as described in GSM 03.07 [5]. 

13.6.2 SGSN Failure 

When an SGSN fa ils, it deletes all MM and PD P contexts affected by the fai lure. SGSN storage of subscriber data is 
volatile, Based on configuration data, the SGSN sha ll send a Reset message to each of its associated VLRs. The VLRs 
shall mark all associations containing the restarted SGSN as unreliable. See GSM 03.07. 

If data or signalling. except GPRS attach and RA update, is received in an SGSN from an MS for which no MM context 
exislS in the SGSN , then the SGSN shall discard the data or signalling. 

Ifan RA update request is recei ved in an SGSN from an MS for which no MM context exists neither in the SGSN , nor 
in the old SGSN for the inter-SGSN RA update case, then the SGSN shall reject the RA update with an appropriate 
causc. In order to remain GPRS-atlachcd, the MS shallthcn pcrfonn a ncw GPRS attach and should (rc-)activate PDP 
contexts. 

NOTE: In some cases, user interaction may be required, and then the MS cannot (re-jactivate the PDP contexts 
automatically. 

When the SGSN receives a GTP PO U for which no PDP context exists it discards the OTP POU and sends an error 
indication to the originating GGSN. The GGSN marks the related PDP context as invalid, Iflhere is no MM context for 
the MS, the SGSN may search the MS by paging with the IMSI in the SGSN area. An MS that is paged for GPRS 
services with IMS I as the identifier shall perfonn a ncw GPRS attach and should (re-)aetivate PDP contexts. 

When the SGSN receives a mobile-terminated SM from the SMS-GMSC for an IMS l unknown in the SGSN, it rejects 
the request. 

When the SGSN receives a paging request over the Gs interface for an IMSI unknown in the SGSN and the SGSN has 
not completed recovery, then the SGSN may page the MS for packet services with IMSI as identifier in the area 
specified by the location infonnation provided by the MSC/VLR. lfno such location infonnation is provided, then the 
SGSN may page the MS in the routeing areas corresponding to that MSCN LR. After the MS performs a combined 
GPRS attach. the SGSN may continue serving the Gs interface paging request. 

13.6.3 GGSN Failure 

When a GGS N rails, all its PDP contexts affected by the failure become invalid and may be deleted. GOSN slorage of 
subscriber data is volatile. 

When the OOSN receives a OlP POU for which no PDP context exists. it shall discard the GTP PDU and return an 
error indication to the originating SGSN. The SGSN shall mark the related PDP context as inval id and scnd a 
Deactivate PDP Context Request message 10 the MS. The MS may then reactivate the PDP context. 

13.6.4 VLR Failure 

When a VLR fail s, all its associations with SOSNs affected by the failure become invalid and may be deleted. Based on 
configuration data, the MSCN LR sends a BSSAP+ Reset message to each of its associated SGSNs. The SGSNs mark 
all associations containing the restarted VLR as invalid. After receipt of the first val id LLC rramc rrom an MS that is 
bo th OPRS-attaehed and IMSI-attachcd. the SGSN shall return a Detach Request (Detach Type) message in order to 
requestlhe MS to perfonn a combined RA I LA update. Detach Type shall be sel lo IMSI Detach. The detach procedure 
may be delayed by the SGSN for a maximum operator-configuration depending time period to avoid high signalling 
load. 
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14 Identities 

14.1 IMSI 
A unique International Mobile Subscriber Identity (lMSI ) shall be allocated to each mobile subscriber in GSM. This is 
also the case for GPRS-only mobile subscribers, except for anonymous-only access subscribers. IMS I is defined in 
GSM 03 .03 [4] . 

14.2 Packet TMSI 
A Packet Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity shall be allocated to each GPRS-attached MS. P-TMSI is defined in 
GSM 03.03. 

14.3 NSAPI and TLLI 

The Ner.vork layer Service Access Point Identifier (NSAP I) and Temporary Logical Link Identity (TLLI ) arc used for 
network layer routeing. An NSAPI / TLL! pair is unambiguous within a routeing area. 

In the MS, NSAPI identities the PDP-SAP. In the SGSN and GGSN, NSAPI identifies the PDP context associated with 
a PDP address. Between the MS and SGSN, T LL! unambiguously identifics the logical link. 

When the MS requests the acti vation ofa PDP context, the MS selects one of its unused NSAPls. 

NSAPI is a part of the tunnel identi fier (T I D). 

For example (shown figurativel y below), an X.25 packet is received by the MS from a connected TE at the X. 121 
address SAP. The X.25 POU is encapsulated and NSAPI is initialised to NSAP I·I. TLL! is set to the MS's TLL! before 
the encapsulated X.25 packct is passed to the SN DC function. 

GPRS MS 

I X.121 address SAP I 
I 

I NSAPI.I I 

I NSAPI·' I 
1 

I IP address SAP I 

GGSN associated with: 
X. 121 address 

TLL! SGSN< 

GGSN associated with: 
IP address 

Figure 51 : Use of NSAPI and TLLI 

Gi 
H-

Gi 
H-

X. 25 / 
X.75 

IP 

Within a routeing area, there is a one-to-one correspondence between TLL! and IMSI that is only known in tlte MS and 
SGSN. lfit is not clear from the context which routeillgarea a TLL! belongs to, then TLLI is used together with RA J. 
TLL! is derived from a P-TMSI, and docs then provide uscr identity confidential ity as described in subclause "User 
Identity Confidentiality". 

The T LLI address range is di vided into fOllr ranges: Local, Foreign. Random. and Auxiliary. The TLLI structure allows 
the MS and SGSN to deduce the range that a TLU belongs w. A Local T LU is derived from the P-TMS I allocated by 
the SGSN, and is valid only in the RA associated with the P-TMSI. A Foreign TLLl is derived from a P-TMS I allocated 
in another RA. A Random TLL! is selected randomly by the MS, and is used when the MS docs not have a valid 
P-TMSI available, or when the MS originates an anonymous access. An Auxiliary T LU is selected by the SGSN and is 
used by the SGSN and MS 10 unambiguously identify an Anonymous Access MM and PDP Context. 
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If the MS has a valid P-TMS I associated with thc RA where the MS iscurrcntly located, then the MS shull usc a Local 
TLL! derived from its P·TMS L unless the MS performs a GPRS attach. 

If the MS does not have a valid P-TMSI associated with the current RA, or if the MS performs a GPRS attach, then it 
shall derive a Foreign TLL! from its P.TMSI , or allocate a Random TL L! jfno valid P-TMS I is available. 

Whcn a TLLl is exchanged betwcen the MS and an SGSN, then thc TLL! is transmitted at the RLC/MAC layer within 
the Urn protocol stack, and at the BSSG P layer within the Gb protocol Slack. NSAPI is transmitted within the SNDCP 
layer in the transm ission plane, and within the GMM/SM layer in the signall ing plane. NSAPI is represented by a 
transaction identifier (T I) in somc SM signalling mcssages. The TI is dynamically allocated by the MS for MS
requested (AA) PDP contcxt uctivution, and by the nctwork fo r network-rcqucstcd PDP context activution. Thc TI is 
deallocated when a PDP context has been deactivated. TI usage is defined in GSM 04.07 and GSM 04.08. 

By default, unless explicitly specified in the procedures. the TLL! transmitted at the RLCIMAC and BSSGP layers shall 
be used to identify the MS. 

14.4 PDP Address 
A GPRS subscriber identified by an IMSI, shall have one or more network layer addresses, i,e. , PDP addresses, 
temporarily and/or permancntly associuted with itlhat conforms to the standard addressing schcmc of the respective 
nctwork luycr service used, e.g.: 

an I P version 4 address; 

an IP vcrsion 6 uddrcss; or 

an X. I 21 addrcss. 

PDP addresscs arc uctivated and deactivatcd through MM procedures described in subelause "PDP Context Activation, 
Modification, and Deactivation Functions". 

14.5 TID 
A Tunncl Identifier (TI D) is used by the GPRS Tunnclling protocol betwcen GSNs to identify a PDP context. A T ID 
consists of an IMS I and an NSA PI. Thc combination oflMSI and NSAP I uniquely idcntifies a single PDP context. 

The TI D is forwarded to thc GGSN upon PDP Context Activation and it is used in subscqucnt tunnelling of user data 
between the GGSN and the SGSN to identify the MS's PDP contexts in the SGSN and GGSN, The TIO is also used 10 
forward N-PDUs from the old SGSN to the new SGSN at and after an inter SGSN routeing area update, 

In the anonymous access case, AA-TIO is allocated locally by the SGSN. An AA·TID consists of an A-T LL! and an 
NSAPI similar to TID. Since the IMSI is longer than A-Tl L! , the unused digits shall be used to create a unique identity 
within one PLMN. The allocated AA-TID shall not collide with the TI D address space. 

14.6 Routeing Area Identity 
Routeing Area Identity (RAJ), defined by an operator, identifies one or several cells, RAI is broadcast as system 
information and is used by the MS to detennine, whcn changing cell, ifan RA border was crossed. If that wus the case. 
the MS initiates the RA update procedure. 

The location of an MS in STANDBY state is known in the SGSN on an RA level. Cells that do not suppon GPRS 
within an LA are grouped by the SGSN and BSS into a null RA. The MS is paged for packet services in the RA where 
the MS is loeatcd whcn mobilc-tcmlinated traffic arrives in thc SGSN. The MS is paged for circuit-switched services by 
the SGSN in the last known RA plus in the null RA. 

NOTE: Cells not supponing ePRS and served by a BSC without a Gb interface should not be included in the 
same location area as cells not supponing GPRS and served by a BSC with a Gb intcrface. 

A Routeing Area is a subset of one, und only one, Location Area (LA), meaning that an RA cannot span more than one 
LA. An RA is served by only one SGSN. 
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The following rules apply for the Routeing Area Identity: 

RAG is only unique when presented together with LA I; 

CI is only unique when presented together with LAlor RAI; 

LAI = MCG + MNC + LAC: 

RAJ = MGC + MNC + LAC + RAC; 

CO l = LA I + CI. 

14.7 Cell Identity 
Cell Identity (CI) identifies one cel l. CI is defined in OSM 0] .03. 

14.8 GSN Addresses 

14.8.1 GSN Address 

Each SGSN and GGSN shall have an IP address, either of type IPv4 or IPv6, for inter-communication over the GPRS 
backbone network. 'rhe J I' addresses ofGSNs and other GI'l{S backbone nodes of all I'LMNs build a private address 
space that is not accessible from the public Internet. For the GGSN and the SOSN, this IP address may also correspond 
to one or more DNS-type logical GSN names. 

14.8.2 GSN Number 

Each SGSN shall have an SGSN number for communication with e.g., HLR and EIR. 

Each GGSN that supports the optional SS7-based Oe interface shall have a OOSN number for communication with 
HLRs. 

14.9 Access Point Name 
In the GPRS backbone, Access Point Name is a reference to the GGSN to be used. In additiol' , Access Point Name 
may, in the GGSN, identify the external network. Access Point Name is composed of two pans as defined in 
GSM 03.03 . 

The APN Network Identifier is mandatory and is a label (for example "eorpomtion") or a set oflabcls separated 
by dots which is a full y qualified domain name according to the DNS naming conventions (for example 
"company.com"). In order to guarantee the uniqueness of the APN, the OPRS PLMN should allocate, to an ISP 
or corporation, an APN Network Identifier identical to their domain name in the public Internet. The APN 
Network Identifier shall not end with ".gprs". 

The APN Opcmtor Identifier is optional. It is a fully qualified domain name according to the DNS naming 
conventions. and consists of three labels. The APN Opemtor Identifier shall end in ".gprs" . For example, it may 
be "MNCyyyy.MCCzzzz.gprs". The exact format is defined in GSM 09.60. 

The APN stored in the HLR shall not contain the APN Operator Identifier. A wi ld card may be stored in the HLR 
instead orlhe APN. This wild card indicates that the uscrmay select an APN that is not stored in the HLR. The use or 
the wild card is described in annex A. 
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15 Operational Aspects 

15.1 Charging 
Charging information in the GPRS network is collected for each MS by SGSNs and GGSNs that ure serving the MS. 

The information Ihal the operalor uses 10 generate a bill to a subscriber is operator·specific. Billing aspects, e.g., a 
regular fee for a fixed period, arc outside the scope of the present document. 

Every GPRS operator collects and processes their own charging information. 

The SGSN collects charging information for each MS related with the radio network usage while the GGSN collects 
charging information for each MS related with the external data network usage. BOlh GSNs also collect charging 
information on usage of the GPRS network resources. 

15.1 .1 Charging Information 

Charging information is collected for Ihe GPRS subscriber. 

As a minimum, Ihe SGSN shall collecl the following charging informal ion: 

usage orthe radio interface: the charging inlbrmation shall describe the amount or data transmilled in MO and 
MT directions categorised with QoS and user protocols; 

usage oflhe packet data protocol addresses: the charging information shall describe how long the MS has used 
the p.1cket data protocol addresses; 

usage of the general GPRS resources: the charging in formation shall describe the usage of olher GPRS·related 
resources and the MS's GPRS network activity (e.g., mobility management); and 

location of MS: HPLMN, VPLMN, plus optional higher-accuracy location information. 

As a minimum, the GGSN shall collect the following charging information: 

destination lind source: the charging informat ion shall describe the destination and source addresses with a level 
of accuracy as defined by the GPRS operator; 

usage of the external data networks: the charging information shall describe the amount of data sent and received 
to and from the external data network; 

usage of the packet data protocol addresses: the charging infonl1lltion shall describe how long the MS has used 
the PDP addresses; and 

localion of MS: HPL MN, VPLMN, plus optional higher-accuracy location information. 

15.1.2 Reverse Charging 

It shall be possible to provide reverse charging as a subscription option. However, reverse charging may nOI be 
applicable to certain external data network protocols. 

15.2 Quality of Service Profile 
A QoS profile is associated with each PD P context. The QoS profile is considered to be a single parameter with 
multiple data transfer allributcs. It defines the qual ity of service expected in temlS the following attributes: 

precedence class; 

delay class; 

reliability class; 
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peak throughput class; and 

mean throughput class. 

There are many possible QoS profiles defined by the combinations of the allributes, A PLMN may support only a 
limited subset of tile possible QoS profiles. 

During the QoS profile negotiation defined in subclause "Activation Procedures", it shall be possible for the MS to 
request a value for each of the QoS attributes, including the HLR·stored subscribed default values, The network shall 
negotiate each attribute to a level that is in acconL1ncc with the available GPRS resources. The network shall always 
attempt to provide adequate resources to support the negotiated QoS profiles. 

The RLCIMAC layer suppons four radio priority levels and an additional level for signalling messages as defined in 
GSM 03 .64 and GSM 04,60. Upon uplink access the MS can indicate one orthe four priority levels, and whether the 
cause for the uplink access is uscr data or signalling message transmission. This infonnation is used by the BSS to 
detennine the radio access precedence (i.e., access priority) and the service precedcnce (i.e., transfer priority under 
congested situation), see GSM 04.60, The radio priority levels to be used for transmission of MO SMS shall be 
detennined by the SGSN and delivered to the MS in the Attach Accept message. The radio priority level to be used for 
user data transmission shall be dctcnnined by the SGSN based on the negotiated QoS profile and shall be delivered to 
the MS during the PDP Context Activation and PDP Context Modification procedures. 

15.2.1 Precedence Class 

Under nonnal opcmting conditions, the network shall attempt to mect the service commitments of all QoS profiles. The 
service precedence indicates the relative importance of maintaining the service commitments under abnormal 
conditions. for example which packets arc discarded in the event of problems such as limited resources or network 
congestion. The prccedenec classes arc defined in table 12. 

Table 12: P recedence Class e s 

Precedence Pre cede nce Name Inte rpretation 
1 Hi h riorit Service commitments shall be maintained ahead of recedence classes 2 and 3. 
2 Normal riorit Service commitments shall be maintained ahead of recedence class 3. 
3 l ow riorit Service commitments shall be maintained after recedence classes 1 and 2. 

15.2.2 Delay Class 

GSM 02.60 defines four delay classes (I to 4). The network operator should provision adequate transmission resources 
on the radio and network communication channels in order to support the expected number of subscribers within each 
cell at a given delay class. A PLMN may support only a subset of the delay classes. As a minimum. the PLMN shall 
support the best effort delay class (4). 

15.2.3 Reliability Class 

Data reliability is defined in temlS of the residual error rates for the following cases (see GSM 02.60): 

probability of data loss; 

probability of data delivered out of sequence; 

probability o f duplicate data delivery; and 

probability of corrupt cd data. 

The reliabi lity class specifies the requirements of the various network protocol layers. The combinations of the GTP, 
LLC, and RLC transmission modes support the reliability class performance requirements. TCP is used to transport user 
data on the GPRS backbone network in acknowledged GTP mode, while UDP is used in unacknowledged GTP mode. 
The reliability classes arc summarised in table J 3. 
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Table 13: Reliability Classes 

Re liability GTP Mode LLC Frame Mode LLC Data RLC Block Mode Traffic Type 
Class Protection , cknowledged Acknowledged Protected Acknowledged Non real· time traffic, error-

sensi tive application that 
cannot cope with data loss. 

2 Unacknowledged Acknowledged Protected Acknowledged Non real-time traffic. error-
sensitive application that can 
cope with infrequent data 
loss. 

3 Unacknowledged Unacknowledged Protected Acknowledged Non real· time traffic, error-
sensi tive application that can 
cope wi th data loss, 
GMMlSM, and SMS. 

4 Unacknowledged Unacknowledged Protected Unacknowledged Real-time traffic, error-
sensitive application that can 
cope with data loss. 

5 Unacknowledged Unacknowledged Unprotected Unacknowledged Real-time traffic, error non· 
sensitive application that can 
cope with data loss. 

NOTE: For real·lime traffic, the OoS rofile also re uires a ro riate sellin 5 for dela and throu h ul. 

Ea(.;h rdiabili ty dass in cumbinatiull with the Reun.1cring Re4Uired infurmati un s~(.;ities the larget residual errur rates 
for a PDP context. The residual error rate targets are given in GSM 02.60. A PLMN may support only a subset of the 
reliability classes. Signalling and SMS shall be transferred with reliabi l ity class 3. 

15.2.4 Throughput Classes 

User data throughput is specified in terms of a sct of throughput classes tbat characterise the expected bandwidth 
required for a PDP context. The throughput is defined by both peak and mean classes. 

15.2.4.1 Peak Throughput Ctass 

The peak throughput is measured at the Gi and R re ference points in units of octets per second. It specifies the 
maximulll rate at which data is expected to be transferred across the network for an individual PDP eontext. There is no 
guarantee that this peak rate can be achieved or sustained tor any lime period, this depends upon the MS capability and 
available radio resources. The network may limit the subscnber to the negotiated peak data rate, even ifadditi onal 
transmission capac ity ;s availablc. The peak throughput is independent of the delay class, that detennines the per-packet 
GPRS network transit delay. The peak throughput classes are defined in lable 14. 

Table 14: Peak Throughput Classes 

'IO~ ; 
; 
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15.2.4.2 Mean Throughput Ctass 

The mean throughput is measured at the Gi and R reference points in units o[ octets per hour. It spec ifics the average 
rale at which data is expected to be transferred aeross the GPRS network during the remaining lifetime of an act ivated 
PDP context. The network may limit the subscriber to the negotiated mean data rate (e.g., for flat·rate charging), even if 
additional transmission capacity is available. A "best effort" mean throughput class may be negotiated, and means that 
throughput shall be made available to the MS on a per need and availability basis. 

The mean throughput classes are defined in table 15 . 

Table 15: Mean Throughput Classes 

~ )44~j 
00 2 biV'j. 

i 

I 
~ Ii r i: 

16 Interactions with Other GSM Services 
Th is clause describes the interaction between GPRS and the following other GSM services: 

point.to-point Shon Message Service (SMS); 

circuit-switched services: and 

supplementary serv ices. 

16.1 Point-to-point Short Message Service 
It shall be possible for a GPRS-anached MS to send and receive short messages over GPRS radio channels. An MS that 
is GPRS·attached and not IMS I-anached shall transfer 5Ms over GPRS channels. MSs that are both GPRS-auached and 
IMSJ-allached shall transfer 5Ms over GPRS channels or over non-GPRS control channels (i f non-GPRS control 
channels arc used, then paging for MT SMS may go through the SGSN). 

The following two subc lauses define the operation of mobile· ten nina ted and mobile-originated SMS routeing and 
transfer over GPRS radio channels. More detailed definitions arc contained in GSM 03.40 [8]. 
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16.1 .1 Mobile-terminated SMS Transfer 

Figure 52 and the description below show an example ofa successful delivery ofa SM to an MS over a GPRS radio 
channel. 

MS BSS 93SN G3SN MSC/VlR HlR -G SM-SC 

<---- ----> 

<----

----> 

<---- ----- -----

----- ----- ----- ----> 

<---- Messaqe Transfer 
(~, MS l'Iddre=) 

Send Routeing Info For Short Message 

1 

2 

Serrl Routeinq Info For Soort Messa9=' Result 3 
(SGSN NumEer, MSC NlIrber) 

Forward Short Message <l 
ISM} 

Message Transfer 5 
ISM} 

Forward Short Message Result 6 

----> Delivery Report 7 

Figure 52: MT SMS Transfer, Successful 

I ) The shon message service centre determines it shall send a SM to an MS. SM-SC forwards the SM to a SMS 
gateway MSC (SMS·GMSq. 

2) SMS-GMSC examines the destination MS Address, and sends a Send Routeing Info For Short Message message 
to the relevant HLR. 

3) HLR returns a Send Routeing Info For Short Message Result message to thc SMS·G MSC. The result may 
contain the MS's currcnt SGSN Number, thc MSC Number, or both. l fthc rcsult docs nOl contain an SGSN 
Number (i ,e., the HLR knows that the MS is not reachable via an SGSN), and if the result does contain an MSC 
Number, then non-GPRS SMS deli very procedures are fo llowed. If the result contains an SGSN Number, the 
SMS transfe r proceeds according to the following cvents. 

NOTE: SMS delivery via the SGSN is normally more radio resource efficient than SMS deli very via the 
MSC/YLR. The preferred delivery path is selected by SMS-GMSC operator-specific action. 

4) SMS·GMSC forwards the SM to the SGSN. 

5) SGSN transfers the SM to the MS on the RP, CP, LLC layers, as defined in GSM 04. I I and GSM 04,64. 

6) SGSN returns a Forward Short Message Result message to the SMS·GMSC indicating successful delivcry of the 
SM. 

7) SMS-GMSC returns a Delivery Report to the SM·SC indicating successful delivery of the SM. 

16.1.1.1 Unsuccessful Mobile-terminated SMS Transfer 

The SGSN may not be able to deliver the SM to the MS. This may for example happen when the MS is not attached to 
GPRS. or when the radio channel conditions are bad. 

When the SGSN cannot deli ver the SM to the MS, the SGSN sets the Mobile stmion Not Reachable for GPRS nag 
(MNRG), and retut11S a failure report to thc SMS-GMSC. Based on the route ing information reccived from the HLR, 
the SMS·GMSC shall do onc ofthc following: 

ifan MSCN LR is available for the MS. the SM is forwa rded to the MS via the MSC/VLR. A successful 
deli vcry rcpon shall bc rctumcd to thc SM-SC; 

ifan MSCNLR is not available for the MS, thc Message Waiting Ind ication infomlat ion in the HLR sllall be 
updated and an unsuccessfu l delivery report shall be returned to the SM-SC. 
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Figure 53 illustratcs onc possible trome scenario when neither the SGSN nor the MSC is able to deliver the SM, 

MSC/VlR 

<----

Messaqe Transfer 
(~ , MS M3ress) 

SeOO Routeing Info For Smrt Message 

1 

2 

----> SeOO Routeing Info For Short Message Result 3 
(SGSN Numl::er, MSC NuTber) 

<---- ----- ----- Forward Short Message 4 
(SM) 

<---- ----> 

<---- ----- ----> 

<- ---

<----

----> 

Me(;) Transfer : Failure 

Forward Short M?ssage Result 

Forward Sh:>rt Message 
(SM) 

Message Transfer : Failure 
(SJ.l) 

Alert Re::.IOOst 

----> Forward Smrt Message Result 

<---- Report g.j Delivery Status 

----> Report ~ Delivery Status Result 

----> Failure Report 

Figure 53 : MT SMS Transfer, Uns uccessful 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

I) The short message service centre determines it shall send a SM to an MS. SM-SC forwards the SM to a SMS
GMSC. 

2) SMS·GMSC examines the destination MS Address, and sends a Send Routein£ In fo For Short Message message 
to the relevant H LR. 

3) HLR returns a Send Routeing Info For Short Message Result message to the SMS·GMSC. The Result contains 
an SGSN Number and an MSC Number. 

4) SMS·GMSC forwards the SM to the SGSN. 

5) SGSN attempts to transfer the SM to the MS, but fail s. 

6) SGSN se t~ MNRG (lmJ returns a FurwanJ ShQrt Mess(lgc R<:suh lTlcssag<: tu SMS·GMSC indil:(lting unSUl:l:cssful 
delivery of the SM. 

7) SMS·GMSC selects an alternative route for the SMS, and forwards the SM to Ihe MSCIV LR. 

8) MSCNLR unempl~ to transfer the SM to the MS, but fails. 

9) The MSClV lR requests the setting of the NGA F at the SGSN. 

10)V LR sets MNRF and returns a Forward Short Message Result message 10 the SMS·GMSC indicating 
unsuccessful delivery of the SM. 

11 )SMS·GMSC sends a Report SM Del ivery message to the HLR. 

l 2) HLR updates its Message Waiting Indication fields and returns a Repon SM Deli very Result message to the 
SMS·GMSC. 

13)SMS·GMSC returns a Failure Report to the SM-SC indicating unsuccessful delivery of the SM. 

Figure 38 shows that the SGSN sends a Ready for SM (MS Reachable) message to the HLR when the MS becomes 
reachable and MNRG is set in the SGSN. The SGSN indicates also to the MSC/V LR when the MS becomes reachable 
and NGAF is scI in the SGSN. If the MN RF is set at the MS C/VLR, the MSCIV LR scnds a Ready for SM (MS 
Reachable) message to the HLR. Reception of a Ready for SM messagc or Update Location message when MN RG is 
sel in the HLR shall trigger the SMS alen procedure as defined in GSM 03.40, 
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MNRG rema ins set in the SGSN independently of whether the M5CfV LR was successful in delivering the SM or not. 
Th is means that the SGSN in certain cases sends a Ready ror SM message to the HLR when an MS becomes reachable 
via the SGSN, even irno SM is waiting. This causes a small amount of duplicate signalling between SGSN and HLR 
on ly. 

16.1.2 Mobile-originated SMS Transfer 

Figure 54 and the descript ion below explain the steps involved in sending a SM from an MS over a GPRS radio 
channeL 

MS 9'1S-IW SM- SC 

<- --- --- -;,0 Message Transfer 1 
ISM) 

Forward Slnrt Message 2 
ISM) 

----- ----- ----- ---- ;,0 
----;:> Me~ Transfer 3 

I ) 
<---- Delivery Report , 

<---- ----- ----- ----- Forward Slnrt Message Result 5 

<- --- ----- Delivery Report 6 

Figure 54: MO SMS Transfer, Successful 

\) The MS has a SM to send, and transfers the SM to the SGSN via RP, CP, and LLC. 

2) SGSN checks the MS subscription data, and determines that the MS is allowed to originate the SMS. SGSN 
forwards the SM to a SMS intcrworking MSC (SMS-IWMSC). 

3) SMS-IWMSC passes the SM 10 the addressed SM·SC. 

4) SM-SC returns a Delivery Report to the SMS-IWM SC indicating successful delivery of the SM. 

5) SMS-JWMSC returns a Forward Short Message Result message to the SGSN indicating successful delivery of 
the SM. 

6) SGSN returns a Delivery Repon to the MS indicating successful delivcry of the SM. 

16.2 Circuit-switched Services 

The ability for a Gr RS user to access circuit-switched services depends on the subscription held, the network 
capabil ities, and the MS capabil ities. Interaction between GPRS and circuit-switched services is described in subclause 
"Interactions Between SGSN and MSCN LR". 

16.2.1 Suspension of GPRS Services 

When a GPRS-attached MS enters dedicatcrl mode. and when the MS limitations make it unable 10 communicate on 
GPRS channels, the MS sha ll requcslthe network for suspension ofG PRS services. The Suspend and Resume 
procedure is illustrated in figure 55. Each step is explained in the following I iSI. 
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I MS I I BSS I I SaSN I I MSCIV LR I 
1. cdicated Mode Ente ,d 

2. Suspend 

3. Suspend 

3 Suspend Aek 

.~.: ... ~-~~~~.~: .. -.--... -... -.... 
5 Channel Release 

..:. Re~~_ITI~_ Aek _ 

6. Routeing Area U .~~: .. !t_~.9.~.=':'. ____ ..... . __ . __ . __ .. _._ .. _--_._--_._._. 

Figure 55: Suspend and Resume Procedure 

I) The MS enters dedicated mode. 

2) The MS sends an RR Suspend (TLU, RAI) message to the BSS. The SSS may termi nMe any ongoing GPRS 
traffic for thi s TLU . 

3) The BSS sends a Suspend (TLLI . RAI) message to the SGSN. and the SGSN acknowledges by rctuming 
Suspend Ack. The BSS shall store T LLI and RAI in order to be able to request the SGSN to resume GPRS 
services when the MS leaves dedicated modc. 

4) Eventually, the BSS determi nes that the circuit-switched radio channel shall be released. I f the BSS is able to 
request the SGSN to resume GPRS services, the ass shall send a Resume (TLU, RAI) message to the SGSN. 
The SGSN acknowledges the successful outcome or lhe resume by returning Resume Aek. 

5) The BSS sends an RR Channel Release (Resume) message to the MS. Resume indicates whether the BSS has 
successfully requested the SGSN to resume GPRS services for the MS, i.e., whether Resume Ack was received 
in the BSS before the RR Channel Release message was transmitted. The MS leaves dedicated mode. 

6) If the BSS did not successfully request thc SGSN to resume GPRS services, or irthe RR Channel Release 
message was not received before the MS left dedicated mode. then the MS shall resume GPRS services by 
sending a R{)utcing Area Update Requcst messagc to the SGSN. The Update Type depends on the modc of 
operation orthe network in use e.g. in nKlde I Combined RAILA Update is madc and in mode II or II I Routeing 
Area Update is made. 

The full handling of suspend cd MSs in the BSS and the SGSN is implementation dependent. Typically, the SGSN 
should not page suspended MSs. 

If the MS performs an inter-BSC handovcr while suspended, then T LLl and RA I should be transferred as BSC-to-Bse 
information in the Handover Requi red and I-Iandovcr Requcst messages, sec GSM 08.08. This allows the new BSC to 
initiate the Resume requcst proeedurc to thc SGSN. In the case where the SSC-to-BSC information was not transfcrrcd 
or notundcrstood. thcn thc MS doesn't rcceivc an indication that resumption has bccn sucecssful. and thc MS shall 
resume GPRS services by initiating a Routeing Arca Update or Combined RNLA Updating proccdurc as dcscribed in 
step 6. 

16.2 .2 GPRS and Dedicated Mode Priority Handling 

An MS in class-B mode of operation that communicates on GPRS radio channels when a dedicated channel is needed. 
shall immediately abort the GPRS communication and trigger thc Suspend and Resume procedure. 

Response to circuit-switched paging, non-cmergency MO circuit-switched calls. MO SMS, and MO supplementary 
services arc exceptions to thc above rule. In these cases, it is an implementat ion choice whether to immediately abort 
GPRS communication or to delay the dedicated modc establishment. 
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16.3 Supplementary Services 
No supplemelllary services are defined for GPRS. Supplementary services may be available in the interworked-with 
networks (e.g., the X.25 Call Redirection user facili ty), but this is outside the scope of this specification. 
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Annex A (normative): 
APN and GGSN Selection 
This annex contains the rules applied upon PDP context activation to determine Ihe APN and the corresponding GGSN. 

A.1 Definitions 
The SGSN knows from the subscription data the pammeters lS for Subscribed): PDP type lS). PDP address lS), 
APN (S). and VPLMN address allowed. 

The SGSN may know from configuration the default APN supporting a given PDP type. This APN is called 
APN (SGSN) and docs not include an APN Operator Identifier. 

The SGSN knows the parameters requested by the MS (R for Requested): PDP type (R), PDP address (R), and 
APN (R). APN (R) is the APN Network Identifier requested by the MS. 

In case of "an APN chosen by the SGSN" the activated PD P context is always linked with a dynamic PDP address. 

An MS may have multiple subscription records for the same PDP type and the same PDP address, but with different 
APNs. 

An MS may havc one or two subscription records with the samc PDP type and the same APN: one wilh a static PDP 
address. one with a dynamic PDP address. 

When Ihe MS is in its HPLMN, if the MS requests an APN that does not correspond to any OGSN of its HPLMN, the 
request shall be rejected by SGSN. When the MS is in a VPLMN, ifthc MS requests an APN that docs not correspond 
to any GGSN of its HPLMN noroflhis VPLMN.tne request shall be rejected by SGSN. 

If APN (S) "" wild card (sec GSM 03.03), it means either: 

that a default APN (a defaul t PoN) has to be chosen by the SGSN (APN (SGSN» ifno APN (R) has been 
provided; or 

thaI a PDP context with dynamic PD P address may be activated towards any APN requested by the MS . 

In order 10 derive APN (R) from thc APN sent by the MS, the SGSN shall ebeek if the APN sent by the user ends with 
".gprs". If not. then APN (R) is equal to APN scnt by the MS. If yes, then APN (R) is thc APN sent by Ihe MS without 
the three lasllabels, If yes, then the APN-OI shall be saved fur later use, sec Figure AA. 

A.2 APN Selection Rules 
The SGSN shall select the APN to be used to derive the GGSN address, and scI the selection modc parameter according 
to the rules in the SOL diagrams in this subclause. The following definitons apply to the SOL diagrams: 

Addrl\1ode: Addressing Mode. 

APN-OI: APN Operator Identifier. 

tlPLM N-OI: HPLMN APN Operator Identifier (derivcd from IMSJ). 

Number <conditio n>: detennines the PDP context subscription records tha[ satisfy the given condition, 

PDPaddr: por address. 

Sel!\lode:= ChosenBySGSN: Network-provided APN, subscription not verified. 

SelMode :", SentByMS: MS-provided APN, subscription not verified. 
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SeI!\1ode:= Subscribed: MS or Network-provided APN, subscription verifi ed, 

SeI!\1odc: Selection Mode. 

VPL!\1N-OI: VPLMN APN Operator Identifier. 

+: concatenation operation. 
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Figure A.1 : SOL Diagram 1 
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Annex B (informative): 
Data Transmission Routeing Examples 
Examples of the PDP PDU routeing arc given below to clarify the GPRS routeing concept. It is assumed here that the 
MS has subscribed to a PDP type and a PDP address in the home PLMN and that this PDP address has been activated. 

The contexts and the main parameters in the figures indicate which information is used to route the data to the correct 
network nodes. 

B.1 Data Routeing for an MS in its Home PLMN to and 
from an External PDN 

Figure 8.1 describes how the MS sends a PDP PDU (data packet) to an externa l data network and how PDP PDUs from 
an external data network arc sent to an MS. 

MS 

TLU and NSAP I identify the PDP context of the MS in the SGSN. 

TID identifies the PDP context in the SGSN and GGSN. 

To route MO packets, an SGSN needs to have a mapping from TLLI + NSAPI to GGSN + TID. 

To route MT packets, an SGSN needs to have a mapping from T ID to TLLI + NSA PI. 

---Or' i =t"F'- !rn 

I SNOCP p[(J (TI...LI, NSAPI, FOP m..r) 

o O::fitext : TLLI + NSAPI - > a:;sJ + TID 

--_·-----,1 I GrP PCU (TID , PDP PWl 

o Ccntext: TID - > PDP CO"ltext (PDP l>ddxess) 

1-- -------,1 

1<---------1 rop IDJ 

o Ccntext; PDP Ad::iress -> TID - > EGSN + TID 

<---------1 I GI'P pro (TID , PDP POOl 

o O::fitext; TID - > TLLI + NSAPI + RAJ. + cr 

< ••• - -----1 I SNOCP pro ('ILLI , NSAPI, FOP IDJ) 

Figure B.1: Data Routeing in HPLMN to and from an External PDN 
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B.2 Data Routeing for a Roaming MS to and from an 
External PDN 

This example is almost the same as the previous one. In this case, the MS has roamed to anotller PLMN and the SGSN 
that is currently scrving thc MS is in a visited PLMN while the GGSN is in the home PLMN. 

A mobile·terminated GTP PDU is carried from the GGSN to the SGSN via the horne intra·P LMN backbone network to 
the intcr-PLMN backbone nctwork and finally to the visitcd intra-PLM N backbone network. 

The routeing for MO and MT packets can be optimised if the activated PDP address is dynamically assigned by 
Ihl;: visited PLMN . 

rtema1 Pm 

SNOC.'P pru (TLLI, NSAPI, PDP IDJ) 

o Cbntext ; TLLI + NSAPI -> G3SN + TID 

················'1 I GI'P pro (TID, PDP IDJ) 

o Galtext ; TID -> PDP C'C¥'ltext (PDP Adiress) 

PDP mJ 

PDP mJ 

o Galtext: PDP Ad:fress -> TID -> SGSN + TID 

I GI'P pro (TID, FDP roJ) 

o Cbntext : TID - > TLLI + NSAPI + RAI + CI 

< •••• ·····1 I SNDCP pro (TLLI, NSAPI, RJP mJ) 

Figure B.2: Data Routeing for a Roaming MS to and from an External PDN 

B.3 MS-to-MS Data Routeing via the Same GGSN 
This example is basically the same as described in subclause "Data Rouleing. for an MS in ils Home PLMN to and from 
an External PON". When the GGSN receives the GTP PO U and decapsulatcs the POP POU. it detects that the 
destination address is also in the GPRS network. Then, the PDP PDU that is sent by one MS is treated the same way as 
the PDP PDU that is received from the external data network. 

In case of connection-oriented protocols (e.g., X.2S) an additional DTE/DCE conversion may need to be 
perfonned in the GGSN. 
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MS1 i p[(J (TI..LIl , N9.PIl, PDP POO) 

o Cbntext : TLLIl + NSAPIl -:> GJSN + TIDl 

---------,1 1 GI'P PCU (TIDl , IDP p[(J) 

o Ct:ntext : TIDl -:> PDP =textl (PDP Address]) 
o O::rltexc; PDP Ad::iress2 -:> TID2 -:> 93SN2 + TID2 

MS2 21' ________ 1 
1 GI'P PCU (TID2 , IDP p[(J) 

o Cbntext : TID2 -:> TLLI2 .;. NSAPI2 + RA2 +CI2 

<---- -----1 1 SNOCP mJ (TI..LI2 , NSAPI2, KlP IDJ) 

Figure B.3: MS-to-MS Data Routeing via the Same GGSN 

B.4 MS-to-MS Data Routeing via Different GGSNs 
Th is example is basically the same <IS described in subclause "MS·to-MS Data Routcing via the Same OGSN", with the 
difference that the same GGSN is not handling the first MS';, outgoing tmffic and the second MS's incoming traffic. [n 
practice, this means that when the first GGSN has extracted the destination address from the PDP PDU and detected the 
destination subnetwork, its routeing table has a "short-cut" to the second GOSN. Instead ofroutei ng the PDP PDU via 
an extemal data network, it is possible to route it via the inter-PLMN backbone network. 

MS1 

MS2 

If the first OOSN docs not k.now the short-cut from one operator to another, the PDP PDUs are transmitted via 
the ex ternal data network. FrOm the first GGSN's point of view, the second MS then resembles a normal fixcd 
network node. 

In case of connection-oriented protocols (e.g., X.25) an additional DTE / DeE conversion may need to be 
perfonncd in the GGSN. 

'1' l' r SNOCP POO ('ILLIl, NSAPIl, PDP POO) 

o Cbntext; 'ILLIl + NSAPIl - > GJEN + TIDl 

---------,1 I TIDl , PDP FrU 

o CCFltext: TIDl -> .PDP o::ntextl (FOP Addressl) 

--------->1 GI'P PCU (PDP PIXJ) 

o Cbntext: PDP Address2 -> TID2 -> SGSN2 .;. TID2 

2 T-------T--------- GfP PJ:U (=, rop =) 

o Cbntext : TID2 -> TLLI2 .;. NSAPI2 .;. RA2 .;. CI2 

<---- -----1 I SNOCP mJ ('ILLI2 , NSAPI2, PDP mJ) 

Figure B.4: MS-to-MS Data Routeing via Different GGSNs 
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6.0.0 March [998 Included SMO #25 approved change request A044. 

6.1.0 June 1998 [ncluded SMO#26 approved change requests A045 through A048, AOSO through 
A05S, and AOS7 through A062. 

6.1.1 August 1998 ETS I version change due to change of Public Enquiry dates. 

6.2.0 October 1998 Included SMOIl27 approved change requests A065 , A066, A068 through AU8U, 
A082, A088, and A090. 

6.3.0 February 1999 Included SMO #28 approved change requests A092 , A093, A095 through A098, 
A 100 through A 102, A [OS, and A 108. 

6.3. 1 April [999 Editorial correction. 

6.4.0 July 1999 Included SMO#29 approved change requests AI07, A [ 12 , A[ [4, Al 17 through 
A 120, A 130, and A 132. 

6.5.0 October [999 Included TSG CN#S and SAliS approverl change requests A161rl, A[6S, A166rl, 
and A 170r2. 

6.6.0 December 1999 Included TSO SA#6 approved change requests AI72rl, A174, A176, A178, and 
A180. 

6.7.0 March 2000 Included TSG SAil7 approved change request Al 84. 

6.7.1 September 2000 Version update to 6.7. 1 for Publication 

6.8.0 March 2001 Correction to Annex A, SOL-diagram on the rules applied upon PDP context 
activation to determine the APN and the corresponding GGSN (CR AI98). 

Failure of Update OPRS Location when HLR is not reachable (CR A 199) 

Failure of Authentication Parameter GPRS when HLR is not reachable (CR A201). 

6.9.0 June 200! Incorporation ofCR#A205r l on "using RAU procedure for MS RAC IE update" 

6.10.0 January 2002 Incorporation ofCR#A2 1lrl on "losing PDP context during inter-SGSN RA 
Update" 

6.10. 1 Ju ly 2002 Restoration of missing figure A.2. 

6. 11.0 September 2002 Incorporation ofCR#2 15 on "No MT calls after resumption ofOPRS when using 
NMO= I ", approved at SA#17 
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History 

Document history 

V6.1.1 August 1998 Public Enquiry PE 9849: 1998-08·07 to 1998-12-04 

V6.3.1 April 1999 Vote V 9924: 1999·04-13 to 1999-06-11 

V6.3.2 July 1999 Publication as EN 301 344 

V6.4.0 August 1999 Onc-stt:p Appruval PrOCt:uurc OAP 9954; 1999·08-lltu 1999-12-10 

V6.4.1 December 1999 Publication as EN 301 344 

V6.6.0 February 2000 One-step Approval Procedure OAP 200024: 2000-02 -16 to 2000-06-16 

V6,7.0 April 2000 One-step Approval Procedure OAP 20000818: 2000·04-19 to 2000-08-18 

V6.6.1 July 2000 Publication as EN 301 344 

V6.7.1 September 2000 Publication as EN 301 344 

V6.8.0 Mareh 2001 Publication 

V6.9.0 June 2001 Publication 

V6. 10.1 July 2002 Publication 

V6,11.0 September 2002 Publication 
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